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Celebrating 67 Years In The Tampa Bay Area

SEE PAGE 3-A
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Victims 01 Bun
Injections Send
warning To Others
SEE PAGE 2-A
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BlaleHigh
Grad Murdered

In His Hamil
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Citv Manager
Discusses linoritv
Business Changes

SEE PAGE 23-A

SEE PAGE 8-A

WOMEN VOLUNTEERS PUSH FOR MEN'S HEALTH·
Annual Men's Health Forum was held on Saturday, March 1'7, 2012 at the Marshall Center at the University of South
Florida. The event provided free men's health checkups and screenings. A limited number of men received a free prostate
exam voucher. Numerous physicians, pharmacists and nurses donated their time to the event. There were also concerned
women who donated their time to encourage and assist the men who came out. Among the volunteers were: Maya Wilson,
Stephanie Caplet, Daphnee Guillaume, Terri Taylor, Elma Williams, Teri Rattler and Linda Paige. (Photography by BRUNSON)
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
For the past three years,
Mrs. Andrea Lee-Mingo
has battled health issues. But,
unlike some illnesses, doctors
are unsure of how to treat her.
Mrs. Lee-Mingo and Ms.
zakia Teagle are best friends,
and until three years ago, were
average young women,. who
were relatively healthy, and
had plans for the future. How- .
ever, a decision to enhance
their assets, has permanently
changed their lives.
From the onset, their stories are identical, and only differ in the aftermath. Mrs.
Lee-Mingo and Ms. Teagle
said they learned that Ms.
Sharhonda Lindsay was
giving butt enhancement injections from a friend of a friend.
Prior to having the procedure, the women said they researched it on the Internet and
learned the chemical, Hydrogel, was supposed to be a
water-based solution. They felt
it was safe.
They said Ms. Lindsay
had injected four people the
week before and had to obtain
more of the solution. It also
had to be mixed with other
chemicals.
On January 29, 2009, They

met at . Mrs. Lee-Mingo's
home. Ms. Teagle had 10 injections in each hip and Mrs.
Lee-Mingo had 20 injections
ineachhip.
·
"She did Zalda first and by
the time she finished with me,
Zakia got sick and started
vomiting black stuff. I called an
MRS. ANDREA LEE-MINGO .
ambulance. Later, I was in the
& M~; ZAKIA TEAGU:
middle of taking my shower
when I started getting sick,"
mother to make funeral
Mrs. Lee-Mingo said. ·
arrangements because I wasn't
Both were transported to
going to make it through the
Town N' Country Hospital
night."
within a half hour of each
Mrs. Lee-Mingo said that
other. "They asked for a urine _ instead of making funeral
sample and when I looked; I
arrangements, her mother
saw nothing but blood. At the
went to church and she surhospital, they told us we had to
vived.
make a police report," Mrs.
Three years later, she said
Lee-Mingo said.
the injection areas are hard to
"I asked them to take me to
the touch and she's tiliilg a lot
·where Zalda was and they did.
of medication. She is in a lot of
I thought they were going to
pain, but the medication makes
treat and release us. We didn't
her sleep. She said the doctors
realize it was that serious," she
are afraid to remove the obsaid~
jects.
Both "{Omen were in the
In an attempt to go on with
hospital for a month. From that
her life, Mrs. Lee-Mingo
point, their stories differ.
married in September 2009
Mrs. Lee-Mingo said,
and has since adopted a baby.
"The doctors wei:e afraid to
She stated that she has been
touch us because they didn't
turned down for disability and
know what she had injected us
continues to try and work.
with and it was still in our bodOnce a month, she must go
ies. All of my organs shut down
to the emergency room to reand I was placed on life supceive muscle relaxer injections.
port. The hospital told my
"We are trying to get our
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story out because people are
still doing it. We want everyone
to know what happened to us,"
she said.
Ms. Teagle said that al~
though she was in the hospital
for a month, she did not suffer
renal failure in the beginning.
However, renal failure for her
came about three years later.
She was recently released after
a month in the hospital.
"I had the renal failure dqe
to the toxins in my body. You
don't know what kind of affect
those toxins will hitve or how
long it Will take before something happens. I'm telling
everyone not to do what we .
did. I don't recommend any
type of cosmetie procedure
even by professiol_!als."

Ms. Teagle said they are
still trying to receive restitution
and although Ms. Lindsay
was ordered to pay restitution,
they receive $7 or $9 a month.
"The latest thing that happened in court is that she (Ms.
Lindsay) is trying to get out of
paying restitution," she said.
Ms. Lindsay was arrested
after the police reports were
filed. She was charged with two
counts of practicing medicine
without a license.
Last year, Ron O'Neal
Morris, 30, was arrested in
Broward County and charged
with practicing medicine without a license. Last month,
Morris was arrested again
after 3 other victims came forward.

·Familv Disputes
Accounts 11 Shooting
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
On
Monday
morning,
Tampa Police said Quintavius
Moore, 16, walked into Baker's
Mini Market on Armenia Av•
enue and asked the owner,
Taquanda Baker, 32, for
change. According to Baker,
Moore returned 30 minutes
later armed with a gun and
pointed it at her.
Baker told police she pulled
her handgun froll) her ,pocket
and accidentally fired a shot into
the ground, then fired a second
shot at Moore, hitting him.
After the shooting, Baker
said she ran out of the store and
flagged down an officer who was
driving by.
Moore was transported to a
local hospita,l and was pronQ_unced dead at 4:3Q p. m.
Baker , told police she
· thought Moore fired qt her, but
later realized that in her nel'Vous
condition, she fired both shots.
Moore's mother, Washeta
Chatman, said they dispute the
accounts of the shooting, and
find it hard to believe her son
had a gun.
"I don't believe he did this.
I'd believe he tried to steal
something from the store. He
would be a bjstander, not a participant in anything Violent. It's
also possible that someone
might have put him up to this."
Ms. Chatman said she had
been having problems with ·
Quintavius for a while, and
tried to get help for him.
"He was enrolled at Blake
High School for a while, then
later we put him in Hillsborough
High School.
"Because he was so defiant
and distracted, we took him out
of school, and put him in a program at the Florida Youth Challenge Academy. After a couple of
weeks, they dismissed him from
that program because he was
being defiant."
Ms. Chatman said for

QUINTAVIUS MOORE
•••••died after he waS shot allegedly trying to rob a store.
some reason, her son was fascinated with the street life, and
was a follower.
"He never really got into any
serious problems, but he was
constantly searching for his own
identity. I was always uncomfortable with his associates."
Ms. Chatman said Quintavius ran way from home February 10th, and although he did
contact her during the first week
of March, he was still very defiant and ran away again;
• "I'd call the police to report
him as a runaway.
"I cried out for help for my
son, and there were no programs that really helped him. I'd
tell him about the dangers of
wanting to be in the streets, and
he just didn't care."
Ms. Chatman said when
they heard what Baker said, it
didn't make sense to them.
Ms. Chatman said she
wants an investigation into how
the media got information about ·
her son before they did.
"We were sitting in the waiting room at the hospital, waiting
to see if Quintavius was going
to make it or not.
"As we sat there, we were
watching the television, and
they said he was dead already.
No one at the hospital told us a
thing." ·
Tampa Police said their investigation is ongoing.
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Hundreds Fill Tampa Church In Support 01 Manin Familv

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Tampa residents and even
some from out of town poured
into the 34th Street Church Of
God, 3004 N. 34th Street. Cars
lined E. 2181 Avenue and surrounding streets, as the
crowds continued to come -even after the church had
reached its capacity of 963
seats. At times, the crowd outside equaled the number of
people inside.
The crowd had come in
force to show support for the
parents of Trayvon Martin
and his extended family members who live in Tampa and
Jacksonville. Martin's relatives -- Carolyn Spotford
Williams,
Ramonita
Plaza, Gloria Sportford
. Rhanes, Carol Lewis, Angela Claypool, DeAnte
Claypool,
John
Tim,

Velma Tim, Greg Tim, Patricia Richardson, Ashley
Thomas, Iris Johnson, and
Simartra Johnson
among others were pre§ent.
The program participants
represented the community in
its diversity.
Councilman
Frank
Reddick said, "We are having
this rally in . support ·of
Trayvon Martin. Thank
each of you for being here.
This sends a strong message
that we, in Tampa, can also
come together as a community."
Rev. Thomas Scott, host
pastor, said that when City
Councibnan Reddick contacted him about the rally, he
readily agreed to host it.
"Our
church
always
reaches into the community in
relevance to this issue about
justice, fairness, and sending a
strong message to the community of our participation."
Rev. Scott also gave the invocation.
Iman Qasi Ahmed said,
"We all must pray not only for

Tampa NUCP Urge All To
Anend Rallv In Sanford On
Satunlav, March 31st
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
On Saturday, March 31st,
chartered buses from throughout the country will converge
on Sanford, Florida. The purpose of the visit is the Florida
State Conference of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
March and Rally.
Ms. Adora Obi Nweze,
Florida State NAACP President, in conjunction with
Turner Clayton, Sanford
NAACP President, and Ben
Jealous, NAACP National
President and CEO, have called
the rally for several reasons.
The rally is a cry for justice
in the death of 17-year-old
Trayvon
Martin.
The
teenag~r was shot and killed by
28-year-old George Zimmerman, on February 26th.
Zimmerman is claiming selfdefense, and although he was
taken into custody the night of
the shooting, he has not been
charged.
Upon learning of the death
of the teenager, Turner Clayton, First Vice President of the
FSC NAACP, and President of
Sanford Branch NAACP, contacted the State President and
conducted his preliminary investigation. Afterward, he submit a letter to the State
President requesting that she
forward the letter to the Department of Justice to come to
Sanford and initiate an outside
investigation for justice to prevail.
President
Clayton
Turner felt so strongly, be-

cause of the experiences he has
encountered over the years,
and the evidence, or the lack
thereof, in his hometown. His
concerns were heightened because of his law enforcement
career.
The fact that Sanford City
officials have limited time and
experience in their positions
was also pointed out. Mayor
Jeff Triplett has been in office for approximately one
year. City Manager Norton
Bonaporte, Jr., who is
African American, has been in
his position for six months.
Dr. Carolyn Collins,
President of the Hillsborough
County Branch NAACP said,
"Now is the time for the citizens of Hillsborough County to
accept this clarion call, get on
the NAACP bus or plan your
bus, make your signs, and go to
the Crooms Academy at 2200
E. 13th Street for the 8 a.m. line
up for the March. Or, go to the
Sanford Police Department,
Boo E. 13th Street, where the
rally will take place at u a.m.
"Let's 'Stand Our Ground
On Justice' for Trayvon Martin and the Martin Family in
Hillsborough County, Sanford,
Miami, Florida, and all
Trayvons around the world.
The bus will leave from
the NAACP Office, 308 E.
Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., Blvd., at 7:30a.m. The
seats are available on a
first come basis. Everyone
occupying a seat must sign
up to confirm your trip's
reservation. For more information, contact the
NAACP Office at (813)
234-8683.

peace, but for justice." He further compared the death of
Trayvon Martin to the fable
of Little Red Riding Hood.
"Just like Little Red Riding
Hood, Trayvon met a wolf
who took his life."
Les Miller, Jr., the lone
Hillsborough County Commissioner at the rally said, "We
have gone back so years.
We're back in the Civil Rights
Movement. All we're asking
for is his Civil Rights. We must
continue to march, ask for justice, and not let his death be in
vain."
Later in the program,
Commissioner Miller led
the audience in singing "We
Shall Over Come."
Activist Otis Anthony
whipped the crowd into a
frenzy as he led the chant, "No
Justice, No Peace."
"If you don't stand for
something, you'll fall for anything .... The State of Florida
has issued a right to kill."
Dr. Carolyn Collins,
President of the Hillsborough
County Branch NAACP recited
the numbers pertaining to the
number of justifiable homicides rising 284% since the
"Stand Your Ground Law"
went into effect in 2005.
"Florida started this and
some 20 states have followed.
In most instances, there are
only two witnesses and one of
them is dead.
She further requested of
those going to Sanford not to
spend any money. "Drive in
and drive out, do not contribute to the economy of Sanford, Florida. It's time to Stand
Our Ground."

and progress. Trayvon Mar- ::D
She also asked that everyone contact Skittles, the comtin is bigger in death than he
ever was in life."
w
pany that makes Arizona Iced
Jimmie Giles repre- 9
Tea and places that sell hoodies to contribute to the Marsented the NFL Players Asso- ~
tin Family.
ciation and extended his ~
Jarvis El-Amin read a
condolences to the family.
resolution from the Coalition
"You have to stand up someof Muslims Organization,
times and send a message. It
Tampa Bay Muslims Alliance.
could have been any one of our
kids."
City Councilman Harry
Cohen said, "In 2012, the
Ahmed
Beider,
good people must stand toUnited Voices For America
gether and call for justice. It is
pointed out that George
incumbent that we call for the
Zimmerman was an Altar
repeal of the Stand Your
Boy. "We have seen plenty
Ground Law, the loser is the
altar boys commit crimes."
law and freedom languishes.
He further drew attention
We must keep this tragedy
to the fact that the Sanford Pofront and center."
lice Department alleged that
Rev. Charles McKenZimmerman was screaming
zie, President of the Rainfor help. "The Bible says we
bow/PUSH
Coalition
shall not bear false witness.
commented on the orderly " You're not going to fool all
manner in which the rallies
us. You're not going to tell us
took place. "Forty to fifty thouthat the one who has the gun is
sand people have gone in and
screaming for help.
out of Sanford without a single
"It's time for elected offirecorded act of violence ... It's
cials to take a side ... .If you be- "'TT
timeto vindicate the murder...
tray us today, we're going to
People all over the world are
betray you on Election Day." ::D
looking at America and saying,
James
Muhammad, ~
'you need to do the right
District
Regional,
Nation
thing.'
0
Islam,
was
the
final
speaker m
"What type of system do
before those in the audience ~
we have when Michael Vick
spoke. He stated that this type z
goes to prison for mishandling
of
incident is not new and that m
dogs and George Zimmerrhe
has been in the struggle for m
man goes home after killing a
c:
40years.
17-year-old child? ...There will
rMrs.
Carolyn
Spotford
rbe no business as usual, No
Williams,
a
member
of
the
Justice, _No Peace," Rev.
Martin family who resides in
McKenzie said.
Tampa said, "I never thought .,
He further said, "Faith
the death of our loved one {ij
without work is dead. It's
would explode like this. I know rmovement time .... If you buy
justice will prevail. The Lord is
a hoodie and don't have a regalways on time."
istration card, you have been
(See Photos On 4-A)
C
hoodwinked. We need protest
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News Alert: The Florida Law States That You
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Service
Support and Help from the
beginning to the end.

• Spinal Injuries
Neck Pain • Back Pain
Hip Pain • Leg Pain

• Transportation Available

• Auto Repair
Body Shop

• Medical care Provided
• Specializing In:
Car Accidents
Pedestrian Incidents
Motorcycle Accidents

Tn.ick Accidents '

Slip and Falls
Bicycle

Bus
And More...

'"Don't be victimized twice for an accident that wasn't your fautt"

Call Michelle B. Patty
Local: 813-495-3702 • Toll Free 1-866-352-4200 ~
Available 24 Hours A

/7 Days A Week
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local Rallv For Justice Draws 1,000+

Thirty-Fourth
Street
Church of God could not hold
the number of people who attended the community rally
on Tuesday.
They came out in protest
of the 'murder' of Trayvon
Martin, a 17-year-old Miami
youth, who was killed in Sanford.
There were elderly men
and women (some with canes
and on walkers) middle aged,
young people, teens and preteens, youth, toddlers and infants in strollers and carriers
that filled the church to capacity. There was standing-roomonly around the walls of the
church and additional seats
lined the center aisle. The
choir stand and pulpit were
already filled to capacity.
Mothers and fathers who

came to pick up their children
from the school at the church
and other schools, brought
their children in school uniforms.
At one point during the
evening; the ushers opened
the doors and it seems as
though 100+ came into the
church. The ushers were constantly finding seats for those
who entered.
There also appeared to be
as many interested persons on
the outside of the church who
could not get in, but they
stayed any-Way. The crowds
were still com.ing at 7:30 p. m.
Hoodies, Skittles and ice
tea was seen throughout the
building in support of
Trayvon Martin. (Photos ·
by Julia Jackson and
BRUNSON)

Tampa City Councilman Frank Reddick
hosted the Community
Rally at 34th Street
Church of God.

Host
Pastor,
Rev. Thomas Scott.

Hillsborough
County
Branch
NAACP
President
Carolyn
Hepburn
Collins gave a passionate speech.

Otis
Anthony
stirred the audience
with his poem.

This is a portion of the more than t,ooo persons who filled the church.
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Some oflrayvon's family memhers from Tampa and Jacksonville.

Steve Marshall and
Regina Lock-DePass
had plenty oftee shirts.

Some of the speakers included:
former NFL Tampa Bay Buccaneer
Captured outside the church
Retired Detroit Jimmie Giles, Ahmed Beider,
after hearing some of the speak- Pistions
player, Tampa City Councilman Harry
ers were: Sonya Lymous, Joshua Terrance Burney Cohen, Otis Anthony and County
Commissioner Les Miller.
and Kathy Miller.
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David Burgess, right, was
C there with his son, Dimarco
~ Burgess.
c(

Reggie Tolbert and businessman Marvin Knight
came to support the rally.

Brothers
on
duty:
Brother Mike King and
Brother for I~lam Brother
Muhammad.

This family - Angelica
Platt, Jaqwan Platt and Loreasa Platt - with their
Trayvon tee shirt.

Mothers stood with their
daughters outside and held
signs - Carla and Mildred
McClain.
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HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE

Arrested and Concerned
About Your Legal Rights?
Call Tanya Dugree

Cancelled Or Non-Renewed???

(813) 418-5253

WE CAN HELP!!!

Payment Plans Available
With NO CREDIT CHECK

813-989-7844

· Charity, Jaywan and
Trish attended the rally.

Ken Anthony - Connie Hill -Agents

OFFICE OF PATRICIA DAWSON,
Criminal Defense, Family Law &
Personal Injury
Cypress Point Oflke Park
10014 N. Dale Mabry Hwy, Suite 101
Tampa, Florida 33618

(813) 386-5730
Fonner Hillsborough Coun~
Prosecutor-DepuTy Chief

Regina Moore, Shayonna
Bridgeman and Shonda
Perry with tee shirts.
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I Travvon's Iaiii Brings Back Memories ·I
o, it wasn't the imposing pulpit of the now-closed
St. Paul AME Church. And the voices of vision did
not include former NAACP local director Bob
Gilder, or Civil Rights veteran Robert Saunders. But the
spirit of those revolutionary days surged throughout Rev.
Thomas Scott's 34th Street Church of God. The united cry
of"No Justice, No Peace" more than set the stage for an
ongoing struggle toward justice and equality.
The rally organized by Councilman Frank Reddick, was
in support of the bereaved familyofTrayvon Martin, and
was in opposition to the laws and racist attitudes, which
caused the Black teenager's death. As they used to do during the dismal days of sit-ins and equality marches, men
and women of goodwill stood in line to speak at Rev. Tom
Scott's pulpit, to rally a crowd of more than t,ooo supporters, and to send a message to the world that young
Martin's blameless blood would not be shed in vain.
Like members ofTrayvon's family, we at the Sentinel
are humbled that the world has shown overwhelming
concern about the murder of a Black teen in a gated community.
The fact that protestors througho~t Europe and other
places around the world have cast their support and
raised their cries against what they perceive to be a grievous injustice further inspires us to demand that justice
be served, regardless of whatever level it may manifest
itself.
Indeed, we do not scream "Blood-for-Blood." But like
millions around the world, we simply say, "Enough is
enough." Congratulations to all the political and community leaders who spoke at the recent 34th Street.Church of
God rally. Thank you for reminding us that the spirit of
Liberty and Justice in Tampa-Hillsborough County is
alive.
·

N

No Valid Reason To Change
Florida Elacdon Law

W

e cheered after hearing the United States Justice

Department challenged the State of Florida legislators to document the incidents of so-called
"excessive voter fraud" that led to Florida's election laws
being changed.
We're referring to changes by predominantly Republican backers, which would cause severe problems for
voter registration drives, early voting, voters with name
and address changes (including newly-weds or students),
and for establishing accessible community voting sites.
At least one Supervisor of Elections official testified
that no data existed to support Republican-led suspicions
regarding voter-registration trickery.
Most certainly, what many of us are beginning to see is ·
a ·slick, well-crafted attempt to twist traditionally accepted words and concepts so that what once was defined
as protection against voter fraud is now re-cooked and
represented as the very reason 'YhY voter fraud may
occur.
Thank goodness for a re-awakened Justice Department, which wastes no time in joining the lawsuit to declare recent election law changes discriminate against
Black people, Latinos, students, organizations conducting voter registration drives, and against people who
change their names or addresses.

here is nothing funny
about the killing of
Trayvon Martin. It
is a very serious tragedy that
has Blacks, whites and Latinos upset all across the nation.
In spite of that it has been
a learning experience for me
and one of my brothers.
·I went out and bought me
two bags of Skittles. I ate a
couple of them and didn~t like
them; still I am going to keep
a bag of those wea·p ons with
me at all times. I have discovered that a bag of Skittles can
. put a person in fear of his or
.her life.
And don't have a can of
iced tea, because pe9ple really
feel threatened then. For Godsakes, don't be Black, have a
bag of Skittles, a can of iced

T

tea and be wearing a hoodie.
Man, a whole gang of people
can be scared to death.
Last Friday, a brother of
mine was going for his usual
morning exercise walk. As he
passed through a park, there
were a gang of non-Blacks riding on lawn mowers cutting
the grass. They looked suspicious to my brother because
they were all wearing hoodies
and a mask over their mouths.
These guys looked suspicious to him and he thought
that the grass-cutting was just ·
a ploy to lead to some devious
act. He started to say something to them, but he was
afraid to because he did not
have a bag of Skittles.
·Then, he thought he would
run home and call 9-ll, but
then he realized that wasn't a ·

,

·5
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Guest Column
g
~----------------~~--~~--~--~~~------------------------~m
Whv Voting
§
A few weeks ago I had dinner
in Miami, Florida, with the current President of the United
States of America.
Before I go on any further, I
concede I was not almie and it
was in the context of a
fundraiser. That said, I still had
dinner with the President of the
United States of America.
Now for some, that is cause
for celebration, while for others
it is cause for consternation. To
me, regardless of who the president is, I still had a once in a
lifetime opportunity to speak
with the most powerful man in
the world, if only for a brief moment. And in that moment, I
could choose to make small talk
or I could press him on the issues that matter most to me and my clients. I chose the latter.
While I will not disclose the
content of our conversation, I
will point out that over the past
year of writing this criminal law
column for the Florida Sentinel, I have made certain
causes of my clients' my own.
Those of you who are regular
readers know those causes.
Many of the people in attendance that night in Miami were
not all that interested in my
causes and, to be honest, why
should they be? My clients are
different than theirs. My cause&
are different than theirs. My
dreams are different than theirs.
This is not a bad thing. Or a
good thing. It just is. The clients,
causes and dreams of those in
attendance are, I am sure, in
their minds just as important as
mine. But rest assured that the
causes of my readers (and my
clients) were brought forward
and I pressed the President and
stood my ground.
(Okay one hint: Fairness in
federal sentencing must be
made retroactive or it is just
kinda sorta fair.)
I spent nearly two hours in

Maners

Atty. Mark O'Brien shakes
hands with Pres. Barack Obama
at a fundraiser dinner in Miami.

the presence of President
Barack Obama. I found him
to be engaging, well versed on
the issues and passionate in his
beliefs. This, my friends, was
not ' his first rodeo. The thing
that I will always remember,
however, what will stand out in
my memory years from now,
will not be my chance to speak
with him about the issues that
matter most to me (even though
that was amazing)-. Instead, it
will be the ·off the cuff remarks
he made in the middle of his
speech directed to the servers
that were moved to the.-back of
the room once he arrived.
The servers w~re working
class folks doing an honest day's
work for an honest day's pay,
just like my dad and my grandfather before him. Easily forgotten. Easily overlooked. But
President Obama did not forget them, nor did he overlook
them. Instead, again, off the cuff
and in the middle of his speech
to us guys in suits, President
Obama thanked them for their
efforts. It was honest and real
and it was honestly a really nice
touch.
. He may be the President of
the United States, but he very
clearly, has not forgotten where
he came from. In other words,
in baseball terminology, unlike
a lot of our previous presidents,
Barack Obama was not born
on third base all the while thinking he hit a triple.
In just over seven months,

voters will go to the polls and
they will choose whether President Obama gets another
four years or whether someone
instead will take his place. My
vote is my own and it will remain a secret, but it probably is
not hard to figure out.
The larger issue is that if you
are able to vote, regardless of
whom you are going to vote for,
please do.
If you know someone who is
able to vote and says he or she
will not, change his or her mind.
The reason is very clear: there
are people reading this article
that may have never voted in
their entire lives because of the
color of their skin, or maybe
used to vote, but are no longer
. allowed by law to vote because
of one mistake that landed them
as a convicted felon. Ask them if
voting matters.
Look around your .community at what is being
done or not done and ask
whether voting matter_s.
It very much does.
In closing, I point out that
every four years the most powerful man in the world has his
peers evaluate his performance
and give him a thumbs up or a
thumbs down.
The President ofthe United
State~ will either go home or
stay put and there will be not
one drop of blood in the
process. This is an amazing
demonstration of our democracy. Look around the world
and notice that what other
countries do by the gun we do
by the ballot.
Only in America.
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Mark J. O'Brien's regular
weekly ·column about criminal
law will return next week.
A former Miami prosecutor
in the 1990's, Attorney Mark :;2
J. O'Brien is now a federal ~
and state criminal defense at- Y'
torney located in Tampa.
)It

one of their own.
Now, in an effort to cover their
tracks and justify their mishandling of an obvious crime, the authorities in question are. subtly

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~releasing
information about
~
Trayvon's past in an attempt to
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paint him as a problem child. The
subliminal message being that he
L--~--~----:----:--~--~-------' was a common thug who could
I woke up this morning mad at the world.
But, it wasn't the kind of rage that usually
have been prone to brfng harm to a "good" citcomes over me from time to time when I think
izen like Mr. Zimmerman.
The thing is, it doesn't matter
about my incarceration, that anger I normally
Trayvon was as a person
direct towards myself.
what he was into. On the day
No, this type of outrage is different. It is
the kind that stems from watching blahe wa:s gunned down, he was
tant injustice. And what I've witanother young
Black male walking
nessed transpiring with the
.down the street,
Trayvon Martin case in San. wearing a hoodie;
drinking an iced tea
ford, Florida has me, like a lot
other people, furious.
It is hard for me to come
and carrying a pack
of Skittles.
If his backterms with the idea
Trayvon's killer,
and apZimmerman, is still
gives
the streets, especially
cause for
I'm fully aware that if
sorne<me to stalk
sitJiation was reversed,
murder him
Trayvon was the
in
cold
blood,
claiming self-defense,
then
they
might
as
would be making his aigu.:.
well
kill
me
also
ment from inside of a jail cell.
because that means
For me, the hypocrisy is ·
that
my life isn't
hard to handle. A!; a Black man
worth
a
damn either.
who grew up in this country,
What
happened
know how particular and by the book law enand what is happening to Trayvon Martin is
forcement can be when dealing with individua travesty. And the saddest part is that regardals who fit my description.
less of how much we cry; scream, yell, kick and
With us, a simple traffic stop could be cause .
march, because of the poisoned fabric that
to either call a K-9 unit, perform a vehicle
binds America together and our unwillingness
search or pull out the breathalyzer equipment.
or inability to set the fire needed to make a real
So, it more than blows my mind that, in the
change, it's only a matter of time before it hapTrayvon Martin incident, these same police
pens again. And because of that, none of us can
officers could arrive on the scene of a homicide
ever truly consider ourselves safe.
and, not only, refrain from arresting the person
Anyone wanting to contact Clarence Barr
carrying the gun, but find it more important to
can reach him at: Clarence Barr, n,
drug test the corpse.
.
43110-018; Bennettsville F.C.I.; P. 0.
Their .actions showed the level of disregard
Box 52020; Bennettsville, SC 29512. Rethey had fo~ a Black life and exposed how easily
ality On Ice is © by the Florida Sentinel
Bulletin Publishing Company.
they bend the rules when it comes to protecting

Retired School District
Emplov-~ Files Second
-EEOC Complaint
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Henry Ballard said he
was more concerned with the
success of the Hillsborough
County School District's Office of Diversity Services
(OSD) .than he was about his
personal injustices. However,
after his retirement, Ballard
launched a website providing
documents to support his recent clctims of discrimination.
Last September, he filed a
discrimination
complaint
with the EEOC against the
Hillsborough County School
District. Recently, he filed a
second complaint alleging retaliation and denial of equal
pay after his position was reclassified in March 2008·. He
learned that white females in
the same class were paid
more than he was.
Ballard said his complaints about unfair pay and
discrimination, led to his be. coming a target of retaliation.
He further said he attempted
to resolve his complaints by
using the procedure outlined
within the department to file
a grievance.
However, he said the
grievance process was an exercise in futility because the

...J
...J

HENRY BALLARD
Retired ODS Officer for the

Hillsborou~ County
School District

person he complained about,
Superintendent MaryEllen
Elia, reviewed and responded to the grievance.
Ballard said since establishing the website, more
than 40,000 people have
logged on to review the documents. "I also get calls every
day from people who did not
know what was going on. I
want to thank the community
for their support as well as for
vital information that has
been passed on to me in this
struggle," Ballard said.
Anyone wishing to view
the website can · go to
www.whydoright.com and
read the information.

EMPWYMENT DISCRIMINATIO_
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION
CIVIL SERVICE I UNION GRIEVAl.~CE
BANKRUPTCY

-Chapter 7 {$500 Plus Costs)

.

HOWARD MCKNIGHT
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

(813) 237-4496
1936 E. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.
TAMPA, FL 33610

• PREPARATION OF
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
TAX RETURNS

THOMAS E. PARNELL ~Q

PERSAg~~c~~JJl~1L~~A~~~t;sqJH~o R&ATH
NURSING HOME NEGLECT OR MEDICAL MALPRACTICE. ALL

SERJOUS INJURJES.

• ACCOUNTING SERVICES
• AUDIT OF NON·PROFIT/
PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
. • AUDIT OF HUD PROPERTIES;
• REPRESENTATION
BEFORE THE IRS .

27 Years of Professional ~••"VIl!!:41i'
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Daughters Of Deslinv Visit State Capitol During Spring Break ~
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5852 .NORTH DALE MABRY,
2 MILES NORTH OF RAYMOND JAMES STADIUM

888-201-7031
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Citv To Hold Household
Chemical And
Electronics Collection
March 31st

The Department of Solid
Waste and Environmental
Program Management's
Household Chemical and
Electronics ·collection Day
will be held Saturday, March
31, 2012, from 9 a.m. until 2
p.m. The Collection will take
piace in the vacant parking
lot on the south side of Bird
Street (Exit I-275N at Bird
Street).
This collection provides
residents with the opportunity to safely dispose of
unwanted chemi.eals and
electronics at no charge.
Materials that will be
accepted at the collection site
>- include: paints and solvents;
~ used motor oil; automotive
products; pool chemicals;
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mercury-containing devices,
such as fluorescent light
bulbs and thermometers;
lawn, garden, and household
chemicals. The electronics
includes: computer monitors, ·
printers, CPUs, keyboards,.
televisions, DVD players,
VCRs, and cell phones.
The City will not accept
any explosive, radioactive, or biomedical
wastes at the collection
site and .only residential
waste will be accepted.
For more information contact the City of Tampa Utility
Services Customer Care
at (813) 348-1111 or visit the
website
at
www.tampa&ov. net /solid~:

Citv Manager Talks About
Changes In Minoritv Business
Opponunitv Initiatives
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Recently, Mayor Bob
Buckhorn introduced major
changes that will impact
women and minority businesses. The i)1itiatives introduced
are in three.components.
The changes came about
after the City adopted the
Equal Business Opportunity
Ordinance No. 2008-09. The
five industry categories outlined in the ordinance are construction, construction-related
services, professional services,
non-professional services, and

initiative is the expansion of
the sheltered market procurement. This allows BlackGregory Hart, Manager of
owned businesses to be evaluthe Small .Business/ Minority
ated on a 5% bid preference
Business Development Office
that is not to exceed $2o,ooo.
said, "The Ordinance was
This will all the inclusion of
adopted after the City com-.
underutilized WMBEs and
pleted its Disparity Study.
Subsequent to passing the . · SLBEs. .
The second initiative perordinance, we developed new
tains to the sheltered market
methodologies."
for formal and informal conHe stated that under the new
tracts. The initiative will allow
guidelines, the City was
goal setting for underutilized
required .to obtain 4 to 5 years
WMBEs and SLBEs who apply
of information under the Data
for subcontracting. The selectManagement Information
ed task or trade can be repreSystem. "It allows us to have a·
sented by either a WMBE or a
complete breakdown of all
SLBE, the City can set a goal of
monies spent." ·
inclusion, and require good
Hart further stated the first
faith effort compliance.

goods.

NE-W MINISTRY TO OPEN
ITS DOORS SUNDAY, APRIL" 1st
l

~

God has called Elder Harrie out on a newjoumey. l'hrough mudl prayer
and the leading of the Holy SplrH, God has given HIS vision for Elder Harris
to open The Divine Word of Truth Ministry•

~

z
~
w

First and foremoet, we .,. a mlniny that Ia dedicated to prayer, praising and worehlpping our Lord and
s.vior Jeeus Christ. It doesn't m.tter wt.t walk of life you may have ·coma from, Elder HarriS belie¥aa that
God saVM to the uppermoct and no .,.,.on, no situation. no cl~ are too hard for God to heal •
W..,. a "'femlly-foc:usad mini8try.•1 beleve that God can save the whole family. The famly can be saved,
hNied, delivered and sat he (spiritually and natunllly). The mission statement for DWOTM Ia •A Prepantd Ctuch, with A Priil*ed People, to sarve a PREPARED GOD.• Johil14:8 Ia the emphasis ac:ripture
•....U. aalth unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life, no man cometh wrto the fatheir, but by me." .

~

The find 88rVice for Divine Word of Truth Ministry will be held on Sunday, Aprl1, 2012 at the Holiday Inn
Expreea-Tampe Stadium 4750 North Dale Mabry Hwy. The church aervicaa wll begin at 11:00a.m., and Disciple training will be held 1\Jasdays at 7:00 p.m.
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. GREGORY K. HART

Manager, Small/Minority
Business Development Office

Elder Stanley J • ...,... was born in 'nllmpa, florida over 50 years ago to the Lata Ricardo Harrill and Annie
Hall-Harris Gordon. Elder Harris was very bleeaad to be n~ered in a Christian home with his mother end
atllpfather, Annie Gordon and Chris Gordon. Elder Harris grew up In Wast Tampa and the Jackson Heights
communltlea.. From a child to aduithood he attended Mount Tabor Miaalonary Btlptiat Cluch under the
Leedarahlp of Pastor T. J. James. Elder Harris attended the PubHc Schools of ~illsbol'ough County, and
gNduatad from 8randon High School where he played football and track. Prior to re-dedicating his life to
the Lord on March 4,1098. Elder HaTi$ has had his ahara of ups 8nd downs, but itvough It al. God has auetainad and daliYered him through the worst of times.

OVer the years God has bleued Elder Harris with great man of God to help him along hla Christian Jour·
ney. Elder Hania gives honor to God for Elder Arthur L ~. Jr. and the Housa of Restoration Church of ·.
God, Inc. Elder GrMn has been a strong leader, supporter and MM:Ouragar to me. Elder Herrta has- bean
a faithful aerv~ at the House of Restoration for 12 yaers. Ha was the Chairman of the Deacons Ministry,
Sunday School Superintendent, Teem Leeder for Outreach Ministry • Miaalon Tampa and served on Clueh
Councl Board. The House of Restoration Church Ia where Elder Harris accepted his call Into the ministry
and was ordained In 2007. In the YMf of August 2010 he was ordained aa an Elder, in that eame ~Elder
H.-ria was named the Aaociate Pastor of Housa of Restoration Ctu'ctl. Elder Harris aleo ~ks God for
his epiriUI granddaddy In the Ministry Elder Theodia Lane, Sr., Pastor of Greater New Salem Primitive
Baptist Church. It waa under the laadanhlp of Elder Lane that Elder Hania waa set aSide, trained and ordained aa a Deacon.

There were tow other honorable man and mentona of my life; my grandfather, the leta Elder Arthur Han,
Sr., my father-In-law .the lata Deacon Arth&w L. Green Sr., Elder Walter E. Swepson and Pastor Jim Bivens
of New Mt. Zion AME of West Palm Beach, FL
.
Elder Harris Ia I'08tTied to the lovely, Belinda Green-Ha...W. My wife haa bean right by my aide. She has
been a great bleaaing and a lneplratlon to me. Ha Is the father of five(5) adult chldren, Khalllah (BaTington)
· Takala, Jameal, Erica (Oren), and Stanley Jr~ (Daphina). He haa (5) grandchildren, Aehantl, Jalaah, Kayle,
Klmyra, and A,laahia. Elder Harris has two (2) siblings Troy Harrie and Brfdgetta Lawrence.
-

Elder Harris has bean on fire every since that day he re-dedicated his Hfe to the Lord. He is living proof
that God can truly change your life ff you allow Him too. I am not ashamed and I.don't mind being a bold
witness for my Lord. Ha has given me the callng of preechlng and teechlng HIS gospel, eapaclally to reach
out to those who are ·suffering from drug addiction and living life on the atreet8. God has blessed me to
graduate from the University of life Of Hard Knocks. I am a living witness you can too!!! ·

The third initiative increases
the rating points given to
prime_ W/MBE companies
from 5 to 10 points for RFPs
andRFQs.
Hart said, "The rating is
usually on a 100 point scale.
Now that we have identified
the underutilized businesses,
they can receive 10 points in
the evaluation process ....
Those points can make all of
the difference."
The changes are significant
in that under the current dis·bursement of funds none of
the goals for African
Americans were met in the
Sub-Contracting Category.
In the Formal Contracts, one
goal was met for African
Americans and two were met ·
for Hispanics. .
In the Informal Contracts
Category, only one goal was
met for African Americans.
He further stated that the
initiatives are based on the
current laws and guidelines.
The initiative will be presented to City Council. If approved
and after having public meetings, the initiatives can be
implemented as early as the
fall of 2012.
For more information about
the proposed changes, contact
Hart at (813) 274-5522.
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Young ladv CoRJpetes For The
Miss Pre-Teen Tampa Title

Erinique Moore of Tampa was
recently selected to participate in the
2012 Miss Pre-Teen Tampa pageant
competition that will take place on
Sunday, April15, 2012.
Erinique learned of her acceptance into this year's competition when
the pageant announced their selections following interviewing in the
local Tampa area.
Erinique is the daughter of
Latosha Glover and the late Eric
Moore and John Trigg, ·Jr. Her
caregivers are uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry (Loretta) Clayton. She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Brenadean Jennings Twons,
Walter Crockett, Mr. and Mrs.
Jeffery (Brenda) Wade, Essie
Moore and John Trigg, Sr.
She is the great-granddaughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. James·
(Frances) Jennings, Sr., and the
niece of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
(LaTonya) Xavier, Richard,
Andre and Reginald Twons.
Erinique attends Palm River Elementary School, when~ she is a 5th
grader and has been an honor student
since 1st grade. She enjoys cheerleading, skating, bowling, music, dance,
dressing up and modeling. sesesese
Erinique will be competing for her
share of thousands of dollars in prizes
and specialty gifts that will be distrib-

Student Needs Help To

Anend law Conlerence

~
~

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

ERINIQUE MOORE

uted to contestants. Erinique will be
competing in the Miss Pre-Teen division, one of four divisions that will
have young ladies between the ages of
7 and 19 competing in modeling routines, which include casual wear and
formal wear.
The National Competition will take
place in Orlando, Florida. Over
$3o,ooo:oo in prizes and awards will
be presented.
Any business, organization, or private individual who may be interested
in becoming a sponsor to Erinique
may contact the Miss Pre-Teen Tampa
pageant coordinator, at 1-800-2790976.

Since early childhood, one Tampa
student knew what career path she
wanted to take. Now, as a teenager,
she is working toward that goal and
wants to attend a conference that will
provide her with invaluable information.
Ms. Ashleigh Anderson has received an invitation to attend the Law
& Trial Conference at Stanford Law
School this summer. However, the
cost to att!:!nd the conference is
$3,694. The cost includes her tuition,
books, and travel.
The deadline to submit payment is
April 25, 2012. The conference will
take place from June 23 to July 2,
2012, in Palo Alto, California.
Ashleigh said, "My lifelong dream
has been to become a District Attorney
in America's Judicial System. Stanford
Law School is one of America's topranked law schools and LeadAmerica
is one of the nation's educational leaders of personalized experiential learning programs."
She is the 16-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso (Bonita)
Anderson. She is a sophomore at
Jefferson High School, where she is
enrolled in the Law Program.
Ms. Anderson is also an honor

student and the president of
Young People's Department at
James AME Church.
According to the Stanford
sity School of Law website, the Law
Trial Conference will provide :su•ut::uus•
with academic and career insights
~
the exciting field of law by
0
them to step into the roles of
:!:!
tion and defense legal teams in a
~
trial setting.
en
All donations are tax deductible. ~
Anyone wishing to contact .~Yo;Iuen!ll• ::i
can call (813) 415-7669. Anyone
Z
ing to make a donation can send it to: J!!
St. James AME Church, ATTN: m
Ashleigh Anderson, 5202 S.
Street, Tampa, FL 33619.
~
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Final Touches .Being Pu.t On Historical Nurses·Documentarv
BY GwEN HAYES.
Sentinel Editor

As she prepares to present
the initial documented information, she adds this is not a
conclusion. "This is an ongoing project whereby any
Black nurse - R. N., L. P. N.,
or student nurse - can be a
part of history in the. making."
Cole discussed the idea of
an orga~ization for Black
nurses with Geraldine
Twine, RN, both of whom

~

Since 1977; Rev. Pauline
C L. Cole, retired Registered
Nurse, has been compiling
information of Tampa Black
Nurses. Her purpose for
doing this: "to collect and·
preserve information ·on
health care, its related history and accomplishments,"
she said.

ft

were employed at the James
A. Haley Veterans Hospital.
With the assistance of
Leroy Uoyd and Atty.
Prince Mcintosh, the Minority Nurses Association of
Tampa was born.
Officers were: Sarah
Boyd, President; Geraldine Twine, Vice PresiPauline
Cole,
dent;
Corresponding Secretary;
Selma Brown, Chaplain;

Dr.

Deloris Singleton, Treas- ·
urer and Daphney Mickler, Recording Secretary.
That organization dissolved in February 1988, and
2 months later became. the
Black Nurses Association of
Tampa Bay with a new direction to enhance the goals
previously set by the former
organization. The articles of
incorporation for this organization were-filed in March,
1989 by Atty. Frank Stew- art.
There were 16 chartered
members: Florenee Howell (f!rst president), Elizabeth
Smith,
Rosa
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REV. PAULINE COLE

Cambridge,
Pauline
Cole, Willa Carson,
Joyce Guillory, Daisy
Armwood, Wendy Goodson~ Evelyn Hall, Millicent Huntley, Constance
Jones, Hel~n Marshall,
Rose Martin, Daphney
Mickler, Annie Thornton
and Gladys Whaley.
Presidents over the years
of the 2 organizations have
been Sarah Boyd, Deloris
Singleton,
-Florence
Howell Para, Annie
Thornton, Pauline CQle,
Joyce Morris, Mary Ann
Watson· (interim), and .
since 2000, the organization
has been led by Rosa Cambridge.
"It is incumbent uon each
of us as health care providers
to increase our commitment
to the nursing profession so
that we will continue to
'make a difference' in the
qualitY of life for all our citizens," Rev. C9le stated.
"We need to make every.
effort to document through
public
acknowledgement
'Those Nursing Role Models" (see ad in this issue), so
that our young males and females may develop an interest
in
the
nursing
profession."
Those who wish to learn
more about the nursing role
models may contact Rev.
Cole at (813) 442-4156.
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Wednesday, April A, 2012 at 7:00p.m.:

HIIJ CIIIIDUDIID and Foot Washing Service

Location: 34th Street Chun:h of God. 3000 North 3Ath St., Tampa, FL 33605
Rev. Thomas Scoft, Pastor
_
Friday, April 6, 2012 at 7;00 p.m.:

1last Wor-ds 11 Jesus Christ...

Location; Exc:iting Faith Alive Ch~rc:h, 5702 E. 32_n d Ave, Tampa, Fl33619
Rev. Antonio
Pastor

Easter "Son-Rise" Celebration
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Resurrection Sundav Senices

Sunrise Servic:e - 6:30a.m.
Resurrec:tion Service· 10:00 a.m.
Joe Chilluro Park (Downtown Tampa) Held at the 3Ath Street Churc:h of God Speaker: Dr. Thomas Scott

ill~~~~::~:=~~~::~~~==~~~==~~=:~:.

April 2012 • 6:00 A.M.
Guest Speaker - Rev. T. L Williams

Church School and Youth Church Easter Program
April 8, 2012 • 8:45A.M.
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GOOGLE Panners With TOBA

APerfect Place To Pamper linle Princesses

BY TAMECA JOHNSON
Freelance Writer

.

0

GOOGLE has partnered
with the Tampa Organization of Black Affairs to host
a free seminar "Florida Get
Your Business Online" that
is designed to assist small,
African American and other
Minority Business enterprises, with the development
and implementation of an
online website to assist these
businesses at no charge for
one year.
·After the first year, the
cost would be $5-per-

' .e·-_·._·__···_·._._·
.. .

month.
For more information and
registration,
visit
file: 1//C:Users/Flashli~t/A
ppdata/Local/Microsoft/Wi
ndows/Temporary%2olntemet%2oFiles/eontent.IEs
/sR8GIAY6/GYBO Tampa
General.btm}.
Anyone with questions is
asked to call James Ransom, Board Member, TOBA
Economic
Development
Committee, Chair, at (813)
276-2938.

Pedicure, manicure, facials all at a price of $9 a
pop! Yes, you read right, $9
a pop! However, that affordable price is not just for
anyone, but for the perfect
princess in need of a little
pampering.
Pampering princesses is
the sole purpose ofTampa~s
newest Black-owned business, Cutie Patootie Spa
Experience. The owner,
Marcia Harris, set up
shop at 9720 N. 56th Street
in Temple Terrace last November.
The Richmond, Virginia
native says her business
concept came courtesy of a
five-year-old.
"My little
niece was really into getting
her nails and toes done, so
my sister and I decided to
give her a spa birthday
party." The kids loved it and
Harris realized she had a
hit on her hands.
Her business started as a
mobile venture. She'd pack
up her car to make beauty
house calls for kids; then,
her phone wouldn't stop
ringing. "People began call-

MARCIA HARRIS
... owner of Cutie Patootie

ing me to do spa birthday
parties for their daughters at
their home, or they'd rent
hotel rooms."
The mobile business
proved extremely lucrative,
so Harris combined her
Bachelor's degree in Business from the University of
South Florida, with her past
job experience as a customer
service representative. She
added her love for kids to

the mix then decided to take
a leap of faith to launch her
business to the next level.
Cutie Patootie is not the
first kiddie spa to open in
the Bay area, but Harris argues her business is far from
your average spa experience.
"We're more upscale. Our
decorations are eye-catching
and we pride ourselves in
having four licensed nail
techs. We also pride ourselves in getting to know our
customers.
We educate
them in health and beauty
and we also give them words
of encouragement. We explain to them that beauty is
only skin deep, but real
beauty comes from within."
Cutie Patootie is open
Saturday and Monday, n
a.m.-8 p.m. and Sundays n
a.m.-6 p.m. by appointment
only. Harris also offers private party spa packages that
run $350 for 2 lf2 hours of
pampering for a group of up
to eight children.
Harris is a member of
Bible-Based
Fellowship
Church in Carrollwood. For
more information on the
Cutie Patootie Spa Experience, call (813) 3993585.
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SPCCS ort.s:
•

A Cathollc/Chriatlan Environment

•
•
•
•

A CompJehenelve Curriculum lllcludlng Art, Technology, and P. E.
Sme.ll ClaMrooma and Low Student to TMCher Ratio (1 teacher to 12 stUdenta).·
Interne who Mrve u tUtors from Local UniYereitles
Located across the atreet from the Capitano Boya & GJrle Club for etter echool care

•

----------------------~------------------Step Up for Stuclente SchoJareblpa for thoM who qualify. (sM c~rt below).
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For more information please visit our website: http:l/stpeterclavercatholicschool.org/
or call the school at

(813) 224-0865
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Rev. Thomis Scon Announces
~ Candidacv For suoenisor Of Elections

:1:

In The·Spotlight

Campaign can be reached via
email at ThomasScottforSOE@gmail.com or call

Criminal Justice from the
University of North Florida.
Thomas Scott for
Supervisor of Elections

813.248.8700.

REV. THOMAS SCOTI

...Candidate For
Supe~sorofElections
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Rev. Thomas Scott
announced Wednesday that
he is running for the position
of Hillsborough County
Supervisor of Elections. Rev.
Scott said he will formally file
with the Supervisor of
Elections Office on Monday,
April 2, 2012:
Rev. Thomas Scott, one
of the most respected public
officials in Hillsborough
County, has provided unwavering public service to this
community for over 14 years
as a three-term County
Commissioner, including ·3
times as chairman; Tampa
City Councilman, where he
served 3 Supervisor of
Elections. Rev. Scott ran for
mayor in 2011.
·
Rev. Scott has been married to Marva Scott for 36
years. He has 3 children and
11 grandchildren. He has
served on various national,
state and local .b oards and
committees throughout his
public life. Scott received his
·Bachelor of Arts degree in

MAl'S AFRICAN HAIR BRAIDING
813-247-1033

LYN

CURRENT AFRICAN ·AMERICAN Ph.D. NURSES
"ROLE MODELS ·FOR OUR ASPIRING NURSES"
.
· . RESEARCIIBJ, ·C01ft.ED & WRmEN .. 2010
.
BY REV. PAWIIE L COlE • ·J:GQ~~DER & liSTORIAII FOR THE HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARY

V..Johnson-Malanl

Doris Campbell

PII.D, IIII

PII.D., ARNP, FMN

Inez~ Joseph

Rasheeta Chandler

PII.D, ARNP

PII.D, ARIIP, Rl4lC

· Afriyie Johnson
DNP, MSH, ARHP..C

Steve Morris, Ill
MD, Ill

Florence Parra
Ph.D.

To learn more about these nurses, purchase a

booklet for $5 from Rev. Pauline Cole (813) 442-4156

Don't blink, because if you do, you will miss
something very special about this week's spotlight feature, Lyn. She enjoys- modeling shopping .end going to the beach,. and her favorite
star is ·Kimora Simmons. When Lyn isn't turning h~ads everywhere she goes, she can be
found completing her degree in technical writing..at the University of South Florida. You may
also fif)d her marketing herself as a model and
fashlcin critic. The man in Lyn's life must be
someone who is intelligent, a go-getter, hard
worker and takes care of his responsibilities.
Congratulations to Lyn as this week's Spotlight
featur-., · and remember Lyn always says, "Do
what _you .love, and love what you do.
H you're Interested In being In the Beauty Unlimited or
Spotlight, please send your Information and photo, Including
a contaet ·number to: lcrews®flsentlnel.com.
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The Hunger Games - Based on the
best-selling kid's novel, the movie tells the
dark tale of a young female selected to compete in a vicious 1V tournament in which 24
teenagers fight to their death. No. 1 at box office. Made $155M. (Budget $78M). ****
Secret World Of Arrietty - A familyfriendly animation that the kids will enjo¥.
This movie reminds me of the kid's classic
"Spirit Away." Made $18M. (Budget N/A).
****
21 Jump Street - Jqnah Hill, Channing
Tatum and Ice Cube star in this hilario,us
comedy about two undercover officers in:vestigating a high school drug ring. Must~see for ·
laughs. Made $70M. (Budget $42M~ ..****'
John Carter - Disney shelledJout
$250M on this lukewarm actionjfan~:x··film
about a man transported to Mars. ).'Disa~
pointed. Too long (2 hrs.j3omins.)1 Made
.
$62M. (Budget $250M). **112
A Thousand Words- The critics gave
Eddie
Murphy's
4-year-old,
light
comedyI drama bad reviews, but the movie
turned out to be good. Worth-seein~! Ma~e
$14M. (Budget $40M). ***lf2
Dr. Suess' The Lorax - A Dr. Seuss tale
about a boy realizing he can save th~ planet
with a tree seed. Kids will love it. No; ~ at box
office. Made $177M. (Budget $70M} · *~tlf2 .
Gone - A psychological thriller. about a
young woman on a mission to find·her siSt*':r
who was abducted by a serial killer. S~ris-

ingly, suspenseful! Made $nM. (Budget
N/A) ***112
Act Of Valor- This movie gives you an
up-close look of how great our NAVY SEALS
really are, and the sacrifices the SEALS make
in protecting our country. Must-see. Very violent. Made $65M. (Budget $12M). ****plus
some
Tyler Perry's Good Deeds - Tyler
Perry does something different in this rags to
riches love story. Perry has the golden touch.
Don't miss it! Made $33M. (Budget N/ A).
****
This Means War- Reese Witherspoon
stars in this action/comedy about a girl who
unknowingly dates two friends who are CIA
agents. Surprisingly, good. Made $52M.
(Budget $65M). ***112
Ghost Rider: Spirit Of VengenceNicholas Cage (Johnny Blaze) needs to shut
this franchise down. Weak storyline. Disappointed! Wait for the video. Made $50M.
(Budget $57M). **
Safe House - Denzel Washington is--a
rogue CIA agent and Ryan Reynolds_has the
task to bring him back to the agency. Fast
moving thriller! Anything with Denzel is a
·must-see! Made $122M. (Budget $85M). ****
The Vow - Rachel McAdam and Channing Tatum play in ·this love story about a
wife who forgets her husband and he has to
win her back. Good for couples. Made
$122M. (Budget $30M). ****
I

15TH ANNUAL ISLAMIC
CHARITY FE-STIVAL
SundiJ, lpril15. 2012 ·
11 A. I. -5P.I.

BOW AND THE BEAUTIFUL - Karen suspects that Brooke
has a hidden agenda when Caroline is offered a job; Thomas sets his
eyes on the latest object of his desire; Amber feels the need to defend
herself; Ridge is flooded with recollections of his past.Caroline is introduced to Liam and Hope; Rick feels caught in the middle when
Brooke and Amber both question where his loyalties lay; Hope begins to come apart at the seams.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- EJ warns Kate to back off of threatening Sami; Kate confronts Marlena, demanQ.ing to know if anything
is going on between her and Stefano; Sami accuses Rafe of sleeping
with Nicole, and he denies it; John and Hope agr.ee to be hypnotized.Sami is stunned when EJ presents her with an apartment;
Nicole asks Rafe to help her get out of town; Lucas tells Sami his fiancee wants him back home; Melanie and Abigail COIJUlliserate over
their individual woes; Stefano demands to know where his egg is.
GENERAL HOSPITAL- Carly interrupts an important conversation; Michael has an invitation for Starr; Johnny has leverage on
Steve. Sam mak~s a surprising discovery; Elizabeth has a date; Dante
shares his·feelings with Lulu about an important matter.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Cane rejects Genevieve's
apology, while ~ictor confronts Jill about the incriminating photo.
Daniel faces tough qu~ons to restore hj.s parental rights, while Jack
sues Genevieve for fraud.
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Horoscopes
Aries (March. 21-April i9)- Store away extra provisions. Domesticity calls for the next two days, and a full pantry is a treat. Besides, you can feoo those who help with a home project.
·
Taurus (April.2o·- May 20)- Disregard an impertinent suggestion. The more you learn, the more you value true friends. Your
family's there for ydu, too. Explore and study an area of passion.
Gemini (~ay 21-June 21)- Don't get stuck in silly arguments
(even if tempted). They.'re time-wasters. Check your lists, and spend
any extra minutes on fUn. Gather up love and riches today.
Cancer'(June 2'2-July 22)- Give in to talk oflove. Your selfdiscipline is impr~jve, but you could allow yourself to be swayed.
You've got it all going on, and besides, it's for a worthy cause.
Leo (July 23~Aug. 22) - Get into the research, and figure out
the very best method. Quality ingredients matter. Review the plan,
and go over the reCipe twice. Add a whimsical touch.
Vn-go (Aug. 23-8ept. 22) - Don't let anyone coax you off track.
You're creating a positive buzz. Learn from a friend's mistake. Acreative endeavor launched could be lucrative.
libra (Sept: 23-0ct. 22) -You may be more emotional than
usual. Don't sweat the small stuff, really. Don't be afraid to apologize
if you mess things up: You can do it.
Scorpio (Oct•.. 23-Nov. 21)- Search for a forgotten buried
treasure. Find clues;all around you, and write down your thoughts.
Listen to your intUition; you know where to find it. ·
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)- Find a beautiful spot toreplenish your batteries and grow your self-esteem. You may get into
a poten~ially unpleasant discussion about money. Be respectful.
Caprico'r n (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)- Reconsider a method or idea
that isn't working. Don't alienate your team. Instead, acknowledge
their talents. Develop an outline, and divide up responsibilities.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Relax while you can before
things get busier. Update your to-do list and prioritize. Balance what
you love and what brings in the bacon. No gambling.
Pisces (Feb. 19'- March 20)- A loved one helps you regain
trust and self-respect. Kindness, consideration and good manners
are standards. ·practice standing in the shoes of others.
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·RIYERFIIT PARK
10081 Bin. • TIIIPI (33807]

HAKIM 'THE DREAM'
AQUIL
VIce Chairman

TAMPA BAY ·MUSLIM ALLIANCE
For More Information: [813) 267-1600- Hakim • (813) 661-6161 (office)
Dr. Husain Nagamia,.Chairman. Tampa Bay Muslim Alliance
"A Community Event • All Invited"
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Basketball Wives' Tami
RODian suners lean anacll
"Basketball
Wife,"Tami
Roman, is
recovering
after suffering a - mild
heart attack.
TAMI
Her publicist released ROMAN
the following statement:
"Basketball Wives"Tami '
Roman was admitted to
Cedar-Sinai Medical Center
for a medical emergency in

Los Angeles. She has since
been released and would
like to let her fans and supporters know she is doing
fine and looks forward to resuming her scheduled engagements. She will also be
back on twitter communicating with her followers
shortly."
Tami also took to the
Twittersphere to assure her
fans that she was fine and
thankful to be alive.

uncle Sam Garnishes Nas' Wages
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Hip hop
star Nas, 38,
might begin
rapping
about being
broke, especially since
the IRS has
their eye on
NAS
his earnings.
Since - the
Grammy
Award-nominated
performer has reportedly failed

to file his taxes on time, the
IRS is now garnishing his
wages.
·. Last year, the Rolling
Stone reported that Nas was
up to his hairline in debt.
He was behind in child and
spousal support payments,
condo fees and a slew of
other obligations. The songwriter and actor allegedly
owed Uncle Sam more than
$6.5 million in back taxes.
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2-Talent Hunt Competition (lnc:IIV,4:1l-.~)~~
When: May 12, 2012, 3:00 - 5:00 PM
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Where: Providence West Recreation Center
5417 Providence Road, Riverview, FL 33578
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1st Place: $250.00
~
-n
2nd Place: $150.00
•
3rd Place: $100.00
·
Requirements: Current student at a Hillsborough Co.l}n~
High School in the 9th - 11th grade
_,

_____

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mr. D. Simon at 813-240-2852, Mr. Bert Gore at BSD-865-9141
or Mr. Greg lewis-Seals at 615-525·5151
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LA Prosecutors Charge.
BobbV Brown With Ill

LOS ANGELES -- ProseNEW
cutors
have charged Bobby
YORK
Brown
with drunken drivSour singer
ing.
Bobby
Los Angeles city attorney's
Womack,
spokesman says Brown was
68;
has
charged Wednesday with
been
rethree misdemeanors, includleased from
ing two DUI-related counts
the hospital
and one for driving on a susfollowing a
. pended license.
successful
recovery
from pneumonia.
The cancer-stricken
Womack also is scheduled
to undergo surgery at a later ·
date.
In a statement through his
New York publicist, Worn.ack thanked his fans for
their prayers, love and well
wishes, and says he looks forWHITNEY HOUSTON
ward to when he ~ours in And RAFFLES VAN EXEL
support of his upcoming
album.
A man by the name of
The Rock and Roll Hall of
Raftles Van Exel has come
Fame inductee is known for
forward and admitted to resuch hits as "Lookin' For a
moving drugs from WhitLove," and "That's the Way I
ney Houston's Beverly
Feel About Cha." Womack ·
Hilton Hotel room.
also wrote the early Rolling
The coroner's office conStones' hit "It's All Over
firmed there was cocaine inNow."
volved in her death, but
found no trace of the substance in her room.
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singer was
arrested
Monday
bytheCalifornia
BOBBY
Highway
BROWN
Patrol on
suspicion of driving under
the influence.

Whltnev Houston's 'Friend' Admits
To Remoiinu Drugs From Hotel Room

EddleGrtmn
Divorces After Six
Months 01 Marriage
After a
mere six
months of
marriage,
.comedian
Eddie
Griffin
has nothing
to
laugh
about as he
sealed the
.deal on his
divorce papers.
Griffin hitched up with
Nia Rivers back in September oflast year, and the couple made it official at a Vegas
chapel.
One month later, both
Griffin and Rivers were filing a joint divorce ·petition
· that cited the classic "irreconcilable differences."
The comedian first married at age 15, then divorced
a year later. Griffin tried his
hand at marital bliss again in
2002, but wound up divorcing.
Griffin's . most-recent
breakup gives him a threestrikes-you're-out average as
far as marriage goes.
Apparently Griffin did try
to give his union another try
after the couple split the first
time, which wound up being ·
a lost cause.

Van Exel, who considers
himself a highly respected
entertainment consultant,
claimed that the room had to
be emptied. ·

RayJDenies
Any Role
Ray J, reality star and purported ex-boyfriend of Whitney Houston, is denying
allegations that he had anything to do with the tragic
death of the R&B icon.
It's the _cocaine that has
the singer's former sister-inlaw, Leolah Brown, pointing
fingers at Ray J .
Brown claims that Ray J
provided Houston with the
cocaine before she died.

inment

currenSY sues Daile
Dash For $1.5 Million

DAME DASH vs. CURREN$Y
Curren$y and Dame
Dash's DD172 outfit are at
odds over claims that Dash
is continuing to release the
New Orleans native's product after signing with
Warner Bros. in January of
last year.
Spitta released · two albums with Dash, both major
label firsts, in 2010. Dash
and DD172 released Cur-

ren$y's sixth-studio album
Muscle Car Chronicles this
past February, which didn't
sit well with the rapper or his
new label.
Curren$y is asking
Dash to ·stop releasing his
product and also seeking
$1.5 million in damages.
Dash claims he has a right
to release the product, saying
he was given permission.

Mo'Nique's Landlord Calls _
Her And Husband Potheads

Mo'Nique and husband, Sidney Hicks arrive at the 82nd Annu8J.
Academy Awards.
Last year, Mo'Nique's
landlord filed a lawsuit
against her saying she owed

$370,000 in unpaid rent for
bailing on the two-year,
$2o,ooojmonth lease agreement she signed for a Georgia property in March 2011.
Monique and her hubby,
Sidney Hicks shot back
with a suit of their own, demanding they be let out of
their contract because the
home smelled of dog feces,
wet dog, and urine, plus
there was an overflowing
septic tank.
They also said they had a
verbal agreement to be let
out of the contract with 6o
days notice because of all the
problems, and accused the
. · landlord of backtracking.

'Hunger Galles'
Fans React
NeaatiVeiJ To
Black Characters
Aritandla
Stenberg
costars as
Rue in the
current
blockbuster
·'The Hunger
Games.'
Some · of
the characters in ·the
newly
re- Aritandla
leased 'The' Stenberg
Hunger
Games' are Black -- and ·
some fans of the book are not
happy about it.
According to reports, a few
of the film's characters are
described as "dark" and
"brown" in the novel on
which it's based.
Some readers must have
glossed over those parts because a Tumblr account dedicated to documenting fans'
tweets about the film has uncovered an outpouring of
hostility toward people involved in casting the film and
its Black stars -- including
13-year-old Aritandla Stenberg, who one fan called a
"black b*tch."
Now as you inay know,
Katniss, the main character
in the book and film, was described as having "straight
black hair" and "olive skin."
It's a post-apocalyptic world,
so she could be a mix of
things, but some pictured a
Native American. Blondehaired, blue-eyed Jennifer
Lawrence won the part and
dyed her hair dark.
But when it came to the
casting of Rue, Thresh, and
Cinna, many audience
members did not understand
why there were Black actors
playing those parts.

Rihanna, Chris Brown-Inspired
SandWich Removed Fro11 Menu

A Georgia restaurant was
under fire for inventing the
"Caribbean Black and Bleu"
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sandwich inspired by Chris ~
Brown's attack on Rihanna back in 2009;
Chops & Hops posted on ~
its Facebook page, "Chris ~
Brown won't beat you up
for eating this unless your
name starts with a R and
ends with A."
In response to the out-:
rage caused by the restaurant's
sandwich,
and
comments made on their
Facebook page, they immediately pulled the sandwich
and apologized to the public.

Oklahoma Club OWner Seeks Damages
From Dralle's Alleged Weed Fest
An
Oklahoma
club
owner is fuming mad at rapper Drake for
reportedly
causing a weed
fest that re- DRAKE
suited in the
closing of his establishment
and the arrest of a manager
last month. The owner plans
on seeking legal damages.
The Dollhouse, which is
located iri Oklahoma City,
opened its doors on March 1
just for Drake and his extensive entourage. As the
evening progressed, employees of the club began
smelling marijuana which
was wafting from the VIP
room and had eventually ·

permeated the place.
According to the unidentified club owner, he immediately shut down all party
activities upon smelling the
overpowering smoke. Police
were soon called onto the
scene. Officers began asking
patrons to leave the premises.
When authorities entered
the club's VIP room, they
stumbled upon a half-lit
marijuana cigarette and immediately placed one of the
club's managers into custody and issued the establishment several thousands
of dollars in fines. ·
Now the owner of The
Dollhouse wants Drake to
give him financial restitution.
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Blake High School Welcomes
New Head Football Coach
Michael Burns is the
new head football coach at
Howard
W.
Blake
Performing Arts High
School.
Burns is a native of
Jacksonville, Florida, and a
graduate of Florida A&M
University where he played
football, basketball, and was
a member of their track and
field team.
Burns said his dream was
to become a federal agent
after graduating from college.
"In 1997, I was in an automobile accident that left me
with some serious injuries,
so I had to look at another
career.
"I've always loved football,
so it was natural for me to
go in that direction. Seeing
young men mature in front
of your eyes was great. I
coached at a small college
for a while, but there's nothing like doing it on the high
school level."
Burns says he thinks high
school coaches are the best
coaches, because they are
the ones who first develop a

MICHAEL BURNS

young man into a player that
can compete.
Burns previously coached
at his alma mater in
Jacksonville,
Andrew
Jackson High School, then
in Celebration, Florida
before taking a position at
New Haven High School in
Michigan.
"I coached in New Haven
for only one season, because
there was just too much turmoil with that team and its
athletes.
"I decided to return to
Florida, and that's when I

W EST TAMPA
SPARTANS
Needs Coaches
Cheer & Football
If interested, please contact

Darren Heyward
(813) 631-5 60

heard about the opening at
Blake. I always wanted to
coach at an inner city
school, and it was a blessing
I was selected."
Burns said he 's well
aware .of the rivalry between
Blake and G. S. Middleton
High School.
"What will make the rivalry even greater this season is
the fact that their head
coach, Alonzo Ashwood,
and I are former teammates
at FAMU . That will add
more fire to the rivalry."
Burns said the first thing
he and his coaching staff
needs to do is make the
players understand this is a
process of improvement,
and for them to visualize
success.
"I want them to understand that success starts
with getting to school on
time , going to class, and
making yourself accountable. We want to carry that
into the weight room and
with our conditioning program.
"I want them to want to be
winners, and there 's no
_
secret to success."
Burns said he ' s still
putti_ng his coaching staff
together, but he did decide
to retain Darrell Gordon
from last year.
"I consider Darrell
Gordon to be a valuable
asset. I also will hav.e former
Tampa Bay Buccaneer,
Anthony Davis on my
staff, and later I will be welcoming
Richard
"Batman" Woods."
Burns said the team
must be stronger academically. And his goal is to have
the team With the best GPA
at the end of the year.
"We want to be able to put
our academic success up
against anyone and any
school. They will be better
athletes as a result of their
academic success, and their
opportunities for their
future will double."

Ronde Barber Signs
For 16th Season·
TAMPA - Cornerback
Ronde Barber is returning
to
the
Tampa · Bay
Buccaneers for his 16th NFL
season.
Barber signed a one-year
contract Wednesday to come
back to the only team he's
played for.
He started 16 games last
season for the Bues, starting
every game since Week 10 in
1999-the longest active
streak in the NFL.
Barber has 43 career
interceptions and 27 career
sacks, making him the only
player in NFL history with
40 or more picks and 25 or

RONDE BARBER
And DEMAR DOTSON

more sacks in a career.
He is a three-time All-Pro
and won a Super Bowl at the
end of the 2002 season.
Tampa Bay also re-signed
restricted free agent tackle
Demar Dotson to a twoyear contract

Magic Johnson Wins Bid
To Buv L.A. Dodgers
Former NBA Lakers icon
and entrepreneur extraordinaire Magic Johnson has
won a bid to buy the baseball
team the Los Angeles
Dodgers for $2 billion, a
record price for a U.S. prosports franchise. The monu~
mental purchase also makes
Johnson the first black
Major League Baseball
owner.
The agreement was
announced Tuesday night by
the team 's owner Frank

""'""--........;;:Y.

ERVIN 'MAGIC' JOHNSON

McCourt who bought the
team back in 2004 for $330
million.
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Dennis Rodman
BacklnCoun

DENNIS RODMAN

ORANGE; Calif. Flamboyant former NBA
star Dennis Rodman has
been told he could face up to
20 days in jail unless he pays
some $86o,ooo in child
support. But his lawyer said
he's made payments and will
fight to have his contempt of
court finding overtUrned.

Rodman appeared in an
Orange County court
Tuesday for sentencing, but
it was postponed to May 29.
Rodman, so, was found
in contempt of court in
November for failure to pay
child support for his two
children.
His ex-w'rfe, Michelle
Rodman, 44, contends that
he owes more than
$86o,ooo in child and
spousal support. Rodman's
attorney, Linnea Willis,
said on Tuesday that he
owes far less, if anything at
all, and she will provide the
family court judge ~th evi:.
dence of his payments.
Rodman always has paid
support "to the best of his
ability" and will continue to
do so, she said.

Charles Barklev
Dresses In Drag For New
Weight Watchers Ad_

CHARLES BARKLEY

For Weight Watchers
Sir Charles, err Madame
Charles? The "Round
Moun~
of Rebound"

Charles Barkley is now
sporting a dress for a new
Weight Watchers campaign
which will debut April 8.
The NBA Hall-of-Farner
and current TNT commentator has been very open about
his struggles either maintaining or losing weight and
.
staYing in shape.
His theme has been to
"Lose like a man," and
apparently he'll use this look ·
to remind men that losing
weight isn't just ·a female

Starunaon

Disabled list

B..J. UFfON

B. J. Upton will start the
season on the disabled list.
Upton is expected to
return sometime in April,
and since teams can backdate their DL placements to
March 26, he can return anytime after April9.

NFL Star And
Ex Agree Never

TolatThalr

Children Appear
On Realltv TV

Brandon Jacobs
Auree-sWith 49ers

. SAN FRANCISCO .- The
San Francisco 49ers added
another member of last season's Super Bowl-champion
·- New York Giants on
Wednesday, agreeing to terms
with veteran running back, . ·
Brandon Jacobs on a oneyear contract.
Jacobs was released .
March 9 by the Giants after he
failed to reach agreement on a
restructured deal. · ·
He is expected to play
behind Frank Gore and
could share the backup role
with second-year pro
Kendall Hunter.
Jacobs spent seven seasons with New ¥ork, winning
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BRANDON JACOBS

two Sup~r Bowls and beating
the 49ers 20-17 in overtime of
the NFC championship game
at Candlestick Park on Jan.
22.

2 Charged In S2.2M

Scheme Against
Colts' Freenev

6

i
~

LOS ANGELES - A financial adviser for Indianapolis
Colts defensive end Dwight
Freeney and the adviser's
lover have been arrested on
federal wire fraud charges
that allege they swindled
about $2.2 million from the
lineman.
Eva Weinberg, 48, of Los
Angeles, and Michael Stern,
51, of Miami, were arrested
last week by FBI agents who
believe the ·couple were trying
· to flee the United States.
Stern appeared in a Miami
courtroom Wednes-day and
will be extradited in the coming weeks to California, where
he and Weinbei:g face

C o r p , ' s r-=== == 1~
Merrill Lynch
m
fina ncia1
r ·
management
m
division. She
handled his
r
p e r.s o n a 1
~
finances, real L-__......__--1 Z
estate investDWIGHT
.,
ments and FREENEY ~
business dealings involving a r
Hollywood restaurant, Rolling
Stone LA.
About $2.2 million was C
wired in nearly 140 separate m
transactions from Freeney's ~
bank account by'Weinberg ~
""'
to Arm's Reach Consultin~, a -t
company owned by Stern, C:
between June . 2olo and m

worked as
Freeney's financial adviser
for the past two years after
leaving Bank of America

October 2011, authorities said.
Freeney didn't approve the ~
transfers and was unaware Z
Stern was the recipient.
c

ch~~-nberg

thing.
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MICHAEL TURNER

In a world where every
celebrity is fair game for a
future reality TV show, one
NFL star has taken precautionary measures to ensure
that his children don't end up
on one.
Atlanta Falcons running
back Michael Turner and
his ex-girlfriend, Rasheeda
Walker, recently reache<l an agreement in a custody battle
over their second child. .
The document states that
Turner will pay $6,ooo a
month in child support and
spend much of his off-season
time with his children, and
the former couQle have a
mutual agreement to keep
their kids from appearing on
reality 'IV.
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MRS. KIZZIE MAE
BLACKMON
Homegoing services for Mrs.

MR. JOHNNY L.
ARMSTRONG, SR.

Kizzie Mae Blackmon of Tampa,

Z

Homegoing services for Mr.
Johnny L. Armstrong of
Tampa, who passed away on
Friday, March 23,2012, will be
held on Saturday, March 31,
2012, at 1 p. m.
The services will he held at
First Baptist Church of College
Hill, 3838 N. 29th Street,
Tampa, with Rev. Dr. Evan Burrows, pastor, with Rev. Christopher Jarnegan, officiating.
Interment will he in Rest
Haven Memorial Park Cemetery.
JohnnywasbornonApril17,
1940. He is a 1959 graduate of
Middleton High School.
He leaves to cherish his
memories: a very devoted wife
of 30 years, Helen Armstrong;
sons, Anthony (Cheryl) Jones,
Rodney (Gloria) Scott, Ronald
(Essie) Dismuke and Delano
(Donna) Armstrong; daughter,
Nichole (Clerence) Gyden;
grandchildren, Phillip Andrew
Scott, Christopher Alexander
Scott, Akilah Michelle Scott, Nialmani Scott, Kennedy Nicole
Gyden, Asha Armstrong, and
Arion Armstrong; great granddaughter, Nala Taraji Scott;
brothers, Ellis (Jackie) Armstrong, Robert (Delores) Armstrong of Jacksonville, FL, and
Thomas (Othel) Armstrong of
Genevia, NY; in-laws, Carolyn
Peterson, Michael Fields of
Miami, FL, and Dr. Robert
(Gloria) Fields of Miami, FL;
and a host of nieces, nephews,
cousins and friends.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home from s-8
p. m. on 'Friday, March 30,
2012.
Family and friends attending

i:i:

12:30p.m.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
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who passed away, Tuesday,
March 27, 2012, will be held Saturday, March 31, 2012, at 3 p.m.
at Aikens Funeral Home Chapel,
Rev. Michael Neely, offici~ting.
Interment will be in Rest Haven
Memorial Park Cemetery.
Kizzie Mae Blackmon was
born on August 14, 1948, in
Sylvester, Georgia, and was a
resident of Florida for many
years. She moved to Tallahassee
in 1992, returning to the·Tampa
Bay area in 2008.
She was an employee of the
Leon County School Board for
over 15 years. She was a dedicated member of Solid Rock
Church of Jesus, in Tampa.
She was a loving mother,
grandmother, aunt, cousin a'!d
friend to everyone she came tn
contact with.
She was preceded in death by:
her husband, Joe Lewis Blackmon; and parents, Wyart and
Nellie Wtlburn.
She leaves behind: children,
Lasonya Blackmon, Oxon Hill,
MD, Joe (Sharon) Blackmon,
New Orleans, LA, Richetta (Rob)
Blackmon, St. Petersburg, FL,
Kern Blackmon and Andrey
Blackmon, both of Tampa;
grandchildren,
Desirea
Sanchez, . St. Petersburg, FL,
Blake Strader, Oxon Hill, MD,
Asha Sailor and Brandon Floyd
of St. Petersburg, FL, Ja'dae
Blackmon, Madison, FL, Jaeden
and Kierston Cunningham and
Zoe Graham of St. Petersburg,
FL, Dylan Blackmon, Oxon Hill,
MD; brothers, Wyart Wilburn,
Tampa, Jimmy Wilburn, Safety
Harbor, FL, J. L. Wilburn,
Tampa, Eddie Wilburn, Clearwater, FL, and Joe Willie
Wilburn, Safety Harbor, FL; sister, Gladys Pitts, Orlando, FL;
aunt, Maxine Jackson, Clearwater, FL; and a host nieces,
nephews, cousins and friends.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home from 5-8
p. m., Friday evening.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the chapel on
Saturday for the service.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
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SISTER RAyzETfA
E. DILLON
Funeral services for Sister
Rayzetta E. Dillon of Tampa,
MR. GEORGE
who passed away, Wednesday,
March 21, 2012, will be held,
SANDERS
Saturday, March 31, 2012, at
Mr. George Sanders of
10:30 a. m. at Allen Temple
Tampa, passed away Friday,
AME Church, 2101 N. Lowe
March 23, 2012.
Street, with Rev. Sandra Maria
A celebration of life service
Bell, officiating with Rev. Janet
will be conducted Saturday,
Lee, eulogist. Interment will
March 31, 2012, at 10 a. m . at the
follow in Rest Haven Memorial
graveside in Garden of Memo·
Park Cemetery.
ries Cemetery, with Elder Larry
Sister Rayzetta E. Dillon was
Troupe, Sr., Pastor of Universal
born in Ocala, FL (Marion
Church
of
the
Harvest
C.O.G.I.C., officiating.
County), to Caldwell and
Mr. Sanders was born AuAmelia Melvin.
gust 6, 1914, in Shorterville, AlSister Dillon was raised in
abama, to Cornelius and Lillie
the African Methodist EpiscoMae Sanders and educated in
pal Church. She was a long
Dothan, Alabama. He was a restime resident of Tampa.
ident of Tampa for over 60
She was married to the late
years, formerly of 2120 Cherry
Willie H. Dillon, Jr., who preSt. in West .Tampa and was a
landscaper by trade.
ceded her in death in 2002.
Mr. Sanders received Jesus
She was a life-long member .
Christ as his Lord and Savior
of Allen Temple A. M. E.
and was a Baptist. He was a very
Church, where she was a faithdevoted grandfather and a lovful member of the Usher Board
ing person who would help any#1 and Lay Organization.
one in need and had a heart full
She attended Middleton
of wisdom.
Adult High School in Tampa,
He was preceded in death
and later attended the Sunlight
by: his parents; wife, Vernal;
stepson, James Troupe, Jr.;
Beauty Culture School, also logranddaughter, Linda Osgood; 3
cated in Tampa. After she sucbrothers and a sister.
cessfully
completed
He leaves to cherish his
cosmetology school in the mid
memory: his daughter-in-law,
1960s she then later followed
Margaret Troupe of Tampa;
with her apprenticeship. Feelgranddaughter and loving careing confident to be on her own
givers, Janice Whitening and
she opened her own beauty
great granddaughter, LaKida
Troupe of Tampa; grandchilsalon in the early 1970s "Ray
dren, Elder Larry Troupe, Sr.
and Kate's Beauty Salon,"
(Rose), Sharon Troupe, Patricia
which remained open for over
Hines (Tony), James Troupe, III
25years.
(Minnie),
Douglas Troupe
The Bronner Brothers Hair
(Yvette), Sylvia Thompson,
Show was her favorite profesVeronica Troupe and Crystal
sional event and she traveled
Troupe, all ofTampa, and Diane
extensively nationally and inMann of Quitman, GA; numerous great grandchildren, greatternationally. She continued
great
grandchildren,
doing hair from her home until
great-great-great
grand~hil
she finally accepted that she
dren, nieces and nephews; 2 siscould retire. She exuded class
ters-in-law, Ruth Calloway
and sophistication with every(Dazzie) and Lois Handy, both
thing she touched.
of Tampa; and a host of other
She leaves to cherish loving
sorrowing relatives and friends.
and fond memories with: her
Special acknowledgement is
~hildren, William H. Dillon,
extended. to Veldorsey's Care
Center and the Indigo Team of
III, Delenia 0. Dillon, Anthony
LifePath Hospice.
W. Dillon, Sr., and Sorrenia N.
There will be a viewing from
Dillon of Boston; grandchil6-8 p. m., Friday, March 30,
dren, Tanja P. Spence and hus- 2012, at the Garden of Memoband, Ferris, Natoshia T.
ries Funeral Home, 4207 E.
Dillon of Kansas City, MO, AnLake Ave., Tampa, 33610.
thony W. Dillon, Jr. and Chase
Family and friends are asked
C. McCreary of Boston; and
to assemble at the Garden of
siblings, Caldwell Melvin of
Memories Cemetery at 9:45 a.
m., Saturday, March 31, 2012,
Cleveland, OH, Katie Felton,
for the service.
Moses Jacobs and wife, Althea,
Words of comfort may be exMary Lou Lynum, Mildred
pressed at www.gardenofmemGaither, Rudolph Jacobs, Corories.tampa.com.
nel
Jacobs
and
Almeta
GARDEN OF MEMORIES
Williams, all of Florida.
FUNERAL HOME AND
She is also survived by nuCEMETERY
merous
nieces,
nephews,
cousins, a special cousin,
Trunell Paul, in addition to a
host of friends.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home on Friday, March 30, 2012, from s-8
p. m. The family will receive
guests from 6-7 p. m.
The friends are asked to
meet at the church for the service on Saturday.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
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MS. JANICE MARIE
(KING) BLANDING
Ms. Janice Marie (King)
Blanding, 54, a lifelong resident
of the Tampa Bay area, passed
away on Friday, March 23, 2012.
Funeral services were conducted Thursday, March 29,
2012, at Shiloh Restoration Tabernacle, 1044 East Brandon
Boulevard.
She is the daughter of Lureather Borum (deceased), and
Joe S. King, and stepdaughter of
Alonzo Borunt (deceased).
. As a mother, grandmother,
sister, auntie, cousin, and friend
she will truly be missed.
She was a 1975 graduate of
Tampa Bay Voc. Tech. High
School. She was married to
Louis C. Blanding. She was a devoted church member and she
very much loved the Lord.
She is survived by: 2 sons,
Dwayne D. Dixon, Tampa, and
Darryl D. Johnson, Tampa; 6
grandchildren, Kiyanna M.
Dixon and Tyra Y. Dixon, both
of Rochester, NY, KingL. Johnson, Chicago, IL, Deyonna M.
Dixon, Channing C. Dixon and
Siena R. Johnson of the Tampa
Bay area; 8 siblings, Larette
King, Lake City, FL, Beryl A.
Walker and Derrick J. Borum,
Voncenia (Jeffery) Cole, Tonya
(Sylvester) McClendon, . Melvo' nia Johns of the Tampa Bay
area, Jolene (Fredrick) Blocton,
Eden Prairie, MN, and Bernice
Alford, Quincy, FL; many nieces
and nephews, cousins, and a
host of friends.
The remains reposed from
10-11 a. m. before the service
Thursday, March 29, 2012.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes · & Northern,
Owners, 301 N. Howard Avenue.
www.ravwilliamsfuneralhome.c
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MR. JIMMY
DAVIS
Mr. Jimmy Davis passed
away on 3/26/2012, in Clinton,
MD.
The service will be held on
April 2, 2012, in Clinton, MD.
For further information,
please contact his daughter,
Annie Davis Laird at (772) 7878433 home, or (772) 647-0692
cell.
1

'
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Mr. Alphonso Rendell Hall
of Tampa, passed away on
Wednesday, March 21, 2012.
Funeral services . will be
conducted
on
Saturday,
March 31, 2012, at 12 p. m. at
Ray
Williams
Memorial
Chapel, 301 North Howard Avenue, with Dr. Henry J. Lyons,
officiating. Interment will follow in the Florida National
Cemetery in Bushnell, FL.
Mr. Hall was a native and
resident of Tampa for fifty-five
years. He attended the public
schools
of
Hillsborough
County and was a veteran of
the United States military.
Alphonso will be sorely
missed by: his father, Richard
Hall, Sr. (Tampa); his brothers, Edison Hall of Ft. Lauderdale and Richard Hall, Jr.
(Carrie) of Largo; his sister,
Cassandra Hall of Tampa; his
aunt, Linda L. Wilson of
Tampa; nephews, Bakial Hall
(Ashley) of Clearwater, FL,
and Jarius Gainey of Tampa;
nieces,
Levantria
Hall
(Chance) and Anaya Hall of
Tampa; and a host of other
relatives and friends.
The remains will repose
after 5 p. m., Friday, March
30, 2012, at Ray Williams Funeral Home, 301 N. Howard
Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuneralhome.com

BURIAL INSURANCE
Funerall Colt betwetn $7,000 IIMI

$10,000. Protect Younelf TodiJ.
CIU low For Your FREE
In Home Quote.

Plans Starting At Only

$20.00 Per Month

MR. GREGORY
TODD HARRIS

MR. QUINTAVIUS
ANTONIO MOORE

MS. BRENDA
ANN SCOTT

MRS. ALICE
MAE SELLERS

Mr. Gregory Todd Harris of
6727 South Lois Avenue,
#12103, passed away Monday,
March 19, 2012.
' Funeral services will be conducted Saturday, March 31,
2012, at 2 p. m. at Ray Williams
Memorial Chapel, 301 North
Howard Avenue, with Apostle
Jerry Godbolt, Sr. officiating.
Interment will follow in Rest
Haven Memorial Park.
Mr. Gregory Harris was ana·
tive of Tampa, and a resident
for 40 years.
He was preceded in death by:
his father, Wendell Harris, Sr.;
brother, Freddie L. Wilson;
grandmothers, Pearlie Mae
Noles and Rachel Waters;
grandfather, Percy Harris, Sr.;·
and fiancee, Dorothy D. Jones.
He leaves to cherish his
memory: a loving mother,
Nevonne Harris; three sisters,
Patricia Wilson, Lee Anglea
Page and Amy Harris; four
brothers, Eric Page, Wendell
Harris, Jr., Bruce Harris and
Bry~ Harris; nieces, Sherry
Carson, Shavonne Gore, Cassandra
Smith,
Tynisha
Franklin, Jolisa Franklin, Andrea Smith, Brittney Page, Alize
Harris and Andrea Harris;
nephews, Herman Thomas,
Freddie Wilson, Jr., Leroy
Smith, III, Eric Watson, Jr.,
Wendell Harris, III, Joshua
Harris, Kendell Harris: and
Amari Harris; aunts, Ruby Landrum, Daisy Palmer, Annie TuJ.
loch (Rafael), Mary Noles and
Lillian Alexander (Tommy); uncles, James Harris (Joann),
George
Harris
(Bessie),
Leonard Harris, Percy Harris
(Claudia) and James Noles
(Rosetta); and a host of great
nieces, great nephews, cousins
and friends.
The remains will repose after
5 p.m., Friday, March 30, 2012,
at Ray Williams Funeral Home,
301 North Howard Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuneralhome.com

Mr. Quintavius Antonio
Moore of 401 East 7th Avenue,
#712, Tampa, 33602, passed
away Monday March 26, 2012.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday, March 31,
2012, at 2 p. m. at Greater
Bethel Missionary Baptist
Church, 1207 North Jefferson
Street, with Rev. OSCl\1' Johnson, Jr., pastor, officiating. Interment will follow in Orange
Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Quintavius Moore was a
native of Tampa, and a resident
for 16 years. He attended Blake
High School and was a member
of Greater Bethel Missionary
Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by:
his paternal grandparents,
John and Helen Preston White;
and uncles, William Wesley and
Alfonso White.
He leaves to cherish his
memory: mother, Washeta
Chatman (Ricardo); father,
Bernard Moore (Andrill); 7 sisters, Daquavia Glover, Tatanisha Chatman, Latisha Moore,
Taquita Zdenek (Kevin) of Val·
dosta, GA, Nikisha Moore
(Tony), Angelise Zdenek and
Kianna Zdenek; 4 brothers, Ricardo Fryson, Jr., Anthony
Moore, Antonio Zdenek of Augusta, GA, and Deonte Jones;
grandparents, Delores Wesley
and Joseph Anderson (Gloria)
of Albany, GA; uncle, Charles
"Wes" Wesley (Natasha); aunts,
Letric
Chatman-Hobley
(Kevin), Lina McCloud of Wmter Springs, FL, and Brenda
Wilfred of Toccoa, GA; and a
host of nieces, nephews,
cousins, great aunts, great uncles and friends.
The remains will repose after
5 p.m., Friday, March 30, 2012,
at Ray Williams Funeral Home,
301 N. Howard Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuneralhome.com

Ms. Brenda Ann Scott of
Tampa passed away Saturday,
March 24, 2012.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday, March 31,
2012, at 11 a. m. at College Hill
Church of God in Christ, 6414
North 30th Street, Pastor, Elder
Charles Davis, with Pastor
Calvin E. Callins, Sr. of Plant
City, FL, officiating. Interment
will follow in Garden of Memories Cemetery.
Ms. Brenda Ann Scott was
born February 9, 1963, the seventh child of the late WJ.ley Scott
and Olean Watkins-Scott of
Sparta, Georgia.
Brenda is a graduate of Hancock Central High School in
Sparta., Georgia. She was employed with the State of Florida
for over 20 years and The
Tampa 'lribune for over 10
years.
She was a lover of people and
enjoyed reading books in her
spare time. She took pride and
joy in spending quality time
with her family. She loved to
travel and enjoyed cooking for
her family, especially during the
holidays.
Brenda was preceded in
death by: her father, Wiley
Scott; brother, Frank Scott; and
sister, Arleen Scott.
She leaves to cherish her
memories: mother, Olean Scott
of Sparta, GA; daughter, Chandra Jacobs; and son, Christopher
Lewis
of
Tampa;
granddaughter,
Chrissanay
Lewis; soul mate, Eugene
Walker; brothers, lVallace
Scott, Jr. (Ruth) of Bradenton,
FL, and James Scott of Sparta,
GA; sisters, Bobby Ann Scott of
Tampa, Ruth Works (Alvin) and
Lilly Ann Davis of Atlanta, GA;
uncles,
Roscoe
Watkins
(Denise) of Bradenton, FL,
Charlie (Betty J ean) and Robert
"Bob" (Mary) of Sparta, GA;
aunts, Katie Mae of Belle Glade,
FL, Gladys Chapman, Lilliebell
Stembridge (Winston), Lucy
Gilbert of Sparta, GA and Betty
Watkins of Bradenton, FL; sister-in-law, Annie Scott; and a
host of nieces, nephews and
cousins; best friends, Sandra
Pinkney, Lyndia Mathis-Hills
and Theolanda Smith; close
friends, Joseph Hutchins and
Cherelle Parisi and many dear
friends and co-workers.
The remains will repose after
5 p. m., Friday, March 30, 2012,
at Ray Williams Funeral Hopte,
301 N. Howard Avenue, and the
fanilly will receive friends from
7-Sp.m.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLILAMS EUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuneralhome.com

Mrs. Alice Mae Sellers of
2508 East Hanna Avenue,
#104, passed away Tuesday,
March 20, 2012.
Homegoing services will be
held Saturday, March 31, 2012,
at 11 a. m. at New Salem Missionary Baptist Church, 405
North Oregon Avenue, with
Rev. Dr. Henry J. Lyons, pastor, officiating. Interment will
follow in Rest Haven Memorial
Park.
Mrs. Alice Mae Sellers was a
native of Youngstown, FL, and
a resident of Tampa for 40
years. She attended school in
Youngstown, FL, and was a
member of New Salem Missionary Baptist Church. She
was employed as a domestic
maid and homemaker.
With all those girls, Mrs.
Alice was known to many in
College Hill (Lake Avenue,
22nd Street and 32nd Avenue)
and Ybor City (17th Avenue and
15th Street).
She was preceded in death
by: her parents, Mr. John H.
Peterman and Mrs. lVillie F.
Black; brothers, Chester and
Tommy Robinson; and sisters,
Rita Mae Peterman, Murline
Brice and Vernell Dortley.
She leaves to cherish her
fond and loving memories: 10
children, Mae I. Cummings,
James (Evon) Sellers and
Robert Sellers, all of Tampa,
Mary Ann (Leroy) Jones of
Lake City, FL, Mary Alice
Cooper ofMaccenny, FL, Barbara A. Davis, Cleo (James)
Billups, Cornelius (Maxine)
Sellers, Bettye Christian, all of
Tampa, and Bennie J. Pegram
ofWoodbridge, VA; sister, Nernice Lewis of Live Oak, FL; 30
·grandchildren, Michael Cum·
mings,
Aloma
(Anthony)
Hardy,
Victoria
Brown,
Theresa Timmons, Robert
Weathers, Clarence Weathers,
Charles Hughes, Almetha
Allen, Felicia (Fred) Timmons,
Francine Griffiths, Robin Sellers, Robert Sellers, Anthony
Jones, Karrie (Albert) Johnson, Zelda Graham, Lonnie
Wilcox, III, Latelsa Wilcox,
Marcus
Wilcox,
Latisha
Williams, Gregory Young, Giovanni Fitzpatrick, LeShawn
(Andrea) Mingo, James W.
Billups, III, Takira Davis,
Chavelle Sellers, Gregory Holley, Jr., Kawanna (DeAndre)
Holley, Keith Holley, Victoria
A. Reeves and Rickey F.
Reeves, II; 92 great-grandchildren and 11 great, great grandchildren; a host of loving
nephews, nieces and friends;
and special acknowledgement
to the entire staff and friends
at Kindred Hospital-Central
Tampa (ICU) and Epiphany
Arms Apartments.
The remains will repose
after 5 p.m., Friday, Mai-Cfi 3(),
2012, at Ray Williams Funeral
Home, 301 N. Howard Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. www.raywilliarosfuneralhome.com

Here today,
planned tomorrow.
From one second to the next, ·everything changes ...

to

Ufe is full of chances. Your funeral doesn't have be one of
them. Make prearrangements today and you cao feel confident
that your family and your last wishes are in good hands. Call us
to discuss your prearrangement options.

w~
FUNERAL HOME

30Xl N. 29th St. • Tampa, A. 33605

605-3350. (813) 248-6125
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Funerals Memoriams
-

Wilson

- - - - - - -

Death
Announcement

IN
MEMORIAM

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

MS. CAROLYN
JEAN MINOR

ALLEN K. WILDER

ORETHA
CHATMAN

Ms. Carolyn Jean Minor
was-born on July 17, 1952, in
Galveston, Texas.
She was called to glory on
March 271 2012, in the fainily
home surrounded by loved
ones.
She will be truly missed by
family and friends.
.
A memorial service will be
held March 31, 2012, at Victory
Tabernacle United Pentecostal
Church, 5800 N. Church Ave.,
Tampa, 33614.

In loving memory of
my husband, who departed this life 22 years
ago on Apr.il1, 1990.
Sadly missed by wife,
daughters and grands.
Your wife, Sarah.

MR. EDWIN
. CHARLES SPENCER
MR. JOHN
BROWN, SR.
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Homegoing celebration for
Mr. John Brown, Sr. of Land
O'Lakes, who passed away
Wednesday, March 21, 2012, at
Melech Hospice House of
Temple Terrace, FL, will be
held Saturday, March 31, 2012,
at 10 a. m. at Bible-Base Fellowship Church of . Carroliwood, 4811 Ehrlich Road,
Tampa, 33624, with the Pastor, Reverend Arthur T. Jones,
officiating. Interment will be
made in Florida National
Cemetery, Bushnell, FL, on
Monday, April2, 2012, at 11:30
a.m.
Mr. John Brown, Sr. was
the only child and beloved son
of Deacon and Deaconess Edward and Bertha Brown, both
deceased. He was born in
Brooklyn, NY, on May 15,
1938, and received his early
education in the New York
Public School System.
At an early age he accepted
Christ as his personal Lord
and Savior and united in fel·
lowship with the First Baptist
Church ofBrownsvilJe, NY, the
family church. It was there
that he met imd married his
loving wife of 53 years, Sister
Elizabeth Brown.
Mr. Brown served honorably as aU. S. Paratrooper and
National Guard; receiving special commendations upon his
retirement in 1989. He also
had an illustrious career with
the U.S. Post Office spanning
40 years, retiring in 2002.
Upon relocating to Florida,
Mr. Brownjoined his family at
Bible-Base Fellowship Church.
He was · a . member of SAGE
Ministry and the Men's Min·
istry. Until health issues pre·
vented his participation, he
actively supported outreach
efforts of the church and could
be relied upon to help out
where needed.
He leaves to cherish memories of him: his devoted wife,
Elizabeth Brown; two sons,
John Brown, Jr. and Bruce Ed·
ward Brown; two daughters,
Carol Ann Andrews and Tonia
Brown; a devoted daughter-inlaw, Deborah Brown; seven
grandchildren and two great
grandchildren; godbrother,
Zack Vax; godson, Evan Lang;
an aunt, Annie Ruth Brown,
Brooklyn, NY; an uncle, James
Brown;Benne~e,SC;and

a host of cousins and friends.
There will be a viewing from
5-9 p. m. and the family will
receive friends from 6-7 p. m.,
Friday, March 30, 2012, at Wilson Funeral Home, 3000 N.
29th Street, Tampa, 33605.
Friends are asked to assemble at the church at approximately 9:45a.m., Saturday for
the service.
In lieu of flowers, contributions can be made to: Bible·
g
Base Fellowship Church of
N Carrollwood in memory of Mr.
W John Brown, Sr.
CJ
"A WII80N SERVICE"
~ www-wilson·funenlhome.c;om

'1

Homegoing services for Mr.
Edward Charles Spencer of
Tampa, wh_o passed away while
sleeping on Sunday, March 25,
2012, will be held Saturday,
March 31, 2012, at 2 p. m. at
Wilson Funeral Home Chapel,
300o .N. 29th Street, Tampa,
33605, with the Reverend W.
D. Sims, officiating. Interment
Will follow in Rest Haven Me·
morial Park Cemetery.
Charles was born February
9, 1953, in Tampa. He attended
the public schools of Hillsborough County.
Charles was a Longshoreman for a number of years before his accident. He loved
shooting pool and shooting the
breeze with his family and associates.
He was preceded in death
by: his grandfather, Jessie
Morgan; grandmother, Essie
Morgan; sister, Joyce Spencer;
and nephew, Lonnie_Mann, Jr.
He leaves to mourn and
cherish memories of him: his
mother, Edna-i.. Smith; 2 stepdaughters, Wanda Joyner and
Jennifer Joyner of Tampa; 3 ·
brothers, Arthur Strawder (Belinda), Danny Williams (Jerri),
and Don Spencer; 6 sisters,
Jacquelyn James (Curtis) of
Tampa,
Barbara
Jones
(George) of Gainesville, FL,
Johnnie Mae Spencer, Diane
Spencer (Floyd), Janice HarriS,
and Sylvia Spencer Boone
(Charles), and all of Tampa;
nephews,
Eddie
Biggins
(Tonia), Kennis Keenan, Reginald Keenan, Anthony Keenan,
Darryl Sutton, Billy Williams
(Miriame), Ricky Thomas,
Ronald
Harris,
Marcus
Thomas, Ladell Andrews and
Linton Strawder; nieces, Renee
Spencer McKenzie (Egbert),
Karissa House, Natasha Girvin,
Ronnesha Harris, Regina Nelson, Ashli Spencer, La'Monica
Thomas and Kenya Harris; and
a host of other nephews,
nieces, cousins and friends.
There will be a viewing from
s-9 p. m., Friday, March 30,
2012, at Wilson Funeral Home,
3000 N. 29th Street, Tampa,
336os.
The funeral cortege will
arrange from 1911 E. Ellicott
Street,Tampa,3361o.
. Friends are asked to assemble at the funeral home at approximately 1l45 p. m.,
Saturday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wiJson·fuueralbome.com

. 10/23- 4/1/90

3/30/52- 9/29/09
Happy 6oth birthday.
Loving and missing you always.
Love, Jasmine ana
Joey.

.BIRTHDAY IEIORIAM

Celebration Of
, life Service

MS. GOMEZ
W.PAYNE
On Wednesday, March 21,
2012, Ms. GomezW. Payne, age
81, of 4505 Rome Avenue, transitioned to be with the Lord.
A longtime resident of
Hillsborough County and Master Storyteller, she retired as
im educator.
She leaves many special
and devoted friends to mourn
her loss.
A celebration of life service
will be held on Saturday,
March 31, 2012, at 1i a. m. at St.
John Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church, located at 2504
ChipcoAvenue, Tampa, 33605,
Rev. Bartholomew Banks, Sr.,
pastor.
Public viewing will be Friday, March 30, 2012, from 5-7
p. m. at Gonzalez Funeral
Home, 7209 N. Dale Mabry
Highway, Tampa, 33614.

MS. ALICE
Happy birthday to the world's greatest grandm.it, mom,
auntie and cousin.
I wish you were here to celebrate your day with us, but we
love you and miss you so much.
Love, your family. ·

HOTROD

.REGINAL SHEROD JAMES
We miss you, Hot~
The Jantes, Ricks and Huggins family.
.
It's been tWo long years and we still love and i:niss you.
Love. Tremane.

~
;=======================================================================~~~
IN MEMORIAM
~
Funerals/Memoriams
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ESSIE
WALKER

ARTHUR
B.SOARREY

EUGENE
WALKER

CHARLIE
WALKER, JR.

ANTONIO
C. SMITH

1902-1990

1919-1962

1933-1989

1929-1965

19~2-2005

The Walker, Daniels, Kelley and Soarrey families.

IN MEMORIAM HUSBAND, SON, GRANDSON

IN lOVING MEMORY OF
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ROYL.HALL
8/4/1931 - 3/31/2005

HAROLD MAURICE
(SAPPY) HALL

EDWARD PREACHER
ROBERTSON, JR.

11/9/1968 - 3/22/2007

8/26/1978 - 3/24/2002
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One day we all will be together again. We miss you all so much.
With love, Doris A. Hall and family.

aJ

r

IN lOVING MEMORY OF

RUBYE .E UGENIA HICKS
Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of His
saints. PSALM 116:15.

....,.......... ..•....•

Five years ago you left
your earthly home to be
with the Lord.
We miss you every day
and you will forever be in
otirhearts.
Your loving wife, children and granddaughter.

Months have grown day by day, it's now a year since she
went away. Thoughts are full a.n d hearts do weigh, without
her here to ·s hare the way. Time may dull the hand of fate,
memory forever recalls the date.
From, all the family and friertds whose hearts you
touched.
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JAMES EDWARD
PURVIS, SR.
April1, 1923 April 2 , 2007

BIRTHDAY MEMORIAM
We thought of you
today, but that is nothing
new. We thought of you
yesterday and days before
that, too.
We will cherish the
memories we have, because they will never part.
God has you in His arms,
we have you in our hearts.
We love and miss you:
Rhonda, Robert, Teddy
and family.

4/2/44-10/10/2011
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MRS. VIVIAN
STUBBINS
ROBERTS

c;;

:::1:

CHARLES HUBBERT
Charles, our love for you will never fade away.
For seven years we've missed the joy, laughter and memories - but God has control - we will meet on the "other
shore."
Your loving mother, Imogene C. Hubbert.

~r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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MR. ARNSTEEN

MOODY

On behalf of the Moody
family, we thank you for .
your prayers, cards, phone
calls, food and all acts of
kindness, in the passing of
our loved one, Mr. Arn_steen Moody.
A special thanks to:
Rev. Washington and New
Rising Star M. B. Church,
the #1 Choii- and to Wilson
Funeral Hoine.
·
May God bless each of
you.
E. Moody and family.

CUD OF
'TilliS .

MR. DAN
NATHANIEL DAVIS
...I

The family of Mr. Dan
Nathaniel Davis wishes to
i= thank everyone for their
ifj prayers, visits, flowers,
en cards, telephone calls,
c( . food and other acts of
Q
kindness shown during
ii: our time ofbereaveJ;Ilent• .
0__..
Special thanks to; Rev.
Rayford Harper and First
LL
Baptist Chtirch Of West
Tampa, Rev. Beverly Lane
and Bethel A. M. E.
Church, Excel Rehabilitation and Nursing Home,
Kindred Central Hospital
and Ray Williams Funeral
Home.
We shall be etenially
grateful to everyone. May
God bless you!
W

Z

·crime

Travvon Manin: onensiVe canoon Pulled
From Universitv 01 Texas Student Newspaper
The Daily Texan, the University of Texas student newspaper, briefly pulled from its
website a controversial cartoon
about the media coverage of the
Trayvon Martin case on
Tuesday, the same day the
paper is distributed.
The · cartoon appeared in a
section titled, "A Matter of
Opinion." It was taken down
yesterday at 2:2opm, and then
. republished at 4:5opm. On
their website, The Daily Texan's
editor says that i.t was temporarily removed in order to
"alleviate web traffic and prevent the web site from crashing."
Stephanie Eisner's black
and white cartoon critiques the
media coverage of Martin's
death, which contin~es to re- .
ceive priority news attention as
the story develops.
A white woman sitting in a
rocking chair engraved with the
words "the media," reads to an
awe-struck little girl, from a . ·

RONNIE
BARNES

NATASHA
TUR}IffiR
•.•.•found dead in .....charged with

his home.

Stephanie Eisner's cartoon depicting a woman reading 'Treyvon
Martin and The Case of Yellow Journalism' to a child, was pulled
from The Daily Texan on 1\Iesday, March 27, 2012.

book titled, "Treyvon Martin
and the Case ofYellow Journal~ ·
ism" (note: Trayvon's name is
purposely misspelled).
A speech blurb spoken by the
woman says; "And then, the big
bad white man killed the handsome, sweet, innocent colored
boy."

Wo•an Arrested For Trespassing
In Hospital, Dies In Jail
RICHMOND
FIELDS, MISSOURI - New
video has surfaced
which
shows
Rich. ANNA BROWN mood
Fields
police arresting a 29-year-old
woman at a hospital for trespass- ·
ing and later dragging her into a
jail cell, where she would eventually die. The woman, Anna
Brown, had pleaded with officials at the hospital, telling them
she was in extreme pain and was
unable to stand. The video,
which was obtained by the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch, shows
Brown in a wheelchair, refusing
to leave the hospital, St. Mary's
Health Center.
A doctor told officers that

Arrest
Made In
·Man's Death

Brown was "healthy enough to
be locked up." The officers then
put Brown in police car and,
when she told them she was unable to stand, they dragged her
into a jail cell. . ·
It was later revealed that
Brown died from blood clots
that originated in her legs but
traveled to her lungs. Officers
had suspected Brown was using
drugs, though autopsy results
later showed this wasn't true.
Video of the incident, which
occurred last September, is just
being brought to light this week.
. As of 5 pm Wednesday, nearly
13,000 people provided simatures to an online petition demanding 'Health Care For All' in
Brown's memory.

*ALL PRO REFERRAL*
" WHERE THE PROS ARE "

The words "white" and "colored" are capitalized, underlined, and have arrows pointing
at them. The words "big" and
"bad" are bold, while adjectives
used to describe Trayvon are
written in script, and the word
"innocent" uses tiny hearts in
place of dots above the letter "i."

Barnes' death.

LAKELAND - On March
24th at 2:45 a. m., Lakeland Police responded to 913 Quincy
Street on a report of a suspicious death.
Wh~n they arrived, they
found Ronnie Barnes, 63,
who had suffered upper body
trauma and died as a result of
those injuries. Several witnesses
were interviewed, and the Medical Examiner later ruled
Barnes' death a homicide.
As a result of the investigation, Natasha Turner, 37, was
arrested and charged with third
degree murder.

PIIICI: Hazing II Raberi Cha•1111
Took Place It FIMU Professor's 11111
T.ALLA.IiAssEE, Fla. -Witnesses told police that two
Florida A&M University faculty
members were present as band
fraternity pledges were ha,zed
at the home of one of the pro- ·
fessors in early 2010, according
to an investigative report released Wednesday.
Authorities said no charges
will be filed because investigators cannot prove the Kappa
Kappa Psi huing happened
within a two-year statute of
limitations. The case has been
closed.
The Tallahassee Police Department report says band director Julian White told
campus police about the allegations on Nov. 21 after another
faculty member brought them
to his attention.
·
That was two days after the ..

hazing death of FAMU drum
major Robert Champion
while the March 100 band was
in Orlando for a football game.
Champion suffered from
blunt trauma while aboard a·
band bus and died from shock
due to severe internal bleeding.
His death is being investigated
as a homicide. No arrests have
been made.

PracticiJJg Law JJJ:
• Criminal Defense • Family Law
• Persooallnjmy
Atto.r.oey &; CoUJJSelor At Law
Cypress Point Office Park
10014 N. Dale Mabry, Suite 101
Tampa, Florida 33618 ·

,

(813)269-9706 • Fax: (813)960-0641 ·'

FREE

Consultation*
• Bankruptcy: Chapter 7 &13
• Child Support
• Probate & Wills
· • Guardianship
• Personal Injury
• lmigration
, _ ....... Colwubllon

......,........................................................................
,.. .................
....................................,....
............

REASONABLE RATES & PAYMENT PLAN.
,..~
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Crime
~

Store Owner Arrested
·For Mail Fraud As Pan
01 Drop Scam Sting

Young Man Found.Dead
In Parking Lot

gave the CI $500 in cash and
a pair of men's Nike Air Force
1 shoes, police said.
According to court docu- ments, in September 2011, the
l:J.. S. Secret Service, in conjunction with other federal
and local law enforcement,
executed a federal search warrant at the Empire Street
Wear store.
During the search, agents
reportedly recovered $19,887
in cash, $58,306.40 in money
This is a camera shot of four young males in the area of the
SERGIO GABRIEL SMITH
NEDALAHMAD
orders, and $119,887 in U. S.
parking lot where Sergio Smith's body was found.
Treasury
checks.
Police
said
A 35-year-old man was
the checks resulted from the
arrested on mail fraud
Deputies said Smith was
Heights Hot Boyz, there was
At 2:51 Wednesday mornfiling
of fraudulent tax
charges. 'Police said the arrest
found lying next to his car,
no indication he was affiliating,
Hillsborough
County
returns, as well as personal
is linked to "Operation
ed with any gang activity,
and it appeared he had been
Sheriffs deputies were called
checks, driver license images,
Rainmaker."
robbed, and someone had
said Carter.
to
the
Avesta
Apartments,
and tax records.
According to the complaint,
also rifled through his car.
No suspects have been
2020 131st Avenue. They
After the search warrant was
Nedal Ahmad, 35, allegedly '
Spokesperson, Debbie
identified,
but the Sheriffs
were
told
there
was
a
executed, Ahmad reached
negotiated
fraudulent
Carter, said Smith had
Office did release a photo
deceased
male
lying
in
the
out
to
an
associate
in
New
Treasury refund checks and
been at the complex visiting
taken by a camera in the area
York and allegedly recruited . parking lot of the complex.
reloadable debit cards confriends, and it appears he
of
four young men seen
him
to
cash
the
Treasury
When
deputies
arrived,
taining fraudulently obtained ·
was leaving when he was
walking
in the vicinity of the
checks. Police said the associthey fou.n d 21-year-old
tax refunds. Ahmad alleged
shot.
ate
was
also
a
Cl
for
the
govparking
lot.
Sergio Gabriel Smith
used his store, Empire Street
Although Smith's body is
ernment, and reported that- dead as the result of a gunThe investigation is continWear, 1925 E. Fletcher
covered with taftoos, one
Ahmad
said
he
could
send
uing
into the shooting.
Avenue, to commit the
shot wound to the head ..
advertising the Tampa
$100,000 per week in frauduoffense.
lent Treasury checks.
Iri August 2011, a
Ahmad is alleged to have
Confidential Informant (CI)
further
stated that if the CI
was supplied with three U. S.
could keep 40% and send the
Treasury checks. The checks
balance to Ahma,.d's bank
were issued in a different fictiaccount.
tious name. The C. I., who was
In October 2011, Ahmad
reportedly wearing a recordTampa Police are asking for
allegedly began sending
On Tuesday at 4:20 p. m.,
ing device, went to the store
help in identifying two men
fraudulent Treasury checks to
Hillsborough
County
and met with Ahmad.
involved in an armed robbery.
the New York-based CI to be
Sheriff's deputies were
After a short conversation,
Police said at 9:15 p. m. last
cashed. The checks were for- . Saturday, two males were rid·and without asking for identicalled to 1915 Erin Brooke
warded to the CI via U. S. mail . ing Jheir bicycles south on
fication, Ahmad allegedly
Drive in Valrico.
and other commercial interagreed to cash "the checks,
22n Street when they pulled
Deputieslearnedthatone
state carriers, police said.
which totaled $3,002.47·
alongside a person who was
of
the homeowners, Linda
If convicted, Ahmacl faces
Ahmad allegedly kept the
also riding a bicycle.
Partin· and her son,
up
to
20
years
in
federal
balances of each check and
Police said one of the susSamuel Partin, Jr.,
_prison.
pects pointed a gun at the vicarrived at the house and distim and demanded money.
covered what they thought ·
The -victim complied with the
was
evidence the house had
. demand.
been burglarized . They
Surveillance cameras inside
~------------------~
immediately left the house
the Gas Quik Convenience,
SAMUEL LEE. PARTIN, SR.
and called the Sheriff's
1501 East Fowler Avenue, captured a man withdrawing
Office.
money with a stolen debit card
-When the first deputy
investigation has revealed
·!
shortly after the robbery.
arrived and searched the
that Partin's murder was
The video also shows a sehouse, he found a man dead
not a random act, and he
tenced to 30 years on the
cond man briefly entering the
in one of the bedrooms. That
knew the suspect or suscharges of conspiracy to posstore while the other man was
man was-later identified as
pects. _They also reported
sess marijuana with intent to
at the ATM. Both_men are seen
distribute and possession of leaving the store together.
Samuel Lee Partin, Sr.,
there was no forced entry
500 grams or more of
into the home.
One suspect is described as a · 61.
cocaine. A term of life imprisAt 11:30 p. m . after a
Samuel Partin, Sr. was
Black male, 18 to 20 years old,
onment was imposed because
search warrant was secured,
a 1969 graduate of Howard
6 feet tall, and wearing a large
of Brown's prior felony drug
detectives entered the house
diamond earring in one ear.
W. Blake High School.
convictions.
The second suspect, also a
and examined Partin's
The investigation is continBrown was found guilty on
Black male, was described as
body.
They
reported
he
had
uing
to determine a motive
December 9, 2011. Evidence
wearing a bright purple basesuffered
trauma.
for
Partin's
death, and to
at trial showed that from
ball cap tucked in the rear
Detectives said their initial
identify possible suspects.
2003 through 2011, Brown
waistband of his pants.
and others transported
Anyone with information
cocaine and marijuana from
about the suspects is asked to
Houston, Texas to St.
VALARIAN JAYMONN
call (813) 231-6130.
Pete~burg.
BROWN
Additionally, he allegedly
Early this week, U. S.
transported the cocaine and
District Judge William J.
marijuana by tractor trailer,
• Accident & Injuries
Castagna handed down a life
the U. S. Postal Service and
sentence to a St. Petersburg
UPS to ship packages contairi• -Employment
man. He was convicted· of
ing the illegal drugs.
• Civil Rights
conspiring to possess with the
Testimony at trial revealed
••• Remember to always 5,
• Family Law
intent to distribute fjve kilothat the group transported
11, 16, 19 look both ways
• Appeals
grams or more of cocaine.
more than 150 kilograms of
22, 26, 29, 30 before you
· •
According to co.urt docucocaine and hundreds of
ments, Valarian Jaymonn
pounds of marijuana from
start 33, 35 38, 40 to run
___ _!J_r.?.'~vn, 3_~! was also ~e-~-- _ Texas to Florida
'· Y.O~_ !I!O!it!t 44, 46, _51, 54o. . _ ......_......,_ _....,.___-.....,......
....,;._,'...,.._:-:o::-,.":":"'~-=~-=~-=·=...,...=~'=·~·=&=:-:--'

Police Search For
Arniad Robben
suspects ·
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Former Blake Grad .Found .,z
Murdered In His Home c:u;

.Man Convicted 01
Druu Tranicllinu
Sentenced To lite

7211 N. Dale Mabry HWl Ste 228
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Sweethearts' Gala Celebrates love
The Couples Ministry at New Mt. Zion M. B. Church held a
Sweethearts' Gala in February. They invited several couples and prepared dinner for them. There were several activities during the
evening, one of which was serenading the sweetheart. The gentlemen
went down on one knee as they shared special gifts with their sweethearts. Those in attendance report havin~J a lot of fun.
Deacon Leroy Lane is president of the Couples Ministry.
(Photos courtesy ofClym Washington)

Deacon and Mrs. Booker
(Clym) Washington were guests
at the Sweethearts' Gala.

Deacon Tommy Robinson
was in attendance.

Mr. and Mrs. Willie (Betty)
Grant are members of the ministry.

Members of the Couples Ministry are: Dorcea and Leroy Lane,
Angela and Lawrence Johnson, Tommie Robinson, Gertrude Murrell, Matthew and Andrea Redmon, Willie and Nell Kimbrough,
Patrick and Robin Andrews and Betty and Willie Grant.

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick (Robin)
Andrews.

Mrs. Dorcea (Sally) Lane, a
member of the Couples Ministry.

Mr. and Mrs. Willie (Caroline) Jones.

Angela Johnson and Gertrude Murrell welcomed guests.

James Williams and Carolyn Watson were also guests.

.Minister and .Mrs. Matthew (Andrea) Redmon.

Dr. (Rev.) and Mrs. George (Lo) Berry were among the guests.

Rev. Foster Garvin was at the
gala.

Irene Stewart was a guest.

Mr. and Mrs. Riley (Linda) Mitchell.

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar (Yvonne) Douglas.

Free Groceries For·Those In Need
BY :t,t:ON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
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Cornelius "Big Bru" Hamilton
said he's been blessed. Along with his
mother, Cassandra, they've been able
to not only start a·restaurant business,
but also give back to those in need.
Since joining The W~ Church,
Hamilton has been anointed as an Outreach Pastor by Pastors Ricky and
Karl-Ann Navarro, and on April 1st
along wi~ his mother and members of
the church, Hamilton will be hosting a distribution day for those in need of
food. The distribution day will be from
12 p. m. until 3 p.m. at The Walk
Church, 8619 North 40th Street.
"Growing up in Miami, I've seen the
worse of the worse, and it would have
been easy for me to stay in Miami and
be consumed by that lifestyle.
"After we moved to Tampa, I
brought it with me, but it didn't take
long before I realized I was put on this
earth to do something better, and not
for myself."
Hamilton put the hip hop lifestyle
behind him, and after joining The Walk
Church, started giving back to the people who needed more than he did.
"Before joining the church, I had
started feeding homeless people and
giving away truck loads of clothes and
other items.
•
"Every Sunday at 4:30p.m., I can be ·
found at the Salvation Army on Florida
Avenue and Henderson, feeding people
who are having trOuble just making it to
the next day."

Unpaid Code Enforcement
·Fines Mav Result In Your
license Being Suspended
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

CORNEUUS "BIG BRU"
HAMILTON

Hamilton said the desperation, appreciation, and hope on the faces ·o f the
people he feeds makes him fight back
the tears, but in his heart, he knows
they look forward to his arrival.
"I've heard stories about their lives,
and I've sat and talked with them to
share my own experience. It's really a
beautiful thing.
"What I'd like to see is more people
get involved in helping to feed these
people, and I'm extending my hand to
welcome them as volunteers. I guarantee you will leave feeling fulfilled and
happy you've helped someone else. It
really means a lot...
For more information about the distribution day, call The Walk Church a,t
(813) 988-4867.

On Thursday, the Tampa City Coun_cil addressed the issue of its Code Enforcement Department and their policy.
The Cod_e Enforcement policy issue
was brought to the attention of the
Cougcil due to a large number of unpaid fines. by code violators, and what
can be done to collect those unpaid
fines.
Council -chairman, Charlie Miranda, said first, they need to find out
what the problems are with collection
the fines, and how to address them.
"I'm not opposed to change, but we
need to know what to change. We have
to be more realistic and compassionate
with people who have been fined for violations. This has to be done in a systematic way. "There are a variety of reasons why
some people haven't paid the fines, and
we need to look into that before taking
any drastic action."
Councilwoman Yvonne · Capin
said she believes consolidation is the
answer, but agreed that they need more
time to get more information on what
to do.
Council. members also suggested
that to make the process more enforceable, perhaps a_violator's driver's license can be suspended for failing to

pay the fines.
Council members decided to ask ·
various departments to return with recommendations in May on what action
can be taken to make the collection
process more enforceable.
Code Enforcement Director, Jake
Slater, said they don't get involved
with the collection process.
"That responsibility falls on the
city's budget and finance department.
"I will say that some fines and liens
· go back to 1989, and the city will never
s~e that money, although it's on the
books."

Slater said although it is the responsibility of property owners to
maintain their properties, they spend
taxpayer dollars mowing some properties and boarding up abandoned
homes. He also said you can't put a lien
on a: homesteaded property.
"As far as the suggestions made by
Council members on collections, I think
this is a step in the right direction. We
also may explore turning it over to a
collection agency."
Slater said beginning June 18th
- and ending August 10th, a specially
funded program will allow them to do a
major cleanup in the East Tampa area.
-"we'll have 36 part time people
working with us. We1l be cleaning up
alleys, vacant lots, abandoned homes, and other properties."
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ired ~f ~riving, hig~ gas prices, and the.stress o~ congestio~? Lef HART get you. to your
desttnatton. HART 1s a clear, clean and tnexpenstve alternatrve to the au_tomobtle.

T

I&.

HART has more than 20 Park-n-Ride lots and transfer centers. The concept is easy. Park your car
in the lo~s and take a HART bus. Even if you don't have a car, these centers ~ervice many of
our routes.
HART is hard at work serving our community with improvements including, our Yukon Park-n-Ride
transfer center, located between North Central Avenue and North Seminole Avenue.
In the·HART Yukon Park-n-Ride transfer center, HART is doubling the number of bus bays, adding
publi(: restroom facilities, and improving tra~ic circulation for better school bus drop-off.
For more information on fares, .routes, and how HART can make your life easier visit our
web-site www.goHART.org, or call the HART information line: (813) 254-HART (4278).
Ride HART. Be Smart. m
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IlPPI BinhdiJ,
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Then

MS.BEIOSHA
CHAPPELL :

MS.BEIOSHA
CHAPPELL

Happy sth birthday to Tampa's prettiest, Ms. Beiosha
Chappell. She will be celebrating at Nickelodeon Hotel
with.family and friends.
We love you B.

AIKO And MAKAIO

AIKO

I would like to send birthday wishes to the "lovely lady" in
my life.
Happy birthday, mommy. May you be blessed with many
more!
Love, MaKaio.

HIPPI BinhdiV

MRS. BUNDY

Happy Binhdav

When you play the _game,
every strike counts.
Therefore, I will continue
to live my life Y.O.L.O.! And
let my Lord handle the fake
and phony. For as long as I
walk by faith and not by
sight, He will contirtue to
make my enemies my footstool.
Happy birthday to all my
Aries'.
The Nuccio Aries birthday party in the making!

From:
husband,
Mitchell Powell; mother, Loretta Hardy, Sr.;
children, Shawntay
Woodbury Rogers,
SeLina Woodbury and
Richard Woodbury;
III.

IlPPI
111'1111111

WRETTA POWELL

look Who's

Tuming9

- , : : MRS. hEPBURN
AndMS.TEE
MICHAEL JACKSON~ Ill
March 29th
Happy birthday to our little soldier.
Love you: Mike, Katavia, Liyah and Granddaddy
Mike.

Happy birthday is being
sent out to our First Lady, ·
Ms.
Charmaine
Jackson, who will turn a
year older Sunday, April 1st.
Love, Malcolm and our
crew.

J.KAYMORE
J. Kaymore is the son
of C. 0.
Love you, Granddad,
Robert and Grandma,
Irene Kaymo~.

IlPPI
Blnhdll

BART too%
I might be out of sight
and out of mind, but in due
time, I1l be back to shine.
Get at me: David
Smith, 53433018·, FCC
USP-1, P. 0. Box 1033,
Coleman, FL, 33521. .

~ All About You

Happy Binhdav

Happy 80th
Birthdavon
March 26th
To Our Mother,
Our Queen

DADDY And
BElOSHA

BRELONDRA
It's that time again, in case y'all didn't know.
My big girl, Brelondra, a.k.a., Bunny, will be turning the
big 10, March 31st.
She will be celebrating her birthday at home with family and
friends.
We love you, Baby. From, Morna, Fatdaddy and Daddy
~ GG.
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LILBENAnd
BEl OSHA

Daddy's little princess is turning into Daddy's big girl.
Happy 5th birthday, Beiosha.
Love: your daddy and little brother, Lil Ben!!

MOTHER JULIA
WHITE

Happy 1st Binhdav

From: her children,
Joanne ,
Eunise,
Charlotte, Herlene,
Jackie, grands and great
grands, with much love.
Mother Julia is a
Church Mother at First
Missionary Baptist Church
of Seffner.
She will be celebrating
with family and friends on
Saturday, March 31st.
To God be the glory!

Hauuv
Binhdav

"Happy birthday, Daddy."

m · From, Aniya.
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LARRY And ANGIE With Daughter, IANIYA

..J
LL.

3-31-2012

Love, Larry (daddy) and Angie (mommy).

BEVERLY MADDOX And RICARDO GLOVER
Deronda Green (David). Bobbie McDowell. Jr. and
Cherisa Tolbert (Tommie) are proud to announce the
engagement of their mother, Beverly Maddox to Ricardo
Glover.
Beverly is the second oldest daughter of the late, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie (Margaret) Maddox. She is also the mother
of three, grandmother of ten and great grandmother of two.
Ricky is the second oldest son of Minnie Pearl Napper
and the late, Richard Blake, Jr. He is also the father of three
and grandfather of seven.
Simple and in order is the route this couple has chosen for
their May wedding.

BIGZVAndRO
Happy birthday to my
Queen Rosetta.
When it's real, it's forever
and we're still standing
strong.
Love always: Big Zy, Lil
ZyandNiNi.

LANIYA D. PORTER
Love, Mom.

utYou

Prenv Girls Rock

JACOB WILSON

MARl And ZARI

BOBE

I used to always imagine what it would be like to meet an angel, not knowing all along, I've got two of my own.
It's a true blessing to have these two beautiful little ladies in my life. I will always love y'all, with every breathe in me.
We would also like to wish Marl, a.happy sth birthday, 3/28, with a tremendous amount oflove.
Love, Daddy, Mommy and family.
·

Happy birthday, Jacob.
And thank God for all your
achievements. Your dad is
very proud of you!
We love you: your parents, grandparents, family
and friends.

Happy Binhdav

Out On The Town

JA'LEAH RENE LARK

IDA JOHNSON, PAULINE CAPERS,
N. YOUNGAndMARIESNEAD

Happy 1st birthday.
From, Papa and Grammy. We love you!

Happy Birlhdav

JARROD
COACHMAN, JR.
Happy birthday goes out to
. Jarrod Coachman~ Jr.
From, the proud parents,
Rhonda Oglesby and the
late, J arrod Coachman,
Sr.
May God bless you with
many more. We love you.

This photo is from the Bellman & Waiters Club 1964 B~.

IlPPI Binhdav
Birthday Wishes go out to
Demari Drone, who will
be turning 3 years old on
Monday, April 2nd.
Mari will celebrate with
family and friends.
We love you: grammie
and granddaddy, Toynetta
and James; te-te, Mesha;
Mommie, Tashyra; sissy,
Brooklynn; Mr. Matt
and the rest of YOl;lr family.

DAMARI JAMEEL
DRONE

JARROD COACHMAN,
JR. And LIL JARROD

KEMONE JACKSON
Happy 4th birthday, Kemone Jackson.
Love, mom, dad and family.

Happy birthday, Dad. If
you don't have nobody,
always remember you have
me.
Love, Lil Jarrod.

Stand On The Truth
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Sometimes it is difficult
talking to people about what is
true and what is not. To some
people they have come to believe that their reality is their
truth. If what you are saying
or doing does not line up to
what they think, feel, or see,
then you are not about their
truth.
The difficulty of life is trying to get people to see the real
truth. In many instances people can't break free from the
bonds of sin and oppression
because they can't see beyond
their truth. What will help
them is seeing the real truth of
life.
This is the situation surrounding this week's lesson in
John 18:28-38• . Jesus was
put in a situation because of
the religious leaders' perception of the truth. The problem
was that their perception was
not the truth. They were convinced of a false truth and
acted upon it.
The leaders had Jesus arrested and taken to the Roman
governor (vs. 28). The gov-

ernor was a Gentile; therefore,
the Jews could not have contact with him or they would
have been unable to continue
to celebrate Passover.
Consider this, they want to
stay clean to celebrate a religious ceremony, but they are
falsely accusing a man who
they do not understand and
refuse to accept! Do you know
of people who try to be so holy
and righteous according to
custom, but yet dislike folk because they are not like them or
feel threatened by them?
Pilate asked them, "what
charges do you bring against
Him?" Their reply is, "we
would not have brought Him
to you if He was not a criminal" (vv. 29, 30). Their answer does not fit Pilate's
question. Pilate wanted to
know the charges! They simply say He is a criminal.
People oftentimes have
folk tried and convicted in
their own mind. Have you
ever heard people talk about
someone and you ask them
"why don't you like him/her?"

Their only response is, "I just
don't like him/her." Only tried
and convicted. It is hard to
help the person see the real
truth.
Pilate instructed them to
judge Jesus according to their
own laws and the Jews replied
they don't have any right to execute anyone (vs. 31). When
people can't touch you according to their own beliefs they
will try other laws. Sometimes
people try to turn others
against you.
Pilate, not being persuaded
by them, talked to Jesus for
himself. He asked Jesus outright, are you king of the Jews
(vs. 33)? This is Pilate stepping out of his reality and the
truth others are trying to get
him to believe. He went to
Jesus and asked for himself.
It is a good idea for you to
talk to people for yourself instead of going on the word of
others. You might dislike
someone or sentence him or
her based upon someone else's
narrow-minded perspective.
If you are in doubt, go ask
them yourself.
Jesus replied, are you asking because that is what you
want to know or because of
what others have been saying
(vs. 34)? Jesus knew that it
was because of what others
were saying, because Pilate
has no interest in what they
are doing. But at least be open
about your intent and be will-

ing to accept the truth!
Jesus informed Pilate that
He was correct in his statement, but let him know that
His kingdom is not of this
world. Jesus in a nice way let
Pilate know that He was not
about the small things they
were about. Jesus had a bigger purpose and calling to fulfill.

When people don't know
or understand the truth about
your purpose and mission,
they will do what they can to
stop you. They will even try to
persuade others to do you
harm even if they cannot. But
no matter what, you stand on
the truth of God's word. God's
word will be fulfilled in the
end.

·1n Him' Hoodie- Thursdav Night Service
Pastor R. Lockett, Jr. and
Bethany Christian Discipleship
Church .(BCDC) will host the Acts
17: "In HIM" Hoodie Night Service
on Thursday, March 29, 2012 in the
ballroom of the Tampa Palms Golf
and Country Club, 5811 Tampa
Palms Boulevard, Tampa, FL 33647
at7:15 p.m.
The Acts 17: "In HIM" Hoodie
Night Service will be a time of High
Praise, Deep Reflection and Empowered Life-Altering Preaching.
PASTOR
LOCKETI, JR.
... lnHoodie
Pastor Lockett says that the
Church and the community are inextricably tied together and
thus they both have a responsibility to each other growth and
development.
. In re~ards to the Trayvon Martin tragedy, there will be a
time dunng the service that everyone will adorn their hoodies
for a time of reflection on the sanctity and frailness of Life especially as it relates to Trayvon Martin.
'
The entire Greater Tampa Bay area is invited to attend.
People and churches have already called and confirmed that will
be ~raveling to ~his Thursday Night service from as far away as
Chtcago, Washmgton, D. C., West Virginia and Warner Robins
Georgia.
'
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CHURCH, INC.
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2511 E. Columbus Dr.
(813) 248-8101 or (813) 247--3899
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SAii\T .JAMES A.M.E.

CHURCH OF PROGRESS
VILLAGE, INC.

ARST BAPTIST CHURCH OF

PROGRESS VII.I.A8E

Progress BMi., Tampa, Fl33619

·Church Office: (813) sn-1948

• Pastor's Office: (813) 672-o389

z

5202 86th Street South

w

(813) 677·2411

• E·Mail: ftx:opv@tampabay.rr.oom
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DR. UIIIIAXWELL, SR-.

~

Tampa, Florida 33619
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• Academy Office: (813) 677-5988
• Fax: (813) 672·0514

ST. JOHN CATHEDRAL

3401 E. 25th Avennue,Tampa, FL (Comer Of 34th St &25th
Phone: (813) 248-3737 Or (813) 248-3651 Fax: 242-8076
en
Careline: 248-HELP
~
Billlop Eddie lew~ Sr. Pastor
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WEEKLY WORSH. SCHEDULE
8:00 A. M. Spititual Enlichment
9:45 A.M. Sunday School/ Orientation
10:45 Worship service
(Youth Church 2nd And 3rd Sundays)
12:00 Noon Intercessory
Prayer wiBible Study

Pastor

Ea'ly Mxnilg Waship • 7:55 A.M.
Slllday Mcming Wcrship • 9:30 A.M.
Mcmilg ~ ·10:55 A. M.
Wed., Family Niglt • 7 P.M.
For Transportation Call
(813)486-7890
Oea. KeMn DeCounley
Chairman, Deacons' Mini

UV. KICRAEL B. PUCE, I
~ t.nd, t\

Early Morning Worship Service

SeniOf Teaching PastOf
Adult/Children Worship Times
7:30A.M. & 10:55 A.M.

7:30A.M.

4:JI:IIf111!tllft

Church School - 8:45 A. M.

Sunday-9:45A.M. ·Ad!.« &
Youth/ Chldran
Tueaclay • 11 A.M. • Ad!.«
·Wednesday • 7 P.M. • Youth/ Children
7:30P.M. Acd

Morning Worship Service

10:15A.M.

A Sltelite Camous F« Falh Bible 1n5tit1ie
"Growi"Q The Ctuch F« Global ChlnJ&"
(Acts 1:8. Rom. 1:8, 1 Tiles. 1:8)

NEW FRIENDSHIP

WICialln: 5:3l P.M. Free Tutorial
6:45 P. M. Adult &Youth Mid Week Service

M.B. CHURCH

3107 E. lake Ave. • 248-4127

Email Us At:
stjministries@aol.com
Mission Statement:
"A Glurch of the inner city
ream~ to the commt.IJly
by ministemg to the
whole man."

Outrea::h Ministry:
t'VAH COMMUNITY, te./
t-OLSE OF LYDIA

.........
PISTOl MilEY IEWia

Morning Worship
11:00 A.M.
YPWW ·6:00P.M.
Evening Worship
7:00P.M.

-•~:~.... Pastor
Weekly Activities
St.rlday Chlrch Sctxx>l
9:30 A.M
Morning Worship
10:45 A.M
Bllle.Oass
4:30P.M
Everling Worship
5 P.M
WeOOesday Prayer Meeting
7 P.M
Bille Study
7:30 P.

~
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Student Competes For.
Miss Pre-Teen Tampa ·Title

Churches Unite For
Neighborhood fun Fest

BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Editor

Last Wednesday morning, Minister James DanielS awoke in the wee
hours with a glaring headache. "I told
myself to just lie back down and try to ·
go back to sleep. But that didn't happen. The Lord told me to get up and
start writing." .
Minister Daniels says he was
given an outline for an event the Lord
wanted him to do, and even gave him
the people he needed to contact to
make sure it happened. He did that.
Everyone on his contact list said yes
and no one has asked for any money. "I
know it had to be God because I didn't
even know some of these people and
they said 'yes'."
Minister Daniels, the Outreach/Evangelism Minister of Victory
Tabernacle M. B. Church; ReV. Eugene
Sanders, pastor, is coming up on the
first anniversary of giving his initial sermon to the public. It was the 2nd Sunday in April, 2011 and the title was "It's
Tax Time."
Spearheaded by D~iels as the
chairperson, Victory Tabernacle is joining with Christ United Methodist
Church, Rev. Aaron Wilds, pastor, to
host a Neighborhood Fun Fest. Their
theme is "Staying Active in Jesus
Christ." The scripture for the theme is

MINISTER JAMES DANIElS

tion is the grassy area between the 2
churches on 34th St. between 18th Ave.
and Columbus Dr.
The focus will be on reaching the
children and families in the surrounding community with a Neighborhood
Walk-Through. The fest will provide
food and fun games, various activities,
vo~er registration and free haircuts for
children 12 and under. Bounce Boy and
Fire Storm Entertainment will provide
entertainment. Assisting with details
for this event as co-chairs are: Delilah
Perkins Johnny (Romero) Watson and Gary Onzy. Adult from both
churches will assist.
"We want to share with those who
come and those in the neighborhood
that the true meaning of Easter is not
the eggs or the chocolate bunny - it's
about Jesus Christ," he explained.

Proverbs 22:6. ·
The event will be on Saturday, April
7, 2012, 9 a. m. until 3 p. m. The loca-

On Saturday, April 15th, the 2012
Miss Pre-Teen Tampa Pageant will
take place. One of the young ladies
who learned of their acceptance in
the competition is L'Oreal Bush.
L'Oreal submitted an application
and participated in the interview
process earlier this year. The pageant
has four divisions in which young
ladies between the ages of 7 and 19
cpmpete. L'Oreal will compete in the
Miss Pre-Teen Division. She will take
part in modeling routines that include both casual wear and formal
wear.
She will also display her talents
and skills in interviewing with the
judging panel. L'Oreal is competing
to represent Tampa and the surrounding communities at tlie National Competition in Orlando later
this year. ·
The teenagers are vying for more
than $30,000 in prizes and awards.
The winner of division will then compete on a national level.
The young competitors receive the
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L'OREAL BUSH
Competing for
Miss Pre-Teen Tampa Title

training, rehearsals, and financial
support through sponsorships by
community businesses, organizations, and private citizens.
Anyone wishing to learn more
about the competition can contact the .,
Miss Pre-Teen Tampa Pageant Coordinator at H~oo-279-0976.
~
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Allamanda ~1111-Kats' Hanging
Outln Progress VIllage Park
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To all the 'Kool-Kats' in "The Village" from the 1970s to the 1980s, we will be
hanging out in the Progress Village Park July 27-28, 2012, 4 p. m.
For more information, call (813) 704-258-4581.
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Email: bishopand~live.com
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Sunday School - 10 A. M.
Moming Service- 11:30 A.M.
Evening Service - 7:30 P. M.
_---'
Bible Study - Tuesday Evening ·-- ·Bible Band - 7:30P.M.
Thursday Evening -YPWW - 7:30P.M.
1st And 3rd Friday Evening
Women's OutreaCh Ministry - 7:30P.M.
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Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.

MOUNT PLEASANT M. B. CHURCH

2002 N. Rome Avenue * (Comer of Rome Ave. and SpruceSt)

P.O. Sox 4724 *Tampa

Dr c.·T.IIIMIIId, Pastor

Tel: (813) 253-5714 *Fax (813) 254-1441
E-mail: MtPieasantMB@aol.com

Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Evening Worship- 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Tuesday- 7:30 p.m.
Visitors Are Welcome I

aiACEIIARY •ssiOIIRY
8IPIIST CIIURCII

BROWN MEMORIAL ~
CHURCH QF GOD IN CHRIST
r

WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE

3901 N. 37th St" (813) 248-3779

. Sunday School ..
.....9:30A.M.

Sunday.~~~n~~~orship .

EARLY MORNING WORSHIP AT 7:45A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL* 9:30AM.

Sunday Evening Worship

MORNNG WORSIIP ·11 A. M.
1ST SUNDAYS

.. ..7:30P.M.

.

Morning Prayer
(Tuesday~ Friday) ....9 A.M.

5 PM- Family Series Hour (B.T.U.)
6 ~s~ (Cormulion)

~edne~l:Jt;~~~orship

TUESDAYS
-. C.T. ..........._Pastor

TAPE MINISTRY
Order On line At Web Site Or Call Church
WEB SITE: MtPieasantMBChurch.org

~

2313 E. 27th AVE. * (813) 248-5690 * (813) 241-6902 ~

Devotion By Mt. Pleasant Praise Team .

6 PM· Prayer Service
7 PM - General Bl>le StlJdY
7 PM- Youth Bible Study
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BISHOP IIAmEW
WILLIAIIS
p-astor

• Clu'Cb ....,. 'lila Lowe Of 6od Flows
~ Tile ~&bolt Is In F.. CUnbal."
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Daily Prayer

March Birthdays
Happybirthday:Tameka
Faulkner, Zena Glover,
Cedria Filer, Tommietta
King, Altwan Holloway,
Victor Mills, . J'Kera
Shamburger and Roland
Williams.
Happy birthday across the
miles to Martin Lara, former Tampan, who recently
celebrated his special day in
Seattle, Washington, where
he now resides.
I extend belated happy
birthday wishes to Wllnijah
Boon (March 23rd). May the
Lord continue to bless you
with many more birthdays.
Ms. Tiffany Doby of
Progress Village would like
to send a happy belated
birthday wish to: her
cousins, twins, Nicole and
Nick Green, March 13th;
niece, Trinity Ming. March
13th; Zoey Doby, March
191\ Jaxton Miller, March
25th, Joy Perkins of Plant
City, March 21\ James
Leggett, April 4th and Ashley Copeland, April1h.

Everyone's
household
needs prayer because prayer
changes things ... Lorraine
Young, Rev. James Murphy, Marie Benson, Mattie Mills, the Philon
household, Phyllis Akes,
Van Scott, Arlean Evans,
Annie
Laura Jelks,
Young Johnson, Sr.
(home), Dea. Eli Rogers
(Brandon), Kaitlin M.
Pritchard (home) and
Carol Kaiser.
Charlotts Allen, this get
well wish is extended to you
from the family, who hopes
you get stronger day by day.

James, family members
and friends of the late, Mr.
Andrew L. James, Sr.
Mr. James passed away
on Monday, March 19, 2012.
His funeral was held at First
Baptist Church, the Rev• .
Christopher Jernagan,
officiating.

'Step Into
Victory'
The girls' step team, "Step
Into Victory" is still holding
free registration and sign-up
for girls between 12 and 16.
The girls' step team will
compete in a talent competi·tion on Saturday, April th at
the West Tampa Library.
They are in need of donations for uniforms and
shoes. Please call if you can
help.
For more information, call
Tiffany at (813) 965-3792.

F.Y.I.

BackAtHome
. Gloria J. Crosby (candy
apple/neckbone lady) was
discharged from St. Joseph's
Hospital and is accepting
visits at 1434 E. Estelle St.,
#A, or calls (813) 520-3345.

Condolences ,
to

Condolences are extended
Jacquelyn Butler-

Wimauma Revelator News

God bless President
Barack Obama and family,
and also our troops, veterans
and other servants in the
community.
Remember your helper in
the kitchen, Shu-Lon~s
Kitchen 813-741-9760
Call your news into Gloria McNair-Johnson at
813-735-7968.

BRI'ITANY LAW With
FIRST lADY
MICHELLE OBAMA

•.•Gave Trial Sermon

Greetings, I am Joyce
Wilcox and I'm pleased to
announce a new column,
"Wimauma Revelator," has
been provided for the
Wimauma community.
It will serve to enlighten,
direct, ·illuminate, broaden
and to keep you abreast of
your surroundings.
The purpose of the Revelator's birth is to encourage
.a diminishing town that was
once full oflife to live again.
Working together, we can
rebuild Wimauma. We invite you to share your
dreams, events, stories, successes, projects and problems.
Wimauma was once
called "the little town with a
lot." Over the years, as people moved away, the toWn
lost the zest that it once had.
In its hey-day, Wimauma
attracted people from all
over the South who settled
in the town and made it
their home. Previously, they
had moved from town-totown in search of work.
Wimauma offered job stability to farm workers, saw mill
workers, cattle workers, railroad workers, pulp wood
haulers, and house maids.
These businesses made it
possible for many Blacks to

start their own businesses in
the community.
The Revelator salutes
Arnold and Mary Ann
Jackson on their granddaughter, Brittany Law,
who took a photograph with
First Lady
Michelle
Obama. Brittany and her
sister, Gennifer, are currently serving in the U. S.
Navy.
Deacon
Lavern
Stephens gave his first sermon on March 11, 2012 at
Prospect Missionary Baptist
Church. Rev. Tony Harris
is the pastor.
Mt. Moriah M. B. Church
held its annual Women's
Day Program on March 18th.
Laura Waiters was the
speaker. Rev. Ike Buiiten
is the pastor.
Let us remember to show
consideration for our long
distance truck drivers, who
are daily hauling our good
and necessities across the
nation.
Let's blow it up for: Superdog, Junkyard Dog,
Florida Gator, Big 'N,'
and Jit. Keep up the good
work fellows, the nation appreciates you.
Until next time, ring, ring,
ring, the Revelator (813)
374-1932.

DEACON LAVERN
STEPHENS

All Are Invited & Welcome To

in Worship~ ·
Springhill Missionary Baptist Church
8119 E. Martin Luther King Blvd.
_Tampa, Florida
Rev; Eugene Garnett; Pastor_

.Friday, April 6, .2012 0 7 P.M .
.---~,...,..---'--- Com6inetfSet'fliee --~----

-Emmcinuttl MBC
EWER MARC MCAFFEE

Pastor

PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
TICKETS • $10.00 (KIDS 11 & UNDER- FREE)
813-248-6600 OR INFO@FBCCH.ORG
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Minister wants To Inspire Others

Minister Jarvis Ball
has paid his dues. Looking
back on his past, he sometimes wonders how he survived.
"I dropped out of high
school, became a drug addict, spent time in prison,
and basically turned away
from reality," said Minister
Ball.
"While in pri~on, I realized I couldn't return to that
life, and I needed to do something to lay the foundation
for my future. So, I got my
GED and from there I studied hard and got a license as
a master electrician."
Minister Ball later set
up a ministry in his Sulphur
Springs community · called
Covenant Of God Ministries,
where he brought in youth
from the area to be mentored
and taught how to be electricians.
"I was able to set up a
computer room for them,
and I was also able to set up
a classroom and teach them
the basics of becoming an
electrician.
"At that time, I concentrated more on helping the
troubled kids who had either
spent time in prison and
were having trouble finding
work, or the ones who were
one step away from heading
to prison. That work~d out

man."
"The story of the salesman is what has drawn attention to someone wanting
to tum it into a movie," said
Minister Ball.
"It's about a door-to-door

salesman who became one of
the richest' men in the
world."
Minister Ball invites
everyone to stop by his ministry on the comer of Nebraska Avenue and Juneau

in Sulphur Springs, and get
involved in helping save the
lives of young people.

Leon Crews can be ~
reached at lcrews@- ~
jlsentinelocom or (813)
248-1921.

MINISTER
JARVIS BALL

great until my funding dried
up, and I had to put everything on hold."
One of the things Minister Ball also had to put on
hold was his gospel recording studio and his outreach
ministry that fed hundreds of
people.
"Right now, I'm very excited about the book I've just
finished, and I've already
been approached about turning one of its chapters into a
movie.
The first phase of the
book is about a young man
living in the streets, and later
being blamed for things he
didn't do. He would later
wind up on death row.
The second phase is
called "Fall From Glory," and
the last is called "The Sales-

Hone learning Center
To Host Second Senior.
Citizens oav Event
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REGISTER FOR CHILDREN'S GIFT BASKETS: 813 642-7li3 .
f

REGISTER BEFORE 5 P.M .TUESD~Y, APRIL 3
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THE HOPE LEARNING CENTER

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Stafi'Writer
On April 13th from 10 a.
m. until 2 p. m., the Hope
Learning Center will host
their second monthly Senior
Citizen Day. The Center is located at 2902 East Lake Avenue.
Ms. Jackie Clemons
said their first event attracted
only 9 seniors, and they hope
to have more this month.
"We wanted to provide
some outreach to the seniors
in the area. A lot of them know
nothing about computers, and
we felt we could help them
with computer skills, and at
the same time, give them in-

fonnation on nutrition.
"There are also seniors in
the area who have some problems they can't handle, like a
leaky roof and other· problems. We want to point them
in the right direction to get the
work done." ·
Ms. Clemons said the
Senior Citizens Day offers
seniors an opportunity to
unite while playing bingo,
dominoes, and other games.
"We will try to help those
with transportation problems
come to the·event," said Ms.
Clemons.
There will be plenty of free
food, and all seniors, 55 years
and older and those disabled,
are welcome . .

.SPring Break Celebrated
Educators took advantage of Spring Break and gathered at the Elks Lodge for some relaxation
.time. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
·

"Retired and Proud" enjoying the Spring Bling were:
Assistant Principal, Patricia Cooper, Fran-Chatta Price, and
AsSistant Principal, Justina Cox.

Carol stopped by the Elks
Lodge.
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FYI
•

Walk-Ins Welcome
,~~

N. 34th Street
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Vater
Reallll'lllan
Drives Planned
On Friday, March 30, citizens can register to vote
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., at the
Tampa Workforce Alliance,
9215 N. Florida Avenue,
#101.
On Monday, April 2, citizens can register to vote
from i2 noon to 2:30 p.m.,
and from 5 p.m. to 6:30
p.m., at Kaiser University,
5525 Memorial Highway.

Elks member Johnnie
Campbell and Bay City
Lodge and Temple member
Gloria Washington.

Tamikia and Thea were
there.

Bonnie was enjoying the
gathering of friends.

Ms. Sheryl.

Incorrect Phone
Number
The phone number for
Mrs. Deloris Singleton
in the Tampa Bay Black
Nurses
Scholarship
Banquet ad in Friday's issue
was incorrect. The correct
number is (813) 716-6565.

Ralpheal Anderson and Ralph Bell were at the Elks Lodge
during the Spring Break event.

E'lan Hair Lounge .
E. 7th Ave. • Tampa, FL 33605

813-280-2926

• Weaves
Cut-N-Curl
• Relaxers
· • Lashes & much morel
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Business owner Moves Black Nurses Association To Host
To Biggar Location

BY LEON B.
CREWS
Sentinel Staff
Writer

ScholarshiP And Awards Banquet

On Saturday, March 31st,
members of the Tampa Bay
Chapter of the National
Black Nurses Association,
Inc., (NBNA) will host their
annual Scholarship and
Awards Banquet. The event
will take place at the DoubleTree Hotel, 4500 W. Cypress
Street, at 7 p.m. ·
Mrs. Rosa Cambridge
is the president of the Tampa
Chapter of the organization.
This year, the keynote
speaker for the event is Dr.
Deidre Walton, President
of the National Black Nurses
Association, Inc. The theme
for the banquet is "The Politics ofHealth Care: The

Role and Responsibility
ofNursing."
Dr. Walton is currently
the nth President of the
NBNA, a board member of
the NCEMNA Advisory
Board, a member of the
UCLA Resource Center for
Minorlty Aging Research,
and a member of the Judici-

DR. DEIDRE WALTON
... Keynote Speaker

ary Committee for the AME
Church for Southern California.
Dr. · Walton earned
BSN, MSN, and JD degrees
and is a graduate of the U.S.
Army Command and General
Staff College. For more than
· 30 years, she has gained ex-perience in the areas of nursing practice, education and
administration.
Having risen to the rank
of Lieutenant Colonel, Dr.
Walton retired from the U.
S. Army. She is the recipient

The Co-Chairpersons for
the banquet are Mrs. Deloris
Singleton, left, and Mrs. Rosa
Cambridge.

of numerous awards including the "NBNA Military
Nurse of the Year Award"
and "Sustained Volunteer
Award."
She is an ordained elder
in the African Methodist
Episcopal Church and the .,
r
founder of the Imani Com- 0
munity Church. She later
founded the Imani Scholarship and Mentorship Program, as well as the Imani
Ministries for Biblical Counseling and Mediation.

Masonic & Fraternal Supplies

"#1 Bay Area One Stop Shop"

Sis. Julia J. Folks.. NR
Owner
1909 E. Buscb Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33612
290917-Tampa, 33687
o-J7-.v CeU
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

For the past 15
years, Melanee's Hair
Salon has been on
Busch Boulevard. It
was at that location,
Melanee established
a great clientele -and a
staff she knew she
could always depend
on.
"Over the past few
years, I had gotten
frustrated that I wasn't
able to provide more
MELANEE'S HAIR SALON
services for my clients,
because of a lack of
space.
"I realized I had outgrown the shop on Busch, and it was time
for me to find a bigger shop. That's exactly what I found on
Fletcher Avenue."
Melanee said her new shop at 1313 East Fletcher Ayenue
riot only has more space, but also has a very relaxed atmosphere.
"The building is brand new, and everything inside is new.
Now, I feel I'm really growing. My clients love the_new location.
"In 2009, I first saw the building.on Fletcher. It was still
under construction, but I thought that would be a great location
for me. In October 2011, I became so frustrated not being able
to provide the services my clients deserved. That's when I knew
it was time to relocate.
"Now, I have better places to park because it was so cramped
on Busch. I'm happy that .my entire staff came with me, and
we're ready to go."
Melanee said she's always open for growth, and no one
knows what the future holds; but Jesus Christ Himself.
"Ultimately, it's all about my clients having a place they can
be proud of. This is for them, not for me, and only by the Grace
of God was this able.to happen."
On Saturday, Melanee will be hosting a family event at her
new salon to announce her gl-and opening. With 95.7FM the beat
joining her, she-will have free haircuts, eye brow threading, massages, and mini makeovers. There will be plenty of free prizes
and giveaways, food, and a bounce house for the kids.
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Child's life?

It tJO, , . . . . confacf ow omc. to IMin eo.it
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Basic Foster Parant Reaui1"81Mnts:
you at least 21 years old with favorable baekground ""~"' 1
Have adequate income to meet your famitr. curi'ent needs.
·PartiCipate in Free Pre-Service and Therapeutic '~raining.
Earn $30..00 to $120.00 per day, once licensed.

Contact: Katrina Oliver
ucenseci Care Administrator

(813) 290-8560
www.familiesfii'Stft.com

CALL US TODAY

813-399-3585

MANICURE I PEDICURE I FACJ.ALS
MINI MASSAGE I TEMPORARY AIRBRUSH TA1TOOS
BRACELET BAR I UP GLOSS CREATION STATION
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Tampa links' Annual Read-In Draws
p._nicipation 01 Over 30 Men
The Tampa Chapter of The Links, Inc. held its annual Read- ·
In last month at Sheehy Elementary School. Men from all
walks and professions read to the youngsters at Sheehy.
(Photos by BRUNSON)

Tampa's Fire Chief, Tom
Forward reads to a class.

Dr_. David Stamps reads to a class.

Rev. Dr. Jeffrey Johnson
read Tony Dungy's book,

I.V. Spears, Jr. shows the class an art figurine.

You CanDo It!

The Head

Start Program

is now enrolling
Hil&~rough
new applicants
.
ty into their child care program!
You may be eligible for this program if you:

R. J . Jefferson and his mother, Link Kay Jefferson.

Networking Session
For Contractors And
DM/DWBE & SBEs
Hillsborough County will hold a networking session for
contractors and minority/women and small businesses
to learn about upcoming Hillsborough County projects,
new good-faith efforts documentation and a chance to
build sustainable business relationships.
This session is targeted toward contractors bidding for
Hillsborough County projects.
Date: Tue
Time: 1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Place: Hillsborough County's Small
Business Information Center
7402 N. 56th St., Bldg. 400, Ste. 425
www.hillsboroughcounty.org/econdevlenterprise
All meeting facilities are ADA compliant. Any additiooaJ
accommodations will be provided with a 48-bour
notice. For more information, call
lllllsborougb County's Small, Minority Business
Development Office at SI.:\-301-7173

• Are employed at least 25 hours per week or enrolled
in school/job trai ~ing full time
• Are homeless
• Are a military family
• Receive public assistance
(SSI, TANF or Subsidized Child care)
• Meet the ~eral Poverty Guidelines for income
• Have a child who has been diagnosed with autism,
hearing impairment, mental retardation, orthopedic
impairment, developmentally delayed, speech/
language, or any other impairment affecting the
- child's ability to learn
Additionally for Head Start:
• Have a child who was 3 years old before
September 1, 2012
Additionally for Early Head Start:
• Have a child between 6 weeks and 23 months
Additionally for Expectant Parent Program:
• Are in your 1st/2nd pregnancy trimester and due
in May, June or July
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Foods For Alea lh-er Smile

Salmon
6-8 ounce wild salmon filets
Sea salt and cracked black pepper
1 tablespoon each fresh dill and
grape seed oil
2
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tablespoons fresh lemon juice
tablespoon grape seed oil
t/4 teaspoon each pepper and salt
1. elove garlic, minced
1./2 teaspoon each fresh grated
ginger and agave nectar
Quinoa Pilaf
1 cup quinoa
1-1/4 cups chicken stock
1 medium onion, finely diced
3 stalks celery, finely diced
1 tomato, finely diced
3 teaspoons grape seed oil (1 teaspoon to saute, 2 teaspoons to dress quinoa)
1 teaspoon fresh thyme, chopped
2

1

FOR HEALTIIY GUMS
• Wild salmon -:·Omega 3 reduces inflammation ..
• Basil - Natural antibiotic, reduces mouth bacteria

TOPREVENTENAMELLOSS

DIRECTIO S: Season both sides of salmon with salt, pepper and dill. Let salmon

come to room temperature.
Combine aU ingredients for marinade. Soak quinoa in room temperature water for
15 min., rinse and strain. Bring chicken stock to.boil, add quinoa; reduce to simmer.
Cook for 30 min. While quinoa is cooking, finely dice onion, celery, and tomato.
In large saute pan, add 1 teaspoon oil; saute onion and celery until they are translucent, about 2-3 min. Add tomato; stir and turn off heat. Add cooked quinoa to vegetables in saute pan. Strip thyme leaves off stem with fingers and rough chop. Add thyme
FOR WHITE TEETH
to quinoa along with enough grape seed oil to lightly coat quinoa (2 teaspoons). Cook
• Pineapple and vitamin C-rich foods - Act as natural
at medium heat while stirring for 1-2 min. and keep warm.
"whiteners"
. Heat cast iron skillet on medium heat. Place small amount of grape seed oil in skillet.
Place salmon in skillet skin-side down. Cook for approximately 4 min. while basting
TO AVOID CAVITIES AND PLAQUE
·
fish
with marinade every 30 seconds. Tum heat up to medium-high and tum fish over;
• Shiitake mushrooms ~ Prevent oral bacteria from crea .
cook
for another minute. Adjust cooking time based on thickness of salmon.
ating dental plaque
·

• Quinoa - Calcium-rich, good for bones and teeth.
• Onions- Sulfur compounds may kill streptococcus
bacteria that can cause tooth decay
• Broccoli - Iron may create a protective barrier, shielding teeth from acidic foods and drinks
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Ifyouoftenendupslouching at "your desk by the end of
the day, consider using a
cushion to support you.r
lower back.
Also make sure to take a
brea1t from sitting every half
hour, even if.it's just standing
during a phone call to get
some circulation going.
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Exercise Is
Actually Go~d
.For Your Back•••
Fact. Exercise strengthens
your back muscles and increases blood flow to the
disks, helping them withstand daily strain.
Regular exercise-helps prevent obesity which is a major
contributor to back pain.
A study in the journal
Spine revealed that overweight people were nearly
three times more likely to go
to the hospital with a back injury than those at a healthy
weight.
Low-impact aerobic exercise, such as walking, swimming, or using the elliptical
machine will help strengthen
your back without putting excess pressure on your disks
or joints.
Make sure to warm up
with at least 15 minutes of
light cardio to increase blood
flow to back muscles, and no
matter what muscle groups
you are working on keep your
back straight.

Part I

Sitting Up Straight
Keeps Your
Spine In Line
Myth. Your mom was
right about sitting up
straight. It's good for your
back; but sitting up too
straight puts a lot of stress on
~ the disks in your back, espe0
cially when you sit for a long
time.
o
Adjust your posture a few
Z times daily.
c(
Lean back in your chair
~ with your with your feet on
~ the ground and make sure
W there's a slight curve in your
~ lower back.
~
Sitting this way distributes
w your body weight more
> evenly and takes some of the
~ pressure off your spine.

fE

llnutas Or lessl
Here are 5 of the top ways
to give yourself a quick dose
of peaee of mind.
Go for a walk. Not
only will walking give you the
opportunity to clear your
head and take a break from
· that hectic situation, but it's
great aerobic exercise, too.
2. Talk to a friend. We
all have someone whose
voice alone perks us up. Give
them a buzz.
3· Write in a journal.
Expressing our feelings could
be the best way to deal with
stress. Keeping a journal is a
way to capture those feelings
at any moment.
4· Sweat it out. Pop in a
workout tape, hop on your
bike or grab your jump rope.
You11 be too busy working up
a sweat to worry about what's
stressing you out.
5· Take a: bot bath. A
hot bath will initially give
your body a kick, which in
turn will give your mind a
kick too - and then it'll slow
both down.
1.

Foods That Stain
Your Teeth

w
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WithOut Heahh Insurance
Ideal solutions
don't exist, but
these may help.

Common

m-

nesses or Injuries.
People
with a severe cold,
the flu or a sore
throat, or those
with broken bones
or cuts that require stitches have
several options:
• County public health clinics, community health centers or free clinics provide
care for free or on a sliding
scale.
Chronic Conditions.
Public health clinics, community health centers and
free clinics can help people
manage diabetes, high blood
pressure, heart disease and
other chronic conditions.
:Prescription Meds. Patients at public or community health centers or free
clinics are sometimes signed
up for drug assistance programs for medications they
need.
But if you make too much
money to meet their income
requirements (and not
enough to afford insurance),
shop around.
For Children. Free or
low-cost immunizations and
school physicals are available
at public health departments. Walk-in clinics
charge a reasonable fee for

· the service.
Ob-Gyn Services.
Public
health clinics and
community health
centers
provide
routine exams, prenatal care, contraceptive counseling
and diagnosis and
treatment of sexually transntitted diseases, for free or on a sliding
scale.
Try To Stay Healthier.
• Monitor your blood pressure in drugstores.
• Stop smoking.
• Get a flu shot.
• Limit your salt intake.
• Walk for exercise.
• Drink water rather than
soft drinks.
• Wash your hands frequently.
• Brush and floss your
teeth twice a day.
• Use free screenings to
check blood pressure, blood
sugar and choleste.rol.
One way to get a free minicheckup is to donate blood.
When Do You Need
The ER? People with chest
pains, stroke symptoms or
serious abdominal pains
should go directly to a hospital emergency room.
Many emergency rooms
have people on hand to help
uninsured patients figure qut
if they qualify for low-income
health programs. .
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Confidence Begins With A Beautiful Smile!
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GAL C. MCOONALD, DDi.IIFH

Senor Clzen Dscxul\s

Tampa • (813) 209-0338
3911 N. Boulevard (1 Blk South Of W. Dr. MLK Blvd.)

\WJw.tomlinsondentalcare.com

SHEEHY ANKLE &FOOT CENTER OF TAMPA BAY

NEW Laser AntiFungal Treatment

Most Insurance

• DYktlc foot Clare

Medicare, Blue
Cross, Blue Shield
State of Florkb,
OCNA, TrfeaN.
Humana.
UnltedHultt.care,
Cbampus

lrShoes
• Anti-FUn9Jil Nail
Polish
• Ankle & foot Pafn
• Coms, Bu.nlorts,
Hammertoes

Accep~

Dr,. Paul Lawrence
Sheehy, Jr.,
6 SUrgery 01 .
The foot 6 Ankle
Podla.trlst

~ld~te

Board <Artlfled • Diplomat, Academy Wound Management

812 W. Dr. MLK Blvd. Ste. 101 • Tampa. FL 33603

813 -8 72-8939 I

wvvw. Lunp,,FootDonor.com

Tea - Dentists say tea -especially the basic black variety-- can cause more stains
than coffee.
· Sauces - Sauces like soy
sauce, tomato sauce, and
curry sauce -- are also believed to have significant
tooth-staining potential.
Sports Drinks - Acidic
drinks like sports or energy
drinks can erode tooth
enamel, setting the stage for
staining. Water is better.
Wme - Red wine is notorious for tooth discoloration.
White wine is more acidic
and can lead to stains, too.
Berries - Vibrantly colored fruits can stain teeth.
Juices and pies made from
those fruits can also cause
stains.
Soda, Cola and Other
Carbonated Drinks - The
acid and chromogens in
these drinks can lead to serious staining of you~:: teeth.
7·
Candy & Other
· Sweets - If hard candy,
chewing gum, or popsicles -makes your tongue change
colors, it may contain teeth· staining coloring agents.
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Friendly Personal care
Most lnstXance Plans Accepted

Zero Down Payment Plans Available
Aexible and Affordable MOnthly Payments
Family Discoums
BRACES FOR ADULTS AND OHIL.OREN
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'lltitude, honor,~·~· appreciation, thn8. . . •
" tflanb, apprectatiot\ gratitude, honor,

~

~·-~· tK'

g rat It· de·

~ gra~de, !'Onor, -admir~ti~n, ·

adnWation, '

•
··
.
· .'~· •
"• admiration, respect. &ppf8CN~lion,
awe, thanks; appreciation, gratitud~.,.
":~ion. gratitude, honor, admiration, respect, apprecla1ion, awe, lhanb. ,..
• Ye, thanks, appreciatipn,. gratitude, honor, admiration, respect, app·
·
dmiration, ~ app~tion, awe, t~ appreciation.
. 'lks, appreci8tion, gratitude, honor, admiration. ~
'"'• reepect, appreciation, awe, thanks, apJ)fel''
1-Jonor, admiration. respOOt, appreciato
·- ~ appreciation, awe, thanlr·

hOnor, idmiration, fY'
· appreciatir
~-

Wo.r ds can't ex,pr~ss ho\_Y much we appreciate our doctors.
Tampa General Hospital's national prominence is a· result of ·the clinical excellence of U.SF Health
and community physicians who prac~ice here. ·Their d~ication to our .patients is worthy of daily
reQOgnition. -To honor them, we proudly obse.rve National Qoctor81 Day on March 30. We say than!<. you
to our fine physicians, today-and every day.

www.tgh.org
PhysicianFinder Referral Service 800-822-DOCS
. ,·
Affillated with the USF Health Morsani College of Medicine
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GoBigl
Tltought is the blossom, language the bud,
action the fruit behind
it."
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Empowered greetings.
We are in the last month of
the first quarter of the year. I
am sure you are still on the
move toward achieving your

NEXT LEVEI: of success.
With your success on my
mind I want to encourage
you to make 2012 your BIG
year by thinking BIG, speaking BIG, and taking BIG actions. Your BIG actions will
lead you to Big results. Big
results will lead you to your
Big dreams and the BIG destiny you desire.

• EITC Up To
• $5,751 with 3• qualifying children
• $5, 112 w ith 2 qualifying children
• $3,094 with 1 qualifying c hHd
• $464 with no qualifying ctlildren

• No Up Front Fees
• Tax Prep For Self-Employed
• Electronic Filing
.., ...nrtlv Service I Best Fees
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Walk Ins & Appointments Welcome
Don't Get
With The Drama!
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Think BIG. Be a trailblazer . Just because it has
never been done before doesn 't mean it can't be done. It
just means no one has ever
thought BIG enough to do it.
Speak BIG. Don't be
silent about the things that
matter to you. Speak your
dreams, as you may be
speaking to someone that
can help catapult you to your
BIG dreams of success.
Take BIG actions. Put
fear in its place. Be bold and
take the necessary actions
needed to step out and step
up to the BIG things you are
about to achieve.
In the words of Andrew
Jacksol), "Take time to deliberate, but when the time
for action arrives, stop thinking and go in.
Consistently
thinking
BIG, speaking BIG and doing
BIG things will create a momentum that yields an outcome of BIG results. If you're
ready for the next BIG thing
in your life, then GO BIG!
To contact Selphenia
Nichols-Simmons,
Email: thequeenofsuccess@yaboo.com, F.ollow
her
on
twitter
@queenofsuccesst and
on Facebook: Selphenia
Nichols or Call 8t3-956-

Private mortgage insurance is a reality that is hard to
escape, especially for first
time home buyers. If you do
have to take on PMI, make
sure you get the best rate possible. Lenders should be able
to provide you with different
private mortgage insurance
rates from which to choose.
Make sure you shop for PMI
like you shopped for your
mortgage.
You can learn a lot about a
lender's PMI options during
the mortgage application
process. This should be on

your list of questions to ask a
lender along with questions
about interest rate, loan
terms and closing costs.
Don't be afraid to ask
about lowering the first private mortgage insurance rate
quote you get. Most people
don't and if they did they
would be saving a lot of
money every month . .
ALLMo~eQ~ONS

MAYBE MAILED TO:

Yolanda Y. Anthony
P.O. Box 2.1472
Tampa, FL33622

0185.

...,_....._.,.,_.t
Secunl Your Fln-=illl Fubnt

•

The BUlsborough COWlty

Hillsboroogh

Head Start Program is now

enrolling applicants into their_child
~
care program with Individualized Education
...J
...J
Plans (IEPs) 8c Early Head Start 1s accepting children
~
m
with Individualized Family Support Plans (IFSPs).
z

Gemnu ower Private
Monuaue Insurance Rate

County

FREE~

Chllllenged Cnldit O.ltl

LOW Rates, FAST Service, BEST Deal!
Real Estate Problems Solvedl

FREE LIST OF HOMES!
It's Time To Buy. Why Pay Rent?

CALLNOWI

You may be eligible f~r this program if you:
• Have a child who has been diagnosed with autism,
hearing impairment, mental retardation, orthopedic
impainnent, developmentally delayed, speech/language,
or any other impairment affecting the child's abil.ity to
learn
• Are a parent of a child with an Individualized Education
Plan
• Are the parent of a child with special needs and
receiving therapy
• Are employed at least 25 hours per week or enrolled
in school/job training full time .
• Are homeless
• Are a military family
• Meet the Federal Poverty Guidelines for income
• Have a child who will tum three before Sept. 1 of the
current school year
Additionally for Early Head Start:
• Are the parent of a child with an IndiVidualized Family Support Plan
• Are the parent of a child with special needs and receiving therapy
• Have a child between the ages of 6 weeks and 23 months

COUNTY
HILLSBOROUGH
D _ _ ~ ~ ,..) b
DOCHG VJ' ctNMif fJOMMiddkNuJIU .

Public Workshop On
DMIDWBE & SBE .
Encouragement
Programs
Hlllaborough County wlll ·conduct a worbhop to
receive Input from the public regarding the
DiAdvantltged MinorityJDiudvMtaged Woman
Bual,... Enterprlee and Smal Bualneea Enterprise
(DMIDWBE A SBE) Encouragement programs.

Public comment Ia encouraged and welcomed.
D a te :

Thursd<ly . April 5

Time:

3 p.m. · 5 p.m.

Place: Univer s ity Area Community
Development Center
14013 N . 22nd St., Room 139, Tampa
www.h1llsboroughcounty.org ccondl:'v en terpr ise

All meeting hlcllltiH are ADA compla.nt Any additional
necesary acc:ommodatlona will be provided with a 48-hour

nottce. For more tnformauon, c.n
Hllleborough County'• Small, Minority BualnMa

orne.

Development
It 813-i1~4028.
(TTY: 813--301-7173)

HllSBOROUGH COUNTY
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(April 6th) and to Cornelius
who celebrated another natal
doing to represent and keep ~

YouthBuild-Lakeland
Graduation Held
"Success is to be measured
not so much by the position
reached in life, as by the obstacles overcome while trying to succeed."
Booker T. Washington
On Tuesday, March 6,
2012, the Lakeland Housing
Authority (LHA) hosted a ceremony to celebrate the success of fifteen graduates of
YouthBuild-Lakeland. The
host-site of the event was the
Coleman-Bush Center in
Lakeland. Nick Elzy, Program Manager served as the
Master of Ceremony. Earl
W. Haynes, LHA Resident
Services Director introduced
the keynote speaker John
Calcagni, LHA Interim Executive Director.
A musical tribute was rendered by one of the graduates,
Faith Smith.
Other graduates of this
class were: Ely Aguilar,
Mary Baldwin, Devonte'
Barnes, Heather Barreotis, . Nychole Brooks,
Tyler Demalignon, Keyonte' De'Shazor, ·Myster
Freeman,
C1arissa
Gaskin, Roderick Murray, Anthony Paul, Jazmon Ponder, Ronnie
Roswell, and Jessica
Turner.

After the ceremony, everyone enjoyed a cake and punch
reception. Many thanks to
others who contributed to the
success of these graduates:
Janiene
Bambridge,
YouthBuild Career Develop, ment Specialist, Jay Savery,
YouthBuild Academic Instructor, and Major Kight,
Habitat for Humanity Construction Trainer.
Congratulations to the
staff and graduates of YouthBuild Lakeland!
YouthBuild-Lakeland is a
six-month program that
trains young adults, ages 1724, in the field of construction, in partnership with
Habitat for Humanity.
For further information or
to apply for participation, call
ick E1zy at (863) 687-2911

day on March 18th. ShawNul Talk extends a special
belated 'happy birthday'
greeting to young St. PetersEvan
burg gentleman,
Samuels, wbo celebrated his
15th birthday on March 25th.
Evan is the son of former
Lakeland lady, Karen John-

and Cynthia Floyd of
Bradenton, Florida, (April
9th).
May the Lord continue to
bless you with many more anniversaries!

son.

Let us pray for the family
of the late Trayvon Martin,
17, who was shot and killed in
a gated community, in Sanford, on February 26th. To
date, no arrest has been made
of his alleged shooter whoreports state is a member of the
Neighborhood Watch Association in the community
where Trayvon was shot.
Let us also pray for those
law enforcement agencies
that are responsible for conducting the investigations,
etc., in this matter; that all
will be done decent and in
order.

Shaw-NuiTalk extends
special happy birthday
wishes to Lakeland lady,
Adrienne Calhoun who
will celebrate her spcial day
on March 31St. Shaw-Nul
Talk
extends
belated
Happy Birthday! wishes
to Lakeland gentleman,
Michael Worlds, Sr., who
celebrated another year oflife
on March 16th and Tampa
gentleman, Derek Landers,

~

:I:

Polk County
Sentinel Business
Locations Needed

Prayer Request

It is the prayer of ShawNul that this year be filled
with spiritual growth and
many blessings for each of
you. May the Lord bless each
ofyou with many, many more
birthdays!

Happy Anniversary

This week's Shaw-Nul
Shout-Out goes out to
Lorenzo Robinson, President of the Paul A. Diggs
Neighborhood Association
and Sam Simmons, President of the Webster Neighborhood Association, and
Don Brown, President of
the Lakeland Branch NAACP
for the work that you are

AMOS and YVE'ITE
LANDERS
Shaw-NtifTalk extends
special "Happy Annive1·sary"
to two special couples who
will soon celebrate another
year of marriage: Amos and
Yvette Landers of Tampa,

Co)

0

1\)

0

1 \)

Shaw-NuiShout-Out

Ext. 247·

Happy Birthday

informed the citizens of the ~
Northwest Lakeland commu- )>
..
mtles.
0

Hello, Lakeland, Bartow,
Winter Haven, Haines City,
Auburndale, Lake Wales!. ...
the Florida Sentinel Bul·
letin is in search of distributors in Polk County. Are you
interested in having the Sentinel available for purchase
at your store, salon, barbershop, church, agency or place
of business? Yes!.. then please
call me (Cynthia ZornShaw) at (863) 513-8437 or
Harold Adams at (813)
248-1921. We are here to
serve you!
Talk To Sbaw-Nuf
Shaw-Nul Talk wants
to hear from you. Share your
exciting news and/or photos
of your celebrations special
events, birthdays, anniversarles, weddings, family reunions, church or community
events, etc., with the readership of the Florida Sentinel
Bulletin · and
Shaw-NufTalk by sending
an
e-mail
to:
shawnuftalk@yahoo.com or
calling (863) 513-8437.
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ROOFING
• Commercial
• RemocMIIng
Home ln.pectlon

• ReaideMial
• ShinGle Rooftng
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DEMETRIUS JENKINS
PI'Mldent

DIRECT: (813) 624·8540 .
F~(813)247-5625

.,
18" •$895 ZO"-

cpdannerincOaol.com

..,

$995 ZZ" •Sl495
24" -S1895 26" -$2495 28" -$3895

As a result of the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
on April 20, 2010 you may qualify for

20"- $3995 22". $4495 24". $5995
26". $6995 28"- $8995 30". $14995

••·zngrns•)

BP Settlem nt

22" • 16~ 24" •$1895
16, •$5995 w . $799S 30" ~

for aJI employees and employers of the following:

Campe*•

Trucll Driver. tor Fuel
. CellftO Employee• • Hotel
..
Food and ~Employee~ • 8erben 41nd Hal Stytltta
CleMing s.mc. Emplo~.
ewe Service
~*0. Stutmptng, Oys
Co ·
1M & Employ
Hoaptblllty a Tourism Bu.me.... and Etc.

You may qualify to file a legitimate loss Income settlement.

Contact

Rapid Claims Recovery

ra ldclaimarecove

@

hoo.com

813-321-7807
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Secur·tv Guards
rested For
lmperso atinu Cops
Jefferson was killed outside of his home in Dekalb
County, GA.
The private security guards
allegedly detained women at
the scene of the shooting by
telling them that they were
officers. According to
reports they were fired upon
from Ervin's residence by
his step-father, Bobby
Hubbard Jr., 35, was also
arrested and charged with
"reckless conduct and possession of a firearm by a
convicted felori."
Ervin was shot by Scott
- who called 911 at approximately 10:29 p.m. to say
that he was being fired upon
- as he approached the car
containing the women who,
he believed, were coming to
fight his younger sister.
Investigators h ave confirmed that is why the
women were there. ·

I.L

ERVIN JEFFERSON
... Killed By
(L) CURTIS SCOOT And
(R) GARY JACKSON

~
~

Curtis Scott, 25, and
Gary Jackson, 26, were
C charged with impersonating
~ police officers on the night
~ that 18-year-old Ervin
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505 East Jackson St. Suite 1303

Banister's Building
Tampa, FL 33602 • (813) 387·7724

•BANKRUPTCY
Stop Foredosu,. & Creditor's H-sment
•REAL ESTATE LAW
•FAM YLAW
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Batdm re Rallv

F rTravvon
anlnShUIS
Do nTralllc

MARYLAND - An estimated 1,200 marched
through Baltimore during
rush hour demanding justice for slain Florida teen,
Trayvon Martin.
Wearing hoodies and carrying Skittles and Arizona
Ice d Tea, the angry and
frustrated crowd chanted
"Justice Now" to protest the
obvious racism and prejudice that lies at the root of
Trayvon's murder by
neighborhood watch captain George Zimmerman
as he was trying to walk
back home in the rain.
A month later, Zimmerman has not been charged
and the New Black Panther
Party of Self Defense has
put a $1o,ooo bounty on
his head and the Black
Liberation Militia has said
they plan to make a citizen's
arrest.
Tessa Hill-Aston, president of the Baltimore chapter of the National
Association
for
the
Advancement o( Colored
People, said that the rally
defied all previous turnout
estimations.
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Tree of Life Medical

Centera;....__~

Treating: Neck Pain • Back Pain • Whiplash
Medical Doctor - Chiropractor & Massage Therapist On Staff

ALL PIP Insurance Accepted
5009 N. Central Ave. • Tampa, Fl 33603

(81

locllted aoroes

890-9000

BARBAS Nm'IEZ SANDERS
BUTLER&HovsEPIAN
.d"!!aM'&'YS .um 001lNSILOIS Ia LAW

INJURED or ARRESTED?
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SANFORD, Fla. - The parents of a slain Florida teenager are blaming police for leaking information about their
son being suspended for marijuana and details about the
fight he had with the shooter
that portrayed the teen as the
aggressor.
Trayvon Martin's mother, Sybrina Fulton, and
family attorneys said Monday
that it was part of an effort to
demonize her 17-year-old son
who was shot and killed last
month by neighborhood
watch volunteer George
Zimmerman.
"They killed my son and
now they're trying to kill his
reputation," Fulton told
reporters.
Martin was suspended by
Miami:-Dade County schools
because traces of marijuana
were found in a plastic baggie
in his book bag, family
spokesman Ryan Julison
said. Martin was serving the
suspension when he was shot

*Automobile Acxidents
*MotorCycle Ac:cidents
*Slip and Fall
*Wrongful Death
*Boat/let Ski Accidents
*Defective Products
1802 WEST CLEVELAND STREET
*All Injury Calms

New Orleans police officer,
Jason Giroir, 35, has been
suspended indefinitely without pay for making disparaging remarks about 17-yearold Trayvon Martin online.
In response to a comment
posted Su nday on WWLTV.com on a story about
Trayvon, who was unarmed
when he was gunned down by
George Zimmerman, 28,
Giroir said that the 17-yearold deserved to die:
"Act like a Thug Die like
one!" he wrote.
Giroir's wife echoed her
husband's sentiments on the
same article:
"He acted like a thug and
died like one," she wrote.
When a commenter said that
Giroir's comments were
racist, the veteran did not
back down:
"... come on down to our
town with a 'Hoodie' and you
can join Martin in HELL
and talk about your racist stories!"
Police Superintendent
Ronal Serpas said that he is

TAMPA, FLORIDA 33606

813-254-6652

Fr. . lntai'ma:llon c-nrng OU8IIIIcAiklns a. ElcJ*..,_ Avallll* Upon ~LNIIt. TJw hll1ng of an atlomey II an mpon..nt clec:tslon
that IIIOuld 1101 ~ biMed .olaly \11)011 ~)'OQ ~. aSk ua to sand )'OQ tr.. ~ tnromu111on.

a.cor.

PARENTS

Feb. 26.
The Sanford Police
Department insisted there
was no authorized release of
the new information, but
acknowledged there may
have been a leak. City
Manager
Norton
Bonaparte Jr. said it would
be investigated and the person responsible could be
fired.

JASON GIROIR

outraged by Giroir's comments and that they do not
reflect the views of the New
Orleans Police ·Department.
Girolr was placed on desk
duty during a recent investigation after he killed a Black
man during a routine traffic
stop. Justin Sipp was in the
car with his brother, Earl
Sipp, when Giroir and two
back-up officers claim that
Justin opened fire and was
subsequently lcilled. Once the
investigation was complete,
Giroir was returned to his
post in the 8th district.
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*Misdeameanors
*Juvenile
*Records Sealed/Expunged
*Workers' COmpensation
* WIJ1s, Trusts &. Probate

TRAYVON MARTIN'S

NOll Cop: Travv n
t·ved like AThug And
e -·ed l·ke One

Katherine AgiiMO

JJmmle Butler

co
,..

Tra on's FamilY c iticizes
Information Leaks
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Notice of Public Hearing
A public hearing _.will be held by the Zoning Hearing Master, pursuant to Hillsborough County Ordinance 92-05, beginning at 6:00p.m.;
Aprll16, 2012, at the Board Room, 2nd floor of the County Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear the following requests. ·
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal descriptions are available for public Inspection in a master file maintained by the
Development Services Department, the Board of County Commissioners and the Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested
·persons wishing to submit testimony or other evidence in this matter l"(lust submit Same to the Hearing Master at the public hearing before
him/her. The recommendation of the Zoning Hearing Master will be filed with the Clerk within fifteen (15) working days after the conclusion of
the public hearing.
The review of the Zoning Hearing Master's recommendation by the Board of County Commissioners of Hillsborough County shall be
restricted to the record as defined in Hillsborough County Ordinance 92-05, unless additional evidence and/or oral argument is permitted
pursuant to the terms of the ordinance.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OR RESCOMMENQATION MADE BY THE ZONING HEARING MASTER
OR THE GOVERNING BODY REGARDING ANY MATTER CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC HEARING OR MEETING IS
HEREBY ADVISED THAT THEY WILL NEED A RECORD OF THE. PROCEEDINGS AND FOR SUCH PURPOSE, THEY MAY NEED TO
ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM RECORD OFTHE PROCEED~NGS IS MADE AS ITWILL INCLUDE THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON
WHICH SUCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
.Additional information concerning theSe requests may be obtained by calling the Development Services Department at (813) 276-2006
or 272-5920.
SPECIAL USE REQUESTS
Petition SU 12-o280-CW (AB), filed 01/26/12 by Zarella Y. Barsallo, represented by Riba Corporation, of 5350 W. Village Or., Tampa, FL 33624,
ph. 813-298-5291, requesting a distance separation waiver for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 2-COP (Beer and wine for sale and consumption
on and off the licensed premises). The property is 2,125 sq. ft. :t: and is presently zoned PO (74-0004). It is located in all or parts of _Section
6, Township 28-, Range 18 or 5350 W. Village Dr.
Petition SU 12-o354-BR (AB), filed on 02/22/2012 byWinbran, Inc., represented bY Todd Pressman, of P.O. Box 6015, Palm Har:bor, FL 34684,
ph 727-804-1760, requesting a distance separation waiver for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 4-GOP-RX (Beer, wine and liquor for sale and
consumption on the licensed premises ooly in connection with a restaurant). The property is 52,879 sq. ft. ± and is presently. zoned PO
(81-0234).1t is located in all or parts of Section 34 Township 29 Range 20 or SW cor.of Lumsden Rd. & Kings ~ve. (Oak Park Plaza).
Petition SU 12-G355-BR (AB), filed on 0212212012 by Winbran, Inc., represented by Todd Pressman, of P.O. Box 6015, Palm HarbOr, FL 34684,
ph. 727-804-1760, requesting a distance separation waiver for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 3-PS (Beer, wine and liquor to be sold in sealed
containers only for consumption off the licensed premises (package sales)). The property is 1,227 sq. ft.± and is presently zoned PO (82-0234).
It is located in all or parts of Section 34 Township 29 Range 20 or 701 W. Lumsden Rd., Suite 717 (Oak Park Plaza).
Petition SU 12-0358-CW, (AB), filed on 02/22/2012 by Heather Mullis, of i4811 N. Florida Ave., Tampa, FL 33613, ph. 813-447-7645,
requesting distance separation waiver for an Alcoholic. Beverage Permit 4-COP (Beer, wine and liquor for sale and consumption on and off the
licensed premises (package sales)), The property is 4,212 sq. ft.± and is presently zoned CG.It is located in all or parts of Section 01 Township
28 Range 18 or 14811 N. Florida Ave.
Petition SU 12-()375-CW, (AB), filed on 02/29/2012 by Patrica H. Smith, represented by Dixie Liberty, of 5719 Tanager Rd., Lithia, FL 33547,
ph 813-817-8585, requesting a distance separation waiver for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 4-COP-X (Beer, wine and liquor for sale and
consumption on the licensed premises). The property is 3,235 sq.ft. ±and is presently zoned PO (90-0119). It is located in all or parts of Section
34 Township 27 Range 18 or 15407 N. Dale Mabry Hwy.
'
REZONING REQUESTS
Petition RZ 12..0257-ER, flied on 01/1912012 by WilliamS. Glover- Life Estate, represented by Amy Neidringhaus, of 3612 Blossom Country
Trail, Plant City, FL 33567, ph 813-785-3779, requesting a zone change from AS-1 to PD. The property is 9.22 ac :t: and is located in all or
parts of Section 14 Township 29 Range 21 or SIS of W.O. Griffin Rd., 1,000' E/0 Jerry Smith Rd.
Petition RZ 12-D258-BR, flied on 01/1912012 by Lithia Associates Limited Partnership, represented by Molloy & James, of 325 S. Boulevard,
Tampa, FL 33606, ph 813- 254-7157, requesting a zone change from AS-1, ASC-1 & IPD-2 (89-0146) to PO. The property is 6.6~f ac :t: and
is located in all or parts of Section 05 Township 30 Range 20 or t-¥S of Bloomingdale Ave., 500' E/0 Lake Gornto Rd.
Petition RZ 12-()353-ER, filed on 02/22/2012 by Gary & Gloria Spivey, represented by Todd Pre5sman, .of P.O. Box 6015, Palm Harbor, FL
34684, ph. 727-804-1760, requesting a zone change from PO (99-0918) to ASC-1. The property js 5.34 ac :t: and is located in all or parts of
Section 30 Township 28 Range 21 or N/S of CastlewoOd Rd., ~ mi N/0 U.S. Hwy. 92.
MAJOR MODIFICATION REQUESTS
Petition MM 12-o259-RV, filed on 01/19/2012 by Rhodine ~nd, LLC, representec:tby Motloy &,James, of 325 S.,Boulevard, Tampa, FL 33606,
ph. 813-254-7157, requesting a major modification to increase the number of lots aitowed. The. property is 45.36 ac :t: and is presently zoned
PO (04-0978). The property is located in all or parts of Sections 91, Township 31 Range 20 8nd Seqion 36, Township 30, Range 20 or SIS of
Rhodine Rd., 1/2 mil E/0 Rising Oaks Trl.
·
·
Petition MM 12-o260-RV, filed on 01/19/2012 by Sunfield Homes, Inc., represented by Molloy & James, of 325 S. Boulevard, Tampa, FL 33606,
ph. 813-254-7157, requesting a major modification to modify the development standards, conditions & uses. The property is 40.99 ac :t: and is
presently zoned PO (04-1476). The property is located in all or parts of Section ·18 Township 31 Range 20 or W/S of U.S. Hwy 301, 500' S/0
Simmons Loop.
.
Petition MM 12-o262-TH, filed on 01/19/2012 by University Ridge Development, LLC, represented by Florida Engineering Group, Inc., of
5127 S. Orange Ave., # 200, Orlando, FL 32809, ph. 407-895-0324, requesting a major modification to amend the development standards. The
property is 26.02 ac ±and is presently zoned PO (84-0339) & (05-1633).1t is located in all or parts of Section 08 Township 28 Rang~ 20 orNE
cor of Williams Rd. & Fowler Ave.
Petition MM 12-o263-BR, filed on 01/19/2012 by RaceTrac Petroleum, Inc., represented by Sycamore Engineering, Inc. of 8370 w.
Hillsborough Ave.,# 205, Tampa, FL 33615, ph 813- 889-Q700, requesting a major modification to allow convenience store/gas station in Parcel
A, modify access & development standards. The property is 2.5 ac ± and is presently zoned PO (02-0217). It is located in all or parts of Section
34 Township 29 Range 20 or SE cor of Kings Ave. & W. Lumsden Rd.
· ·

NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that the undersigned,
desiring
to · engage
in
business
of
WbQitHit
Mtn<blnt!Rttall Saln under
the fictitious name of klmt
Dltm EIQutlqut Fatbi!:m
A''tiiiQi:lll located at
7738 Mai:QQD Peak Ddxt. in
"TT
the County of HllllbQn;nHJb, in . r0
the . City of ·Buskin. BQdda :a
33513 intends to register the
said name with the Division of
Corporations of the Florida m
Department
State,
of
z
Tallahassee, Aorida.

'

~

en

Dated at Tampa•. Aorida, this ·
2Db day of Mlrcb. 2012.
Sole Owner(s)
Regenla Battle
Sheri Cormartle
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II EMPLOYMENT II
Cutting It Low
Experienced, Licensed
Barbers Wanted
For Salon With
Stable Clientele
60/Parsons
Brandon Area
Call (813) 217-2462

Job/Opportunity Fair
Friday - March 30th
12:00 p.m.
The H.;().P.E. Center
29th & Lake Avenue
Hiring 1,OOO's Immediately
FREE MetroPCS
Giveaways
Felons Welcome
(813) 965-7991

THIS CO~lD 8~ YO~R

- ''
..:::::::~-.

Notice Under Fictitious
Name Law Pursuant
To Section 865.09
Florida Statutes

ADV~RTIS~M~NT

CONTACT LAVORA
@ (813) 248-1921
FOR DETAILS ON PLACING
. YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
-------

--------------------
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II EMPLOYMENT II

LEGAL NOTICE
INVITATION FOR BID
RELOCATION SERVICES FOR
THE TAMPA HOUSING AUTHORITY
MAIN ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS

IN THE COUNTY COURT OF THE
THIRTEENTI:I JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLOR[DA
CIVIL DIVISION
CASE NO.: 11-CC-o32431

The Housing Authority.of the City ofTampa (Authority) will receive
sealed bids for the Relocation of Its Main Administrative
Buildings until 2:QO p.m. (prevailing Tarripa, Florida time) on
Monday, April9, 2012 in the Authority's Board Room located on the
first floor at 1529 W. Main Street, Tampa Florida 33607, at which time
and place all bids will be publicly opened and read aloud. Bids
received after this time will not be' considered. Persons who require
special accommodations should immediately contact the THA
Contracting Office @ (813) 253-0551 extension 390,

, DIV.;J
OAKWOODTERRACETOWNHOMES
PROPERTY OWNERS ASS~CIATION, INC.
PLAI~TIFF,

vs.
JOSHUA D. NAVEDO, ET AL.,
DEFENDANTS. -
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NOTICE OF SALE

NOTIC~ IS HEREBY GIVEN that pursuant to an Order
of a Final Judgment of Foreclosure dated March 8, 2012, in
the above-captioned action, I will sell the property situated
in Hillsborough County, Florida as described:
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
By order of the Executive Director of the Housing Authority of the City
of Tampa
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. at public sale, to the highest and best bidder, for cash,
at the George E. Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 E. Twiggs
Street, Tampa, Hillsborough County, Florida, at 2:00 p.m ..
on the 20th_day of April. 2012.
"H you are a person with a disability who needs any
accommodation In order to participate In this
proceeding, you are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please · contact the
ADA Coordinator, Ms. Nancy Yanez . at 800 E. Twiggs
Street, Room 604, Tampa, FL 33602; telephone number
813-272-6457 two (2) working days of your receipt of
this notice; If you are hearing Impaired, call the
Florida Relay Services at 1-800-955-8771 (TTY); If you
are voice Impaired, call the Florl_da Relay Service
at 1-800-955-8770."

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT

lsi ALEXIS DE LA ROSA
As Deputy Clerk

I Il
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i ___,

THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF TAMPA
Jerome D. Ryans, President/CEO,

''

'
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"The Voice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself'

Sentlnel~tin

(813) 248-1921

\
j

I

&

[

ALCOHOL BREATH
ANALYSIS TECHNICIAN
TRAINEE
$29,036
BOARD RECORDING
SECRETARY TRAINEE
$29,577
CHILD CARE SPECIALIST
(NON-STANDARD HOURS)
(TEMPORARY)
$13.38/HR
COURT CLERK It
$27,830
GENERAL CREW LEADER

$35,838
INTERNAL AUDITOR II
$43,097
LIFEGUARD PART TIME
(UNCLASSIFIED)
$9.00/HR
ORNAMENTAL
HORTICULTURAL
.ASSISTANT
(REDUCED HOURS)
$13.38/HR .
PROGRAM ASSISTANT
(4-HYOUTH
DEVELOPMENT)
(PART~TIME)

$10.00/HR
SENIOR PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT

$34,361

INVITATION TO BID
The TAMPA SPORTS AUTHORITY hereby issues Public Notice
of its intention to receive sealed bids .at the office of the Authority,
located at 4201 North Dale Mabry Highway, Tampa, Florida, at which
time bids will be opened and publicly read aloud.

SOFTWARE SPECIALIST II
(SECURITY)
$53,435
STATISTICAL CLERK
$24,752

Sealed bids are invited for the following:
BID 112-()9
GENERAL & MISCELLANEOUS PLUMBING MAINTENANCE
& SERVICES, RAYMOND JAMES STADIUM

Dated: 1mb day of March. 2012.

l

On Wednesday, March 28, 2012 at ·10:00 a.m. (prevailing
Tampa, _Florida time), the Housing Authority of the City of Tampa
will conduct a pre-bid con!erence in the Board Room located on the
first floor at 1529 W. Main Street, Tampa Florida 33607. Immediately
following the pre-bid conference, THA will offer a site tour of its
current Administrative locations that are to be relocated and the new
Administrative location. Bid packages are available by visiting THA's
website at www.thafl.com/deptslpurchaslng or by contacting the
Contracting & Procu-rement Department at 813-253-0551 ext. 390.
All interested bidders are encouraged to attend the pre-bid
conference, the site tour and the bid opening.

LOT 4, BLOCK 5; OAKWOOD TERRACE
TOWN HOMES PHASE 1, ac~ordlng to
the Plat thereof as recorded In Plat
-- Book 106, Pages 9-13, Public Records
of Hillsborough County, Florida ·

c

Date Issued: March 15,2012

Bid No: FY2011-IFB-04

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CIVIL SERVICE
New Employment
Opportunities

SYSTEM ANALYST (WEB)
$53,435
UTILITIES MAINTENANCE
WORKER (CLASS B)
$24,876

MANDATORY PRE-BID CONFERENCE DATE/TIME/LOCATION:
. TUESDAY, APRIL 3, 2012 0 10:00AM
AT THE TAMPA SPORTS Al,JTHORITY OFFICE
BID OPENING DATE/TIME/LOCATION:
TUESDAY, APRIL 17, 2012' 0 10:00AM
AT THE TAMPA SPORTS AUTHORITY OFFICE
Bid packages will be available for distribution and pickup at
the Tampa Sports Authority office after 10:00 am on Monday,
March 19, 2012 or online at www.tampasportsauthority.com.
Further details and specifications may be obtained from the
office ot the Tampa Sports Authority by ealling (813) 35Q-6500
Extension 6511 .
The TAMPA SPORTS AUTHORITY reserves the right to reject
any and all bids, to waive irregularities, if any, and acCept the bid,
which in the judgment of the Authority, is determined to be in its
best interest

_ Dated at Tampa, Florida this mh Day of February 2012.
/ss/ Jeanette Baker
Director of Finance & Administration
TAMPA SPORTS AUTHORITY

See our web site at
http://www.hccsb.org or ·visit
our office at: 601 E. Kennedy
Boulevard, 17th Floor, Tampa,
FL. Preference in initial apt
will be given to eligible vets &
eligible spouses of vets.
MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
COME WORK WITH US!
An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer
AA!EEO Employer
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APTS. FOR RENT
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4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Sulphur Springs Area

1 And 2 Bedroom

CHA, Fenced Backyard

Joining the USF Team is now easier than ever with our
on-line application!

Laundry Room

Large

Section .a OK

3 & 4 Bedroom/2 Bath

$950.00/Monthly

Block Homes

The University of South Florida invites appticaliooJ for tbe Director of Pamng
Setvi<x:s. The diJcc:tof provides leadersbip for PRing & Transponation Services
(PATS), an auxiliary enterprise with annual budget exceeding $13.000,000, in order to
deliver a high level. of quality customc:r service to tbe univctSity community. The
position plans, implements and oversees all acti:vitie3 of tbe PATS department on the
Tampa campus and is responsible for the alignmc:nt of tbe dcpaltrnell(s wod: with tbe
university's master plan, Sll'ategic direction and tbe perting/lransit needs of the

uni'Ya'sity community.
For additional information.

how to apply, please
lllttps://employaletlt.ust.edu. and search for Position .....,.~.

go

and

UNIVERSITY oF·
SOUTH FLORIDA
,.-;,,,,,,,,,,,._,,...

,~,,, ,,, , ,,,,,,

Plus Deposit
Call (813) 391-7046

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

East Tampa Bungalow

7706 North Marks Street

Furnished- 1/1

CHA, WDH, Fenced Yard

Clean & Quiet

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Available April 1st

$750.00/Monthly

$950.00i Monthly

to:

USFisMEQIIa/~qwf~~

....... _ .,.._,......,.,w_....._...,..,,

Security Bars

(813) 503-5321

Section 8 Only

Call (813) 770-2003

Deposit Negotiable

(813) 735-5295
(813) 713-4055

Section 8 Preferred

3 Bedroom/2 Batn

Rev. Tyson
(813) 770-2003
Darryl (813) 735-5295

N

$550.00 Monthly

Section 8 Accepted

Director, Parking Services

N

Very Clean

$900.00/Monthly
Call (813) 968-1168

...

0

Apartment

Fenced, CHA

Available April 1st

w
9

Plus First And
Last Month
Includes All Utilities

Available May 1st

... ,,,,,,,,,,,,_.._

(813) 248-9888

.,

3502 N. 12th Street

0

Wood Floors, Wood Deck

f Bedroom Patio Apartment

$850.00/Monthly

w/Appliances

~
en
m
z
::::t
z

WDH, CHA
Fenced Corner Lot

$800.00/Deposit

II

APTS. FOR RENT

r-

::2

Fenced Yard
II

$575.00/Monthly
(813) 532-o313
Seminole Heights
1924 East Wilder Ave.

Section 8 Welcome

ApartmenYRo~m

Own A Brand New Home
In Ruskin
With $1000.00 Down
And 100% Financing

1 Bedroom Apartment

1,200 Sq. Ft

$550.00/Monthly

Section 8 Okay

4/2

Plus Deposit

Available Now

Room- $120.00/Weekly

Deposit - Negotiable

Includes Utilities

FOR RENT

Private Patio
Rent $750.00
Deposit $100.00

Home'

Move In Specials!

Plus Deposit

No Deposits!
FREE Rent

Call (813) 503-53.21

TMLEASES.Com
813-221-4457

.z

::2

On Quiet Dead End Street

.,c

3. Bedrooms

1 Bedrooml$455.00
Minimum Income Required

c
~

(727) 847-1110
EHO

$975.00/Monthly

CHA, Carport

Section 8 Accepted

$875.00/Monthly
813.386.8044
LeasingTampaBay.com

$600.00/Security
(813) 335-6688

For Your Convenience
The Florida Sentinel
Bulletin Accepts

2408 E. North Bay Street
1701 Julian Lane Drive

4/2 CHA, WDH

Clair Mel

Living And Dining Areas

4207 S. Sandalwood Cir.

Fenced Yard

311 CB,

Rent: $ 1250.00

$1 ,000.00/Monthly

Deposit: $ 500.00

Section

8 Welcome

~

~_. ,._•----~ ~v

,.,.:v-~·

:z---:a.~:z:a.

~

From $850.00

813-915-9787

Concrete Block

Tile Floors

~~ ~-

m

en
c

)>

Shopping Center

Call 813-22()-3633

<-i:3>

New Port Richey
Southgate Senior
Apartments, 62 +

Adjacent To Southgate

$1 , 100.00/Monthly

... _,_,__

-t

c:

North Tampa And
Temple Terrace

2 And 3 Bedroom

Refrigerator, Range

~--

c
m
<
m
~

(14th Street And Fowler)

Tampa, FL, 33604

Section 8 Preferred

~
~

m

.TradeMark Group
(813) 221-4457

$1 ,700.00

Washer Dryer Hook-Up

..s~-~Ae ,._lil ~-

813-221-2120
Oak Gardens
11717 North 14th .Street

3 Bedroom/2 Bathroom

.............. .

:I:

·2 Bedroom Apartments

WDH - 0 Deposit

With Kitchen Appliances

,, . . ... ....

r-

c;;

No Application _Fee

4/2 Central A/C

~

aJ

Built In 2006!
8307 N Klondyke Street

Great Location
Section 8 Ok
Only $685.00

.. .. .

Bright And Clean
100% Remodeled

Section 8 Vouchers Welcome

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Spacious 2 Story
2 Bedroom Townhome,
Free Water
Free Washer/Dryer
With Lease
1 Month Free Rent

,c:z

Very, Very Quite

$1 00.00/Deposit

Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
$600.00/Monthly

(813) 968-1168

-

Central Heat And Air

3019 North 38th Street

USF Area
13050 North 20th Street

rr::::t

m

$675 Moves You In!·

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Section 8 OK

..

c:

(813) 704-7339

1 Bedroom Apartments
Starting At $375.00

2 Bedrooms/1 Y2 Baths
CHA, Utility/Laundry Room

aJ

Beautifu l Layout
55+ Community .

Sulphur Springs

II HOMES FOR RENT II

Spacious Townhouse

Call (813) 971-5254

Erick (813) 376-8787

II

USF Area

Cinnamon Cove
Apartments

Age 55 And Up Preferred
(813) 241-4158

II

r-

Rent Required

Se Habla Espafiol

WHY RENT

Call Today
(813) 541-3699

m

First & Last Month
$99.00 Move-In Special

Harold- 813-293-2677

.

MasterCard

DEBIT

can (813) &90-0338

•

After Driving By
Or For Directions

_1_

VIsa, MasterCard
A111erlcan Express And Debit Cards
utau•...,•••~-r VIa Phone

~
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1028 East MLK Blvd.
8514 North_Mulberry

Move - In Special

Furnished Rooms For Rent

cozy - 2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Males Preferred
Cable,.Central Air
Strictly N"o Drug Activity

2/1 - Apartme_nts

Duplex

Owner Pays Water

Central A/C

Section 8 Accepted

$650.001Monthly

Deposit Required

Allowed

Section 8 Welcome

{813) 598-4262

Call (813) 300..0243
1 Week'FREE

For Rent

Rooms For Rent

"LOOK" Special

1504 E. 138th Ave.

SSI, Fixed Income
In Quiet Building At

Water, Electric

3/1, DUPLEX

And Cable Included

Big Rooms For Rent

2913 North 15th Street

CHA, WID Hook-up

1 Month Rent

Wow Only !!H .

Tampa
Stop By Or Call Henry
. (813) 727-Q151

$400.001Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

Call (813) 230-5428
Or (813) 236-~395

Willie (813) 699-2498

Central @ 1-275

Queen Beds,

Section 8 Only
6217 North 47th Street

Upstairs Duplex

$100.00 And Up Weekly

~reat

Apartment #B

Location

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

$750.001Monthly

CHA, WDH

Includes
Utilities
.

West Tampa

Call813-4n-n34

Rooms For Rent

Free Water And Trash

North Tampa

·:

Plus 1 Week Rent

can (813) 247-4724

WID, Cable

Plus Deposit

- $120.00/Weekly ·

Financing Available

Includes Water

Rooms For Rent

Private Entrance

can (813) 238-7884
Uc ·l1815130

$305.00/Monthly ·:

First Month FREEl!

Background Check

$50.00·WIII Move You In

can (813) 229-8696
. (813) 373-2515

Unit IG

(813) 949-8997

Small Pets OK
Excellent .Rental History
Required
Newly Remodeled

Room For Rent

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

No Drugs, CHA

$550.00/Monthly

Share Kitchen And Bath

lnclt.!ding Water

$130.~/Weekl)'

- ..

(813) 238-6353

.,

· Mr. Austin --- - • :i
{813) 362-7618 '

$500.00/Monthly
. .
.·
$250.00/0eposit · ·

(813) 968-1168

Seffner

•

WDH, WSG_Included

section a oK

Miss Sarah
(813) 27()-4()47

Jl

Busch Gardens Area .

'."'

•;,

No

redftCheck
Spacious

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

... .

Tarpley's AIC

New& Used

-400~ North 34th Street

Spacious 111 Duplex

-II AIR CONDITIONING II

All Utilities Paid

Call (813) 476-874e

Plus Deposit

Fowler Area

Call (813) 789-3574

Furnished, CHA

Weekly +·Deposit

724 East,' .

Highway 301 And

Security System

Full Kitchen, Furnished

Cell {813) 5()5.9728 ..

(813) 340-3085

Utilities, A/C, WID

Quiet Neighborhood

Nice Area

Section 8 Approved

Single, Drug Free

Gann & Gann Rentals
806 Florlbraska· Avenue

$450.00/Monthly

I

Ideal For Fixed Income
Furnished, Clean, Private

Sales & Service

Large BaQkyard

Plus Deposit

East Osborne Ave. Area

Next To Bus Lines

Fenced Backyard

$550.0Q/Monthly

Call {81.3) 531-4050
For More Information

Must Be Employed

Busch Gardens Area

Air, Appliances

, 3 Bedroom - CHA, WDH

1 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

$400.00 Per Month

Cable TV, Laundry

Duplex

l

{813) 325-6499

Ptant City - Fair Grounds

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

can (813) 789-3879

2218 East 20th Aven!Je

Deposit Plus Security ·

$80.00-$100.00

Section 8 Only
·o Deposit
$100.00 Move-In Special ·

No Deppsit

Newly Remodeled

(813) 62&-o331

Call (813) 433-3290
For Detailed Information

$120.00- $140.00/Weekly

(813) 598-4262

Close To Everything

Electric, Water
And Cable Included

Room For Rent

Large Furnished Rooms

Kitchen, Ceiling Fans
$85.00 Deposit

For Rent

Includes Cable TV

Ybor Heights

A/C, Cable, Phone

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

~oom

Or $1 00.00 Per Week

(813) 690-6664

Tampa Heights

· Please Call {813) 494-3343

$350.00/Monthly_

$750.001Monthly

Plus Deposit

1000 East 2sth Avenue

$1q<).OO And Up Weekly

Call (813) 965-5931

Studio Apartment

Available Room For Rent
In Ybor Heights At:

· A/C, Cable, Phone
Queen Beds
Kitchen, Ce.iling Fans'
$85.00 Deposit

Must ,Be Employed

$100.001Deposit

Cllll (813) 453..0123

Hillsborough & Himes

Large $1'15.00

1 Bedroom Efficiency

Gathedral Ceilings .

'

. Bay Wm_dows

WOH, WaterJncluded

Nicety Fyrnlshed

$675.00/Monthly

TV, Utilities .Included

PIUs Security Deposit

Weekly - Bi-Weekly - Monthly

Section 8 Welcome

Must See To Believe

(813) 525-172..

(813) 788-3574

'

Small $100.00
Weekly Plus Deposit
Christian Person Preferred
Must Be Employed Or
ReceMoQ Benefits
No Drugs Or Smokers
Furnished

{813) 488-5003
(727) 70&-2789

'
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APPLIANCE
REPAIRS

II CARPET CLEANING II II

JUNK CARS
.

AIC & Appliance Repair

LEASE
PROPERTY

II II

II II

PLUMBING

We Buy

Church/Office Space

Junk Cars And Trucks

For Rent

Woodard's Plumbing ·

Ice Makers, Refrigeration

Deep Scrub
$55.00 Flat Rate

CALLJ.R.

804 East Florlbraska

Leaks, Drain Stoppage,

All Work Guaranteed

Ca$h

(813) 966-3501

'$400.00/Monthly

Cabinets, Sink Installation

1 Large ·Room

And All Plumbing Needs

CC's Carpet Cleaning

Bunk Beds

Or (813) 949-8997
Call(813)784-8339

$60.00

Full

$65.00

Queen

$75.00

II REAL.ESTATE II

Only '$ 24.95
l_ncluding Deep Cleaning

I Buy Junk .Cars

No Hidden Charges

Up To $500.00 & Up

Phone(813)32~0

Free Pick Up Of

METAL

II

Call

DNA

II

II

~ric

(813) 764-3968

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$

BOXING

II

II

FREE Training

....'TI
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Rental Business

Vans, Motorcycles

Appliances & Scrap Metals

Must Have Cash To Close

We Come To You!

Running Or Not

Call (813) no-1188

Results In 3 Days

With Or Without Title

Legal Or Personal Testing

24/7

Serious Inquiries Only

....m
m
c:
........
gJ

Please Call Kenny Rushing

We Pick Up

813.675.7040

(813) 695-2438·

(813) 928-2753

With Or Without Title

www.dlmservlcesusa.com

Any Condition

Cash Prizes For Winners

Now Servicing Nationwide

Make Or Model

1ST Event

1-888-651-57n

We Pay Up To $20,000.00

Wednesday - April 4th

II
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Small Does It All
Handyman Services

II

Trip To

Immokalee CHino

Electrical, Painting House

Free Hauling

Tile, Yards Mowed

Lost Title OK

For More Information

Call (81.3) 626-5733

Call Clint Small
(813) 735-3255.

Or (813) 924-6255

Call Now For Special Rates

HAUUNG

(813) 389-0852

Florida Sentinel.

(813) 374-0147
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LAWN SERVICE
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813.675.7040

God Bien

II

See Our Ad In The

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Receive $30.00
Free Play And

I

Or Baby Showers

Cash In 3 Days

For Cars, Trucks

Specializes: Plumbing
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Ages 1 -10

CASH

And Vans
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For Kids Birthday Parties

We Buy Foreclosure Homes

(813) 516-0847
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Banquet Hall Available

YOUR HOUSEl

Call Omar

-II

z

RENTALHALL

I

OTHER GUYS STEAL ·

@Club Manilla

HANDYMAN

MORTGAGE
DON T LET THOSE

And Offer Free Towing

(113)....U

- Build A Positive Cash Flow

Paternity Test

DLM-DNA Testing Services

$35.00 pp

For Cars,

Must Have Fair Credit

We Buy Unwanted Vehicles

$5.00 Food Voucher

- Build With Equity

Equipment

MOnday- Saturday

Wanted !II

1

We Pay Top Dollar

Payment Plans

Amature emale Boxers

BUS TOUR

Rehab For Profit

For Cars, Trucks,

24-Hour Service

If Interested
Holla @ The Manilla Man
(813) 493-1234

Need Money?

Home And Audio

DNA~estlng

Call (813) 31().()991

Learn How To Create Wealth

Core Auto Parts

Up To $1 ,500.00
$100.~ & Up

King

-II

Investing In Real Estate

Old Appliances Ai'id Metal

$200.00

Twin

Llcl 022650

. (813) 373-2515

Trucks And Vans

1-3 Rooms

Beds

1\)

Call (813) 325-4643
Call(81 3)229-86~

We Buy Junk Cars,

New Customers Only!!!

II BEDS FOR SALE II

1\)

Partially Furnished

Junk Cars

(813) 695-4343
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We Specialize In Faucets,

ASAP (813) 484:-6757
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Stove, Washers And Dryers

Fast Friendly Service

II
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Affordable Carpet Cleaning

Call Prince
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REPAIRS
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Complete Home Repairs
Experienced
Carpenters, Roofers
Hauling

Harvey (813) 483-6492
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(113) 374-0147
To Reg111er

I

BURGLAR BARS
AIC Cages,

Gates

General Welding & Repairs
We Pick Up Scrap Metal
For More Information
Call Carl
(813) 495-3172

I

Furnitufe, Trae Debris
Construction, Garbage
Or AnydW1g Ella

MACDADOV
Lawn Service And

~Clean-Up

No Job Too Big Or Smal

We Haul: Debris, Umbs

FaSt And Reasonable

And Furniture

(113) 215-4174

Phone (813) 245-8781.

DEADL1NES
Ecltion •Tlusday 0 12:00 P.M.
Friday Ecltlon • Monday 012:00 P.M.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$10.00 • 1·20 Words And 60$ For Each
Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad
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